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Financial Model—Guidance for Users
1 Introduction
Purpose
The financial model presented in Railway Reform – Toolkit for Improving Rail
Sector Performance150 demonstrates some key assumptions in developing financial modeling for railway operations and how financial and operational results
could be presented (Figure 1). The target audience includes railway professionals
in public and private entities, government agencies, and international organizations. The approach selected here is one of many potential variations of financial
modeling; it is neither superior nor universal, just a point of departure for learning.

User requirements
Model users should be proficient in Microsoft Excel and financial analysis of railway operations. More experienced financial modelers can calibrate the model to
their specific needs, and with practice, even novice users can learn model structure
and logic.

Basic steps
This model includes no default values or data from an existing railway entity; instead, model users are expected to have access to recent financial and operational
data for the entity they are examining. To begin, model users define the railway
entity and enter all available historical financial and operational data, plus assumptions (Figure 2). The model will then generate a set of results, including forecast financial statements, charts, and ratio analysis. Also, the model includes a tool
for model users to test a range of scenarios by changing key variables.
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2 General Assumptions
Model scope
To define model scope, users select the railway type and range of operations. Integrated railways produce a single set of financial statements for any combination of
passenger, freight, and infrastructure operations. Typically, separated railways
consist of distinct legal entities for passenger, freight, and infrastructure, so each
has a separate set of financial statements. On the ‘Assumptions – General’ worksheet, users select ‘integrated’ or ‘separated’ railways, then select operations that
are included.
Each selection runs a macro that displays only those assumptions and results relevant to the user. Users should enter assumptions only for selected entities. The
scenario needs to be run only once for the selected railway type. After this has been
done, the model can be saved in a macro-free Excel file format.
Note: By default, the model displays assumptions and results for freight,
passenger and infrastructure entities producing separate financial statements.

Labeling
Users should enter the label selected for each railway entity—only one time—because labels remain constant for all relevant assumptions and results worksheets.
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Period
Model users can freely select any starting and ending dates within a 30-year period.
It is recommended that the first modeling year is past and data are available. For
example, if model users want to generate a forecast for 2011-2039, they should
enter a 1/1/2010 starting date and a 12/31/2039 ending date, assuming data exist
for year 2010.
Note: Results will be generated only for the first 30 years, even if a longer
period is entered, due to the difficulty of accurate forecasting many decades ahead.

Macroeconomic assumptions
Users enter the primary accounting currency to be used throughout the model, plus
inflation and benchmark interest rates for that currency. If debt financing is anticipated from multiple currency sources, up to two additional currencies can be entered. If debt financing involves a fourth currency, loan terms should be converted
to one of the model’s three available currencies.

Data entry
Users enter data in orange or blue cells. Orange cells indicate entry points for historical data; blue cells indicate assumptions. Column D to the left of assumptions
describes the form of required input—text, ratio, percentage, or something else.
Inputs are entered in Columns E-AH. Data cells with white background indicate
results of calculations; these should not be edited.
Note: Assumptions must be entered separately for all entities selected unless
they are integrated; for example, fixed asset assumptions must be entered
for each selected, and separate, entity.

3 Specific Assumptions
General
Separate assumptions worksheets exist for each railway entity. When defining
model scope, the automatic macro will limit assumptions worksheets to those relevant for the selected combination. If two or more entities are selected and they
are integrated, users enter some assumption only once (Figure 3). In these cases,
users can enter additional assumptions under ‘Assumptions – Consolidated’ for
any additional costs associated with a headquarters or coordinating authority.
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Network and operational
Users enter assumptions about network length, staffing levels, first-year traffic volumes in gross ton-kilometers (GTK), and traffic distribution between electric and
diesel. Users can adjust these assumptions over the entire forecast period by
changing values in the blue cells. For example, shares of electric traction may
change for each modeling year if the railway is expanding network electrification.
Also, users can enter operational benchmarks and key productivity ratios; these
benchmark ratios will appear alongside entity results on the ‘Charts’ worksheet.

Fixed assets
Fixed assets can be divided into as many as six asset classes, which can be labeled
according to model users’ needs. If the entity has more than six asset classes, these
should be summarized into six classes for using the model. Next, users enter net
asset values and total depreciation at the end of the first modeling year, and forecast annual capital expenditure and asset sales for each asset class. If asset sales
over the forecast period exceed the starting total net asset values, the model will
display a warning. Users can enter depreciation figures by hand, or the model can
calculate depreciation using straight-line depreciation after users enter average remaining life of existing assets and average life of new assets for each asset class.
During manual entry, if any figures are missing for required assumptions, the
model will display a warning. Existing land assets are an exception because they
are not expected to depreciate. If users want to add depreciation for existing land,
they can only do so manually. New land assets can be depreciated using the model
or manual entry. For integrated entities, users should combine any coordinating
authority fixed assets, such as headquarters buildings, with assets of the largest
entity—freight, passenger, or infrastructure—because these additional assets cannot be entered separately.
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Note: For integrated railways with two or more entities, fixed asset assumptions should be entered only in one place. If a freight entity is combined with a passenger or infrastructure entity, users enter fixed asset
assumptions for the whole integrated railway under the freight entity
(“Assumptions – Freight” worksheet). If an infrastructure entity is integrated with a passenger entity, users enter fixed asset assumptions under
the infrastructure entity (“Assumptions – Infrastructure” worksheet).

Other long-term assets
Users can enter the aggregate value of any other long-term assets (not property,
plant, or equipment) that deviate from standard depreciation schedules. Any depreciation, amortization, or impairment should be calculated outside the model
and net asset values entered for each year in the period.
Note: For integrated entities, assumptions for other long-term assets
should be entered for freight only if it is combined with passenger or infrastructure. For infrastructure integrated with passenger, users enter
shared assumptions for other long-term assets for the infrastructure entity only.

Traffic
Traffic is a critical assumption that can be entered for up to 10 freight commodities
and three passenger services. Data entry starts by selecting units of available data.
The model uses average length of cargo haul/trip and net weight of train load, together with the GTK information given earlier, to convert original data to other
units of traffic volume. The model converts to GTK because some operating costs,
such as energy consumption, are forecast proportionally to GTK volume. Users
have the option of adjusting the gross to net ton-km ratio for any forecast year by
entering a “change in GTK/NTK ratio”.
Traffic for the infrastructure entity includes any freight and passenger traffic entered for freight and passenger entities, plus additional traffic generated by external infrastructure clients. An example is private passenger service operators that
pay track access charges to the infrastructure entity. External traffic volumes are
entered by client rather than by commodity/service type.

Tariff assumptions
Each traffic flow defined above is associated with a tariff (freight) or a fare (passenger). First, users determine if tariffs and fares rise with inflation. If they do, the
proportion of the rise can be set separately for each traffic flow. For example, a 50
percent inflation indexation means that the annual tariff/fare increases half of annual inflation through the forecast period. An additional tariff/fare change, post
inflation adjustment, can also be entered for each year.
Note: Resulting tariffs/fares can also be shown for each traffic flow by
clicking on ‘Show/hide results’. These results feed from the Calculations
worksheet and allow the user to see the outcome of selected tariff/fare
assumptions.
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Other operating revenue
Any revenue generated outside tariffs and fares can be entered here. Outside revenues from multiple sources should be aggregated for the one line item provided in
the model.

Non-operating revenue
Users can enter tax credits, foreign exchange gains, or other revenue that is independent of operations volumes; revenues can be adjusted for inflation and for any
annual changes during the forecast period. Annual changes can be applied to the
quantity of a revenue stream or its ‘unit price’. If a revenue stream is difficult to separate into price and quantity components, any annual change can be entered to either quantity or price. Quantity multiplied by price yields annual revenue.

Public subsidies
Some railways receive public subsidies under public service agreements or as compensation for discounted fares provided for special groups such as retirees, students, or veterans. Usually, governments provide operational subsidies to cover
operating costs and these are shown in the income statement as part of operating
revenue. Also, capital subsidies are provided for capital investments; these appear
in the cash flow statement and in the capital subsidy equity account on the balance
sheet. The model automatically amortizes annual capital subsidies, linking them
to new assets’ depreciation because some new assets are likely acquired with the
capital subsidy. Similar to accounting treatment for deferred revenue, amortization means that part of the capital subsidy is recognized each year as revenue as
the corresponding acquired asset is used. Asset use can be approximated by the
corresponding depreciation amount each year. Users must enter the corresponding capital investment on the assumptions sheet by hand since no automatic link
exists between capital subsidy and investment.
If subsidies are available, users enter the first-year amount, decide whether to link
the subsidy level to inflation, and, if so, to what proportion. An additional annual
change can also be entered. Alternatively, users enter the subsidy for each year by
hand. For passenger operations, users can link the subsidy to traffic levels to reflect
a potentially higher need for subsidies with higher traffic volumes in subsidized
categories.
Note: For integrated entities, assumptions for capital subsidies need to
be entered for freight only if it is combined with passenger or infrastructure. If infrastructure is integrated with passenger, users enter the
shared assumptions for capital subsidies for the infrastructure entity
only.

Track access charge
The infrastructure company’s main revenue source is track access charges, calculated using traffic volume measured in GTK and train-kilometers. Each traffic flow
is charged for track access based on GTK and train-kilometers, therefore, freight
and passenger entities will record these under their operating costs. Users enter
two average charges for freight and two average charges for passenger, which are
applied to all traffic flows. Like tariffs, access charges can be indexed to inflation.
An additional annual change can also be entered.
The World Bank
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Note: As part of consolidation, the revenue charged by the infrastructure
entity to the freight and passenger company is removed to avoid double
counting revenue. Only track access charge revenue from external clients, and other revenue, will be included in the consolidated income statement. Correspondingly, track access charges are removed from consolidated entity operating costs because the infrastructure company is considered as an internal cost center.

Operating costs
Some operating costs are fixed; other operating costs vary with traffic and/or inflation. All costs are calculated as quantity multiplied by price—a physical cost
driver and a price. For staff cost, the number of staff (or staff count) defines the
quantity, and salary, benefits and overhead form the ‘price’ (or ‘staff member
cost’). Cost driver and price variability can be defined. For example, if variability
of staff count relative to staff cost is 100 percent, total staff costs increase in 1-to-1
relationship with staff count. If variability is 50 percent, total staff costs increase
by only 50 percent of staff count, i.e., half of the total cost driven by quantity is
fixed. For staff cost, users can alter the number of staff in the top part of each assumption sheet under “Network and operational assumptions”. For example, a
change can be entered to conduct sensitivity analysis.
Price or unit cost can vary with inflation to the extent defined by users. Users can
also increase the price above or below inflation by entering an ‘additional annual
change’. The additional change will apply until the end of the forecast period, unless undone by the user through a reverse additional change. Other operating costs
are defined by the same logic but with other physical cost drivers. Materials costs
are driven by total traffic, measured in GTK, and costs for diesel fuel depend on
diesel traffic and costs for electricity depend on electric traction traffic volumes.
External services and other operating expenses are not linked to staff or traffic for
the physical cost driver. Instead, users define the initial quantity and can change it
in any year. The point is to capture the percentage change in quantity, so the physical cost driver could also be a simple index that starts with 100 and changes as
defined by users. As above, users can define the variability of these costs in relation
to changes in quantity. Users can define the degree of price variability with inflation, and whether price is impacted by additional changes.
For the consolidated entity, the model assumes that the only additional costs arise
from coordinating activities in headquarters, which can be captured by additional
staff cost and other operating expenses. Users should enter any additional operating costs under these two categories.
Note: Users can ignore the section on ‘scenario analysis’ when entering
values for the base case. Scenario analysis is relevant only when the base
case is complete and the model is ready for sensitivity testing with different variables.

Non-operating costs
Users can freely label non operating costs and define the variability of physical and
price cost drivers because they are independent of any operational variables. The
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logic behind non operating cost calculations remains similar to that of other operating costs.

Taxes and dividends
Users enter the corporate income tax applicable during the modeling period and
set the amount of annual dividend. The model excludes the impact of value-added
taxes. Users also enter the debt service coverage ratio before a dividend can be
paid, which is sometimes a financial covenant requested by lenders. If the entity’s
debt service coverage ratio (DSCR) for a given year is lower than the requirement,
no dividend is paid. If actual DSCR exceeds the requirement, a dividend will be
paid from cash flow available for dividends, as determined on the Calculations
worksheet. Users set the ‘annual dividend after DSCR’ as a percentage share of the
cash available for dividends.
Note: For integrated entities, assumptions for taxes/dividends need to be
entered for freight only if it is combined with passenger or infrastructure.
If infrastructure is integrated with passenger, users enter the shared assumptions for taxes/dividends for the infrastructure entity only. Consolidated financial statements will use dividend assumptions entered on ‘Assumptions – Consolidated’ worksheet. Freight entity tax assumptions are
used for consolidated financial statements if freight is selected. If freight
is not selected, consolidated financial statements will use the tax assumptions entered for infrastructure.

Working capital
First-year values are important in defining working capital (current assets minus
current liabilities). The model converts each working capital item into the number
of days of underlying revenue or underlying cost that each account represents. For
example, days in accounts receivable indicate the amount of recognized operating
revenue waiting to be paid; 50 days in accounts receivable is the total operating
revenue typically recognized over a 50-day period. Inventory consists of stored materials and diesel fuel for use; other receivables are linked to other revenues.
On the liability side, accounts payable refer to total operating costs that are due but
unpaid; other payables are defined by non operating cost amounts waiting to be
paid. If revenue collections become more/less efficient and invoice payments
faster/slower, users can adjust after the first, historical year, the number of days
outstanding in each working capital account. Finally, users can define how much
interest is earned on cash balances, if any. It would not be unusual for interest to
be below the benchmark interest for a low-risk cash account or short-term money
market investment.
Note: In consolidation, working capital accounts for freight, passenger
and infrastructure entities are aggregated, excluding accounts receivable and payable arising from intra-company track access charges. The
consolidated entity needs additional working capital for headquarters
staff costs, other operating costs and non operating costs.
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Debt financing
Assumptions for financing are divided into existing debt, new debt, and equity.
Existing debt consists of three loans that the user defines according to source, currency, outstanding balance, repayment schedule, and interest rate. Users must ensure that the outstanding balance in the first modeling year is repaid in full by entering sufficient annual repayments in the schedule. If any amount remains outstanding, the model displays a warning.
New debt assumptions can be entered for up to four loans. First, users must name
the funding source, indicate the first disbursement year (any number from 1-30)
and enter the loan currency. As mentioned earlier, if debt financing involves a
fourth currency, loan terms should be converted to one of three available currencies. Users must enter the disbursement schedule for the new loans by hand since,
by definition, new debt is undisbursed at the time of modeling. Users select the
loan term, which includes the grace period, and can select a repayment profile—
bullet, equal installment, or fixed annuity.
A bullet loan is paid off in a single principal repayment at the end of the loan term
and interest is paid annually on the whole principal; equal installments divide the
loan into equal principal repayments with interest charged on the outstanding balance; fixed annuity repayment maintains an annual fixed amount of combined
principal and interest. Users can enter a front-end fee due in the first year of loan
disbursement and/or a commitment fee assessed during loan disbursement on
committed but undisbursed capital (principal amount minus disbursements).
Note: For integrated entities, financing assumptions need to be entered
for freight only if it is combined with passenger or infrastructure. If infrastructure is integrated with passenger, users enter shared financing
assumptions for the infrastructure entity only.

Other long-term liabilities
Users can group and enter any other long-term liabilities.
Note: For integrated entities, assumptions for other long-term liabilities
need to be entered for freight only if it is combined with passenger or infrastructure. If infrastructure is integrated with passenger, users enter
shared assumptions for other long-term liabilities for the infrastructure
entity only.

Equity
Equity assumptions are straightforward. Users enter the combined ending paid-in
capital in the first modeling year, together with retained earnings. Changes to paidcapital, in case of new equity injection, can be entered by hand for any year in the
forecast period.
Note: For integrated entities, equity assumptions need to be entered for
freight only if it is combined with passenger or infrastructure. If infrastructure is integrated with passenger, users enter shared equity assumptions for the infrastructure entity only.
The World Bank
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4 Calculations
On this worksheet, assumptions are converted through calculations into a form
required for financial statements and numerical and graphical results. Users need
not enter assumptions or data because the model will automatically feed any required inputs from the Assumptions sheet or Scenario analysis, if enabled. The
Calculations sheet can be used to check calculation methodology or to assist an
experienced financial modeler in troubleshooting and model calibration.

5 Financial Statements
Balance sheet
As users are entering assumptions, the model is generating financial statements,
including a balance sheet, for each selected entity. For financial statements that
are complete and accurate, all assumptions must be entered. Users must pay particular attention to initial historical data because they must balance assets with
liabilities and equity in the first modeling year; then the model will balance following years through income and cash flow statements. The consolidated balance
sheet combines individual balance sheets of selected entities and removes intracompany transactions, such as the impact of internal track access charges on receivables and payables.
Note: The Ratios worksheet contains checks to ensure that the balance
sheet is correctly presented. Always confirm that the answer to each
check is ‘Yes’.

Income statement
Assumptions entered for traffic, tariffs, subsidies and track access charges define
income statement revenues for the selected entities. Subsidy amortization is non
cash revenue and included in other revenue. The main costs comprise operating
costs and track access charges for freight and passenger. Depreciation, a non cash
operating cost, is presented separately from cash-based operating costs to distinguish between earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization
(EBITDA) and earnings before interest and tax (EBIT). Net finance expenses are
the balance between debt service and interest income. Net income is the final result
after income tax and net finance expenses have been deducted.
Note: An infrastructure entity derives most revenues from track access
charges, paid by freight and passenger entities and recorded by them as
operating expenses. However, in consolidation, these track access
charges are considered ‘internal transfers’ and are removed for selected
entities. Only track access revenue derived from external clients and the
unselected freight or passenger entity is shown on the consolidated income statement.

Cash flow statement
The indirect method is used to construct cash flow statements; first, net income is
adjusted for non cash revenues and costs to determine net cash from operating
activities. Investing activities present the combined capital expenditure and sale of
assets across all asset categories. Financing activities detail changes in debt and
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equity balances and amount of interest paid. Dividend calculation is based on user
assumptions and cash flow available for dividends.

6 Input and Output Summaries
Charts
On this worksheet, key operational and financial results are presented as dynamic
charts that automatically adjust for changes in the forecast period, currency, or
input units. Productivity charts include user-defined benchmarks on the ‘Assumptions’ worksheets. Users are encouraged to study the charts to visually validate assumptions and modeling results, and make it easier to detect inadvertent omissions or errors.

Results
This includes summaries of assumptions and outputs and a list of key operating
and financial ratios. The input summary changes in response to changed assumptions or to enabling the ‘scenario analysis’ function. Users cannot enter inputs on
this sheet or adjust assumptions because the summary feeds from the ‘Assumptions’, ‘Calculation’ and ‘Charts’ sheets. The output summary contains key financial
and operational results with charts adapted from ‘Charts’ sheet. Results are expressed as numbers and charts, and will change if assumptions are changed or if
‘scenario analysis’ is enabled. The output summary is intended to present a results
snapshot under assumptions selected.
Finally, some common financial ratios are presented under ‘Results’ with minimum, maximum, and average values and their dates of occurrence. Similar to other
results sheets, these ratios change if assumptions are changed or if scenario analysis is enabled. This worksheet includes checks to validate the balance sheet and
cash balances.
Note: Users cannot introduce changes directly to results or charts in the
above worksheets, only to the assumptions or scenario analysis sheets.

7 Scenario and Sensitivity Testing
This worksheet can be used after all assumptions have been entered and the financial statements and results have been validated to form a solid base case. The user
can use the Scenario analysis sheet for sensitivity testing of key variables and
model calibration. Each railway entity has a scenario analysis that has to be
switched on when performing sensitivity testing.
After an entity scenario analysis has been switched on, the variable to be tested
must also be switched on; the value entered for the variable will supersede the
value entered on the Assumptions sheet and feed into all results and charts, including charts on the Scenario analysis sheet. When the variable is switched off,
the original assumption, results, and charts are restored.
If several scenario analyses are switched on at the same time for the same variables, the model will first consider variables entered for the consolidated entity,
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then the infrastructure entity for traffic variables, before considering variables entered for freight and passenger entities.
Before beginning sensitivity testing, i.e., when all switches are off, users can copypaste base-case values shown in ‘Results’ to the space provided for base-case results. Results shown above base-case values change as different assumptions are
tested.
If any tested scenarios produce a low-equity return, low DSCR, or negative cash
balance warnings will be displayed to alert users to potential financially unsustainable scenarios.
Note: If users want to test more variables than are available in scenario
analysis, they can return to assumptions and make changes. Sensitivity
analysis should extend beyond the few variables presented here.
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Annex 2
Benchmarking
1 Introduction
Benchmarking is the process of comparing performance of one entity (the subject
railway) to the performance of other entities (the benchmark companies) to identify best practices and opportunities for improvement. Often, benchmarking begins with a high-level comparison to identify areas of greatest potential, followed
by detailed analysis of these high-potential areas. In the railway industry, benchmarking may compare financial measures such as operating ratio and revenue per
ton-km, or productivity measures such as traffic units per employee, and traffic
units per track-km.
During benchmarking, after comparison of statistics identifies the high opportunity areas, the business processes of the subject and benchmark railways are
compared to identify changes necessary to close the performance gap. Next, an implementation plan is developed for the subject railway to adopt improved business
processes. For example, the high-level analysis may identify a gap in locomotive
operating costs. The detailed analysis might reveal that the subject railway’s locomotives work fewer hours per day than the benchmark railways and that the sub-

ject railway’s staff have lower productivity, which is partially offset by lower wages
(Figure 1). The business process analysis would reveal a difference in locomotive
assignment practices—the subject railway restructure changes the locomotives
every 150 km, while the benchmark railways change every 2,500 km—which affects
staff and locomotive productivity. A performance improvement plan would be implemented to change locomotive assignment practices and adjust staffing. This
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would subsequently be evaluated by whether costs and locomotive productivity
had improved.
Benchmarking against both railways and companies outside the railway industry
can be useful. Railway comparisons are more useful for operational issues. External comparisons are useful to examine how competing transport providers and logistics companies handle their markets, corporate culture, and strategic issues.
This annex focuses on benchmarking using statistical comparisons between railways. It explains the steps for statistical analysis, provides definitions, highlights
data issues, and explains the typical ratios used.
The statistical analysis for benchmarking starts with selecting benchmark railways
and indicators.151 Next, data are collected and adjusted to improve comparability.
Then indicators are calculated. Finally, results are interpreted.

2 Selecting Benchmark Railways
Benchmarking is most usefully carried out using high performing railways with
fairly similar characteristics and operating conditions. This controls for factors
that management or government cannot influence and focuses analyses on factors
that can be changed. Thus, to the degree possible, benchmark railways should be
similar in the following characteristics: (i) size; (ii) traffic volume and type; (iii)
traffic mix and journey types, such as passenger vs. freight, and originated vs.
transit journeys; and (iv) traffic density. Other factors, such as having a similar
technology level, may be considered.

3 Selecting Indicators
Indicator choices depend on the benchmarking objective. If benchmarking aims for a
general review of railway operations, the process would likely begin with key financial
indicators and an overall productivity measure for each primary railway resource—labor,
track, locomotives, wagons, and coaches—followed by detailed statistical analysis of any
areas with large gaps. Typical indicators appear in the table below.

Box 1 Railway Benchmarks
Name

Definition

Interpretation

Average tariff

Freight revenue/ton-km

Average fare

Passenger revenue/passenger-km
May be calculated by type
of service (e.g., commuter
vs. intercity)

A measure of the railway’s ability to generate revenue from
freight traffic. Most tariff level variations are due to competition, commodity, and haul length. But low tariff levels may
indicate a tariff policy issue.
A measure of the railway’s ability to generate revenue from passenger traffic. Most fare level variations are due to competition,
type of service, and average distance traveled. But low fares may
indicate a fare policy issue.

Financial Measures

151
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Box 1 (cont.) Railway Benchmarks
Name
Average passenger subsidy

Definition
Passenger subsidy/passenger-km

Ratio of passenger fares
to freight rates

(passenger revenue/ passenger-km)/
(freight revenue/ton-km)

Operating ratio

Operating costs/operating
revenue

Labor share of revenue

May be calculated with
and without operating
subsidies
Total wages/total revenue

Interpretation
A measure of railway ability to obtain compensatory revenue
from government in exchange for providing loss-making passenger services.
Rough measure of the degree to which railway revenue structure depends on freight services to cover fixed costs and/or
to cross-subsidize passenger services. This indicator must be
used with great caution when comparing railways because either freight or passenger yield can be heavily influenced by
traffic mix in each market.
A measure of railway ability to cover its costs and generate investment funds. Operating ratios for reasonably profitable US Class I
railroads range from 80-85 percent. Limited data available on operating ratio including operating subsidies for EU railways typically
show ratios around 95 to 100 percent, indicating inability to cover
all costs, even after receiving government PSO payments.
A measure of the share of revenue from customers that is paid to
workers. It excludes subsidies to focus on the direct relationship
between wages and revenues. Typically, profitable US freight railways have a ratio of about 0.30 (China is even lower). Many EU
railways have ratios approaching 1.00 or higher.

Productivity
Measures

Track density

(passenger-km + ton-km)/
track-km

Locomotive productivity

(passenger-km + ton-km)/
locomotives
Passenger-km/passenger
locomotives
Passenger-km in multiple
unit(MU) service/MU
powered coaches

Wagon productivity

The World Bank

Ton-km/freight locomotives
Ton-km/wagon

A measure of the volume of traffic produced with railway infrastructure. Railways are capital intensive and infrastructure is a
substantial proportion of total assets. Railways with high utilization of this expensive asset such as those in China, U.S., and
Russia, have an advantage in reaching economic viability.
A measure of the volume of traffic produced with railway locomotives. High utilization of this expensive asset gives the
railway an advantage in reaching economic viability. If data
permit, the locomotive fleet should be separated into passenger, freight, and shunting services to calculate separate
productivity measures. If a substantial proportion of passenger service is provided with MU equipment, the figures
should be adjusted to reflect this.

A measure of how much freight traffic is produced with
the railway wagon fleet. High utilization of this expensive
asset gives the railway an advantage in reaching economic viability. This measure should be used with caution because wagon ownership practices can differ. In
some countries, customers own a substantial proportion
of the wagon fleet. In others, the railway may handle substantial traffic moved in wagons owned by other railways.
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Box 1 (cont.) Railway Benchmarks
Name
Coach productivity

Definition
Passenger-km/coach

Employee productivity

(passenger-km + ton-km)/
employee

Interpretation
A measure of how much passenger traffic is produced with the
railway coach fleet. High utilization of this expensive asset
gives the railway an advantage in reaching economic viability.
If the railway operates both coaches and MU equipment, MU
coaches should be added to the coach total. Higher figures are
usually associated with high-speed rail or commuter services;
lower numbers indicate longer-haul services with lower-density seating, and significant coach space allocated to dining or
sleeping. Thus it is important to benchmark against railways
with similar types of passenger services.
A measure of how much traffic is produced with the railway
labor force. Labor is the largest single-cost item for nearly all
railways, so output per employee is fundamental to financial
and economic viability.

Other Measures

Locomotive availability

Locomotives available/total locomotives in the fleet
Units may be number of
locomotives or locomotive
hours

Locomotive-km/ day
Wagon availability

Locomotive-km/locomotives/365
Wagons available/total
wagons in fleet

Wagon-km/day

Units may be number of
wagons or wagon hours
Wagon-km/wagons/365

Wagon cycle time

(wagons*365)/loads

Load-to-empty ratio

The World Bank

May be independently
measured in railway’s operation system.
Loaded wagon-km/empty
wagon-km

A measure of the technical capacity of the railway to maintain its locomotives and to provide funding for spare parts.
U.S. Class I railroads expect a diesel locomotive availability
ratio of 90-95 percent. In the developing world, good performance would be 70-90 percent. A ratio below 70 percent or a
ratio that is deteriorating over time indicates a management
problem.
A measure of the work performed by railway locomotives.
A measure of the technical capacity of the railway to maintain its wagons and to provide funding for spare parts.

A measure of the work performed by railway wagons. A low figure implies low use—that wagons linger in shunting yards, or
that the wagon fleet is too large.
A measure of wagon use intensity. A high figure may indicate
too much time in shunting yards, inefficient redistribution of
empty wagons, or unused wagons spending a lot of time in
storage because the fleet is too large.
A measure of how much of wagon movement is revenue generating. A low ratio of loaded to empty may indicate inefficient redistribution of empty wagons. Unit train movements
have a load-to-empty ratio of approximately 1, so the measure is strongly affected by the nature of traffic.
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Box 1 (cont.) Railway Benchmarks
Name
Coach availability

Definition
Coaches available/total
coaches in the fleet

Interpretation
A measure of railway technical capacity to maintain its
coaches and provide funding for spare parts.

Units may be number of
coaches or coach hours
Coach-km per day

Coach-km/coaches/365

MU availability

MU trains available /total
MU trains in fleet
‘Units’ may be number of
MU trains or MU train
hours

A measure of work performed by railway coaches, which is
strongly affected by the nature of railway traffic. A railway
with long-distance service will have higher coach-km per day
than a railway with commuter service.
A measure of railway technical capacity to maintain its MUs
and to provide funding for spare parts.

4 Collecting the Data
Sources for benchmarking data include the following:

The World Bank



World Bank Railways Database (updated in 2007), provides a set of indicators for the railway transport that includes size, scale and productivity
measures over a sufficient time frame for adequate cross-sectional and time
series performance evaluations, including financial and physical measures.
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTTRANSPORT/EXT
RAILWAYS/0,,contentMDK:22614614~menuPK:7260743~pagePK:210058~piPK:
210062~theSitePK:515245~isCURL:Y,00.html



UIC maintains the Railisa database with railway physical indicators, including all UIC railways over many decades, allowing cross-sectional and time-series evaluations.
http://www.uic.org/spip.php?article1352



Other Rail Industry Associations may compile member statistics. For example, the Association of American Railroads produces several statistical publications on the North American railway industry.
http://www.aar.org/StatisticsAndPublications.aspx



Railway websites offer selected physical indicators and/or railways financial
reports. For example, Turkish State Railways publishes statistics on its website
(http://www.tcdd.gov.tr/home/detail/?id=305) Deutsche Bahn publishes its
financial statements on its website.
http://www.deutschebahn.com/ecm2-db-en/ir/financial_reports/reports_2010_2009.html)
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Government Statistical Agencies usually collect statistics on railway traffic and infrastructure size. For example, the Ukrainian Statistics Agency provides traffic volumes by commodity, track length, and electrification
(http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua/)



Regulatory Agencies often require railways to provide detailed statistical
reports. For example, the U.S. Surface Transportation Board requires large
railways to file R-1 reports with detailed operational and financial statistics.
(http://www.stb.dot.gov/stb/industry/econ_reports.html

Comparing statistics from multiple data sources requires great care to ensure consistency. Definitions, pitfalls, and interpretation issues are discussed below.

Infrastructure
Typically, infrastructure statistics such as line-km, track-km, km of electrified line,
km of double track line, are accurate. Definitions to note are the following:


Track-km. Track length in kilometers, counting every track. 100 km of double
track = 200 track-km. Track-km may be disaggregated by gauge, electrification, main lines, secondary lines, or station track.



Route-km. Railway line length, regardless of single or multiple tracks. 100 km
of double track = 100 route-km. Route-km may be disaggregated by gauge or
electrification. Route-km is often referred to as line-km.



Track gauge. Distance between the rails, disaggregated into four categories: (i)
narrow gauge (NG) is less than one meter; (ii) meter gauge (MG) includes both
true meter—1000 mm, and “Cape Gauge” —1067 mm; (iii) standard gauge
(SG) is 1435 mm; and (iv) broad gauge (BG) includes all gauges greater than
standard. Broad gauge is found in former Soviet countries and the Baltic Republics (1520 mm), and India (1676 mm).

Rolling stock fleets
Some railways report only locomotives, coaches, or wagons that are serviceable;
others report their entire fleet and distinguish between ‘total’ fleet and ‘serviceable’
fleet. The difference, referred to as the availability ratio, can be significant. Some
railways record three categories of rolling stock: in service, inoperable but repairable, and beyond repair. In some railways, equipment beyond repair is still included in the fleet, distorting the apparent size of the fleet, availability ratio, and
measures of rolling stock productivity.

Locomotives
Often, locomotive fleets are reported by type of power—steam, diesel or electric—
and purpose—main line or shunting. Each railway has its own definition of ‘main
line’, so this term covers a range of locomotive sizes. The lightweight locomotives
used by smaller railways as main line would be used only for marshalling (switching) on larger railways with heavier flows.
In former Soviet countries, railways often permanently coupled two locomotives,
and counted the two units as one locomotive. A single locomotive used for lighter
The World Bank
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work (e.g., passenger) would also be counted as one locomotive. Therefore, when
comparing locomotive productivity statistics, analysts must adjust figures so that
multiple-unit locomotives are counted in a consistent way.

Multiple units
The rolling stock that is most difficult to measure is multiple unit (MU) passenger
equipment. This equipment forms passenger trains that are not hauled by a locomotive. Instead, some or all of the coaches include power units. The ratio of powered coaches to un-powered trailer coaches can range from 1:1 to as high as 1:3.
Published statistics do not always clarify whether MU equipment consists of individual coaches or sets of MU trains. If a railway has substantial MU operations, the
number of coaches may be unclear. The use of MUs must be considered when compiling statistics, because MUs may substitute for locomotives and coaches and may
be responsible for some or all of the production of passenger service.

Passenger coaches
Passenger coaches vary in seating density—more seats per car for shorter distances, fewer for longer distances—and in the numbers of sleeping or dining
coaches. Counting multiple unit (MU) coaches is often complex in countries with
significant commuter services.

Freight wagons
Wagons vary by size and type, and one freight wagon might carry up to four times
the gross weight of another wagon. For example, some railways, operate economically obsolete, two-axle wagons with maximum axle loadings as low as 15 metric
tons (30 ton maximum gross weight), whereas a few state-of-the-art heavy haul
freight railways uniformly use four-axle wagons with axle loadings as high as 35 or
even 40 ton (140 to 160 tons maximum gross weight). Also, in many countries,
customers own a substantial part of the fleet. Thus, in calculating productivity statistics, care must be taken to match output (ton-km) and production (wagon-km)
with the wagons that produced it.

Passenger traffic
Accuracy of passenger counts is improving due to advances in ticketing systems.
However, inaccurate figures are common if high numbers of seasonal or multi-ride
tickets are sold. This is particularly an issue for railways with substantial suburban
passenger traffic, and in countries such as Russia, where many passengers have
social privileges and therefore ride without being ticketed. Also, railways with multiple passenger interchanges, for example between long-haul and short-haul
trains, often record two trips rather than one trip, thus inflating passenger numbers. For example, every day Indian Railways in Mumbai transports more than five
million commuters using seasonal or multi-ride tickets. Passenger sampling yields
estimates of actual ridership and trip length, but sampling must be designed and
executed to yield accurate estimates.

Freight traffic
Statistics for railway freight tonnage are usually reliable because tariff revenues are
based on tonnage. Major sources of inaccuracy are (i) weighing, because shippers
have incentives to report lower weight and (ii) traffic interchanged between railThe World Bank
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ways, where tonnages can inadvertently be double counted. Generally, ton-km reports are accurate, but errors can occur if multiple routes are available because
shippers insist on being billed for the tariff route, but for operational reasons the
railway may use a longer route. As with passenger traffic, on larger and more modern railways, computers and automated shipping documents have improved the
accuracy of freight reporting.
During a benchmarking exercise, when comparing across regions, the units of
measurement should be checked to ensure they are the same. American railways
measure outputs in ‘short’ tons and miles, not metric tons and kilometers. Conversion rates: one short ton = 0.907 metric tons and one mile = 1.609 kilometers.

Traffic units
Productivity is measured by the ratio of outputs to the resources used to produce
the output. For example, freight wagon productivity can be calculated by dividing
ton-km by the number of wagons. However, when track and locomotives are
shared by passenger and freight services, resource productivity must be calculated
using an output measure that combines figures for passenger and freight traffic.
Calculating a combined measure is problematic, but the most common measure
used is Traffic Units (TU). TU is the sum of ton-km and passenger-km, using a 1:1
weighting of passenger and freight-km. Most specialists would agree that the resources used to produce a passenger-km and a freight ton-km are not equal, but
no agreement exists on what a more accurate weighting should be. Earlier World
Bank research indicated that labor inputs associated with a passenger-km are at
least twice that of a ton-km. Outputs per freight locomotive tend to be higher than
for passenger locomotives. Lighter passenger trains may generate less wear on infrastructure than heavy freight trains, but passenger trains’ higher speed may consume more capacity than freight trains. Since an ideal weighting is undefined,
benchmarking should involve railways with relatively similar passenger-freight
mix.

Financial measures
Benchmarking using monetary figures or financial reporting requires great caution
due to wide differences in accounting standards. Financial statements prepared according to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and audited by qualified external auditors will have consistent definitions across entities, clear descriptions
of accounting policies followed, and footnotes that provide details about the figures
provided. Ratios that include depreciation or amortization, such as the operating ratio,
can be problematic because asset valuation varies widely, especially in countries with
high inflation. When IFRS financial reports are unavailable, financial data should be
used cautiously.
Financial comparisons between countries require a common currency. Typically,
local currencies are converted at the official exchange rate to a common international currency such as the U.S. dollar or Euro; or, currencies are converted using
purchasing power parity (PPP). Using international currency at the official exchange rate has the merit of familiarity but can seriously misrepresent local resource use. Instead, PPP dollar conversion offers more accurate estimates of the
activity being valued in terms of local resource consumption, within the limits of
the calculation of PPP values. However, both methods are imperfect since railway
The World Bank
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services use a mix of local resources, such as labor, and international resources,
such as locomotives.
Some monetary measures, such as the ratios of wages/revenues and average passenger
fare/average freight tariff (this is revenue/passenger-km divided by revenue/ton-km),
are relatively robust regardless of currency value because numerator and denominator
are affected equally by conversion. Use of time series can reveal useful trends, even if
absolute value is questionable due to differing definitions.

Average fare and freight yields
Traffic mix and average distance affect comparisons of passenger fares and freight
tariffs. Typically, railways charge lower tariffs for some low-value bulk commodities, such as coal, and higher tariffs for higher-value goods that require higher service levels, such as assembled automobiles. For this reason, two fully comparable
railways could report vastly different average freight tariffs if one hauls mostly
coal, and the other mostly assembled automobiles. A similar market-mix phenomenon occurs in passenger services—commuter travel has high passenger volume,
low prices, and simple coaches. Longer-haul journeys have lower passenger volume, higher ticket prices, and can require more complex coaches including sleeping and dining cars.
Average distance per journey can raise or lower unit price because railways incur
costs not only during hauling freight or passengers, but also at the start and the
end of each journey. Thus, average freight tariffs and passenger fares are lower in
large countries such as China, Russia, and the U.S.A. where starting and ending
costs are a smaller proportion of much longer average journeys than, for example,
in smaller countries such as Belgium. Without complete data on tariffs and fare
schedules for both subject and benchmark railways, adjusting for this type of unit
price differential is impossible. Nonetheless, it should be kept in mind.

5 Analyzing Results
Benchmark calculations will identify areas of performance differences—better and
worse—between the subject railway and the benchmark railways. Further statistical analysis is then made of the areas in which the benchmark railways are superior
to the subject railway. For example, the preliminary analysis may show that the
subject railway has lower wagon productivity. Next, additional benchmarking
analysis might be done on wagon-km per day, wagon fleet availability, and wagon
cycle time.
Using these benchmarks as guides, subject railway operational practices would be
compared to those of the benchmark railways to identify differences that account
for different results. For example, the benchmark railways may use computer models to distribute empty wagons and the subject railway does not. Or, the benchmark
railways may allow customers a single day to load and unload but the subject railway allows customers three days. Or, the benchmark railways may have efficient
shunting operations but the subject railway’s marshalling yards average 36 hours
dwell time.

The World Bank
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The analysis aims to identify which of the benchmark railways’ good practices are
responsible for better performance, and then implement these practices in the subject railway.

The World Bank
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Annex 3

Service Costing and Profit Measurement
Systems
1 Use of Service Costing and Profit Measurement Systems
Service Costing and Profit Measurement Systems (SCPM) provide detailed cost
and profitability information for railways service provision. Typically, railways
fixed costs are substantial and shared broadly by all traffic groups. So most SCPMs
calculate variable costs, and measure service profitability by how much the service
contributes to the railway’s fixed costs (e.g., contribution = revenue - variable
costs).
Railways use SCPMs to provide information for the following activities:





Commercial pricing
Prioritizing use of scarce resources
Identifying opportunities for cost reduction
Investment analysis

The primary purpose of any SCPM system is to support commercial pricing decisions. The general principle of commercial pricing is to maximize profit (the services’ contribution to the railway’s fixed costs), knowing both the costs and the
market. This principle is sometimes expressed as “price to the market, not to
costs….but price above costs.”

Box 1 You Cannot Make It Up On Volume
In 1980, during an economic recession, railway pricing in the US was deregulated. Railways were eager to use their new pricing freedom to attract as much
traffic as possible to their lines. One railway management decided that their
marketing department should not know the service provision costs because,
“We want them to price to the market. Even if we lose money on individual
movements, we can make it up on volume.” Development of a SCPM model for
this railway disproved this approach and provided the marketing staff with
tools they needed for market-based pricing decisions to improve the railway’s
finances.

To make the best pricing decisions, railway marketing staff must know both their
customers and their competition—whether, for example, a small price reduction is
The World Bank
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likely to cement existing client loyalty and perhaps lure clients from competitors.
The SCPM role is to ensure that marketing staff know the price level that is viable
in the face of the railway’s variable costs of providing the service. At prices below
variable costs, the railway would lose money.
SCPM system information is used prospectively for pricing and retrospectively for
evaluating marketing department staff performance. The system’s costing methodology must be applied consistently for both purposes.
Commercial railways use SCPM systems to allocate scarce resources. For example,
during a period of locomotive shortage, a U.S. freight railway used its SCPM system
to determine the profitability of each traffic type and prioritized locomotive allocation to trains hauling the most profitable traffic. Similarly, commercial railways
use SCPM’s profitability measurement to allocate capacity on crowded railway
lines. When capacity is oversubscribed, the railway may increase the contributions
required from all traffic. This prices the least profitable traffic off the railway, freeing up capacity for the more profitable traffic.
The SCPM system also provides information for cost reduction by relating railway
activities to costs. The system provides a structured view of costs, allowing the railway to benchmark service cost components and identify those that are too high.
The SCPM also specifies cost variability, thus identifying costs that are too inflexible, leading to efforts to rectify this. For example, during the 1990s, the U.S. railways transformed most labor costs from fixed to variable, a major effort that required renegotiating crew contracts, modifying train planning, and altering management practices.
Finally, the SCPM provides information for investment analysis by providing baseline
(“before investment”) costs to compare with the after-investment scenario. When railways management is considering line upgrades, sales, or closure, they can use data
from the SCPM to analyze revenues and costs for all traffic handled on the line segment. If management is considering a new service, they can use SCPM information for
projecting costs, based on data from similar services.
To satisfy all these uses, the SCPM system must have the following characteristics:
 Timely: Data must be available immediately when needed.
 Accurate: Results depend on accurate underlying data, without which cost calculations will seem unreasonable to users, who will then ignore system results.
 Specific: The value of the system is providing costs specific to services provided.
 Unbiased: Users must view the system as impartial since it may be used to
evaluate staff performance, allocate resources, and make investment decisions.
 Multi-dimensional: The system must provide short-, medium-, and long-term
costing for decisions with multiple time horizons.
The World Bank

 Easy and flexible: Being user-friendly will facilitate broad use.
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2 Costing Concept
The SCPM system costing component relates railway costs to services by applying
variability and causality.

2.1

Variability

Railway costs vary with traffic volume—it costs more to carry 100 million tons than 1.0
million tons of freight. Figure 1 below shows that, some costs vary with traffic volume
right away, while others take a longer time to vary with traffic volume. For example, a
railway cannot change its locomotive fleet costs on a daily basis to respond to changes
in traffic volume. However, in the longer term the railway can change locomotive costs
to traffic level changes: More traffic will cause railways to lease or buy locomotives; less
traffic might cause them to sell locomotives or allow leases to expire. In the very long
term, every railway cost is variable.
Short-term variable costs refer to costs that vary with traffic volume over a time
frame of one year or less. Examples include diesel fuel and electric energy for traction. Short-term variable costs would govern short-term pricing decisions that use
surplus resources.
Medium-term variable costs are costs that vary with traffic over a time frame of
one to three years. Examples are wagon maintenance, train crews, and leasing of
wagons or locomotives. If railways are negotiating medium-term service contracts,
the negotiated price should cover at least medium-term variable costs of providing
services.

Long-term variable costs vary with traffic volume over a timeframe of three years
or more. Examples include capital costs of rolling stock 152 and infrastructure
maintenance. This is the cost level that should be used for most pricing and other

152

The World Bank

Rolling stock ownership is considered variable in the medium term because railways
can increase or decrease rolling stock through purchases, sales, and leases. Thus, most
SCPM systems calculate an annual capital cost for rolling stock and consider this cost
variable in the medium term.
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decisions—in normal circumstances, a negotiated price should cover at least longterm variable costs of providing services.
The remaining costs do not vary with the volume of traffic. An example would be some
headquarters expenses such as the cost of the financial audit. These costs are referred
to as ‘fixed’ because they do not vary with traffic level and ‘common’ because they cannot be attributed to specific traffic. In this case, ‘fixed’ does not equate to ‘unchangeable.’ Railways can and do alter the size of their headquarters staff or make changes to
their track capacity. Often these changes are related broadly to very long-term changes
in business level—variable costs in the very long term.
Fully allocated costs include all short-, medium-, and long–term variable costs,
plus allocated fixed and common costs. Fully allocated costs are used as a benchmark—if all railway traffic covered fully allocated costs, the railway would be profitable. Normally, some traffic will pay less than fully allocated costs and some will
pay more. If each traffic segment pays at least its long-term variable cost, no traffic
subsidizes other traffic. The railway is profitable if the sum of the contributions
above long-term variable costs cover the fixed and common costs. 153
Often, railway SCPM systems calculate several cost levels for each service, corresponding to short-, medium-, long–term, and fully allocated costs, as discussed
above. This allows users flexibility to use the cost appropriate to the timeframe and
decision to be taken.

2.2

Cost Causality

In the SCPM, railway costs are associated with specific traffic movements. Relationships can be established through direct attribution, known cost, expert judgment, or allocation.

Direct attribution
The most accurate way to associate costs with service is to collect the cost separately for each service. The European Union’s acquis communautaire 154, for example, requires at least accounting separation between passenger, freight and infrastructure entities so that their costs are accurately. For example, maintenance costs
could be collected by locomotive type, which would allow the SCPM system to accurately attribute costs to the services provided by each locomotive type. Detailed
information on major cost elements should be collected and used in the SCPM system, wherever possible.

Engineering relationships
Relationships between costs and services can be established based on engineering
or statistical analysis. For example, fuel costs are often related to services based on
gross ton-kilometers, especially if train speeds and other operating parameters
vary little. Another example is track wear, where significant engineering research
has been conducted on the relation between costs and use.

153
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Through a modal policy promoting a level playing field with road transport, governments sometimes subsidize railway infrastructure costs, reducing the need to cover
fixed and common costs through margins over variable cost.
154 Aggregate body of European Union law.
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Expert judgment
For cost relationships that cannot be calculated with precision, expert judgment is
acceptable. For example, locomotive maintenance experts may evaluate locomotive maintenance as 50 percent variable in the medium term, and the relationship
to services is half caused by train km and half by gross tkm. Developing a new costing system may require many expert judgments. Over time, these expert judgments
should be tested and revised, and updated to reflect changes in the cost structure.

Allocation of common costs
When full cost information is required, fixed and common costs must be allocated between services, a process that is purely arbitrary. Since there is no right or wrong
method, railways use various methods of allocation, including by tons, by ton-km, and
as a markup of variable costs. This process is essentially arbitrary.
Cost causality relationships will be defined in terms of physical characteristics,
which can be collected for each traffic movement. Examples are shown in Figure 2
below; physical characteristics used to relate costs to traffic are referred to as ‘cost
drivers.’

3 Structure of a Service Costing and Profit Measurement
System
Typically, the SCPM system combines traffic, revenue, physical, and cost data from
many railway systems. This includes waybilling or ticketing, revenue accounting,
cost accounting, and various operational systems. The basic process is shown in
Figure 3.
Traffic movement information comes from railway operating systems that record
and track traffic, such as the waybilling system for freight, and the ticketing system
for passengers. These systems provide basic movement characteristics—origin,
destination, weight, wagon type, and freight commodity, or origin, destination, and
service class for passenger traffic. The movement can be matched to operational
databases to find the physical characteristics of the movement that correspond to
the railway’s cost drivers. Examples of such physical factors are the freight movement ton-km, equipment type, and shipment time.

The World Bank
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Cost information comes from the railway’s cost accounting system (or systems).
The quality of the SCPM system output is constrained by quality and detail of cost
data available. In a high quality accounting system, a number of descriptors are
recorded together with the amount of each expenditure:

The World Bank



Functional expense. For which function was the expense incurred? Examples
are train operations, track maintenance, and station operations.



Natural expense. What type of good or service was purchased? Examples include diesel fuel, electricity, rail, ballast, and track labor.



Service/profit center. For which service or profit center was the expense used?
Examples are intercity passenger service, merchandise freight, intermodal.



Geographic location. Where was the expenditure used? Geographic location
may be defined by routes or line segments (Astana to Karaganda), administrative regions (Northern Division), or specific location (Almaty), depending on
the location breakouts of interest to the railway. Often the most specific location identifier is used, and can then be aggregated into broader location groups
according to the railway’s preferred system.



Cost center. Which organizational unit has budget responsibility for the purchase? Examples are Track Department, Northern Division, Baku Locomotive
Workshop, or Accounting Department. In the case of multiple layers of budget
responsibility, the most specific identifier is used and can then be aggregated
into broader groups.



Capital project budget. Which project? Examples are rebuilding a bridge, or
double tracking a line.



Customer/Special Service. Is the expenditure for a single customer? Which
one? The customer would be tracked only if significant recurrent expenditures
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are made. Examples are unit train service for a coal company, intermodal
trains for sea/land services, or special unloading services for a chemical company.
A variability master file is created that defines the physical factor—cost driver—
with cost varies and the proportion of the cost that varies at the defined cost level.
Costs are associated with traffic by applying the relationships in the variability
master file to the physical factors associated with the traffic. This process often
contains many layers of decision rules.
Revenue information from the railway accounting system is matched to movement
information and costs, using a movement identifier such as the waybill number in
both sets of data.
The result is a detailed database that includes traffic information, revenues and
costs. This database can be used to generate cost and profitability reports by service type, customer, commodity, line segments and other classifications. The database may also feed other analytical tools, such as tools for estimating costs for prospective movements, based on their physical characteristics.

The World Bank
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Concession Contract Guide
1 Introduction
The aim of a Concession Agreement is to create the best value for money in the
provision of railway services. The Agreement seeks to balance the contributions of
the public and private sectors so that public service obligations are met as economically as possible while maintaining acceptable service levels; these tasks are sometimes best undertaken by the private sector, with some government support. Drafting the contractual arrangement known as the Concession Agreement should be
preceded by conducting a comprehensive feasibility study that includes legal due
diligence and risk review, which can differ from country to country.
In contractual arrangements, a key difference between civil law and common law
jurisdictions is judicial interpretation of agreements. Generally, in common law
countries, the law assumes that parties have set out the specifics of their agreement
in the contract. Therefore, under law, the contract means what it says. By contrast,
civil code countries rely more on the provisions in the civil code, hence, contracts
tend to be shorter because they do not need to repeat what is in the code. In addition they are interpreted on a purposive basis, namely, “What was the intent of
each party?”
To a degree, if project finance is used, international lenders tend to demand comprehensive documentation rather than rely on judicial interpretation, or failing
that, the results of arbitration. However, if lenders can rely on being fully paid out
by the state in the event that an agreement is terminated, they may be less concerned but the state is considerably more exposed to residuary risk.
The public sector would be well advised to consider the following: (i) Should it recapture some benefit from refinancing arrangements that improve the equity return? (ii) Should it rely on a financial model to make adjustments under the Concession Agreement? (iii) How should it calculate compensation upon termination
if a corporate finance structure is adopted instead of a project finance structure?
Concession Agreements would then reflect the outcome of these decisions.

1.1

Purpose of Concession Agreement

The three main objectives of a Concession Agreement are the following:
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Promote an understanding of the main responsibilities and risks that are to be
undertaken by the parties to the agreement;



Specify service levels to be delivered by the private sector and the flow of payments between the parties without extended negotiations; and
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Establish a consistent approach and pricing among bidders during any competitive tendering procedure that follows the introduction of reforms.

1.2

Key Factors

This Guide does not purport to set out draft clauses, instead it seeks to point out
many of the issues that will need to be considered when developing concessiontype arrangements. As indicated in the Introduction, in Civil Law Jurisdiction,
some of these issues may be addressed within the Civil Code and therefore would
not need to be repeated in the Agreement, or where permitted, the Agreement may
seek to deviate from the Civil Code and the wording should reflect that. Therefore
the Guide addresses not only general issues that may arise in relation to concessions but also factors and situations that are particular to railways, and their potential impact on a Concession Agreement. Although some of these factors and situations are neither mandatory nor essential, they illustrate issues that ought to be
considered in concession-type arrangements.
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Will the private sector party be a special-purpose vehicle? Initially, this might
mean that the party uses its own contractors and their subcontractors to supply services on its behalf. Usually, a special-purpose vehicle is a company set
up for a single purpose. After operations and maintenance costs are met, company revenues are used to pay off debt, pay interest on the debt, and pay a
dividend on equity. The company may apply revenues towards increasing
and/or improving assets used in connection with the concession, but would
not be expected to acquire assets for any other purpose.



Does the public sector intend to create both a Concessionaire and the executed
Concession Agreement, followed by a competition to divest the concession
company to the private sector (namely with the benefit of the Concession
Agreement)?



Will the public sector contracting party be a Ministry, a government agency, or
a state-owned company, such as a railway holding company? If it is a Ministry,
state guarantees will not be needed as they would be if the contracting party
were a state-owned entity.



Will the assets to be used for the concession be transferred to the Concessionaire or will the transfer include only the rights to use the assets? As a corollary,
where only the rights to use are transferred, will any new assets developed by
the Concessionaire be transferred immediately to the Authority, with a continuing right for the Concessionaire to use them?



Will the concessioned railway assets be a subset of the host country’s railway
system? Will the railway, subject of the Concession Agreement, be used primarily for freight, or must the Concessionaire allow infrastructure access to
rail passenger traffic?



Will the Concession Agreement require some infrastructure development or
refurbishment and some new equipment (New Upgrades) followed by a full
operational phase during which the Full Service is provided?
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Will operational obligations start as soon as the concession term commences?



Should any land development associated with the concession occur through an
associated Property Development Agreement? The agreement would benefit
the public sector through a share of the proceeds from development because,
in most economies, commercial and other property markets significantly deviate from the infrastructure development cycle. A Property Development
Agreement avoids the risk of failure to realize the full market value of development rights.



Should the Ministry retain the right to revoke air rights or rescind access to
land that is not essential to railways operation, without compensating the Concessionaire? If the Ministry retained this right, the Concessionaire could not
exploit its monopoly position in lineal infrastructure, for example, in relation
to creating crossings over or under the infrastructure.



Will the New Upgrades be wholly or partly financed by limited-recourse debt,
or leasing arrangements?



Should Future Upgrade costs be covered by retentions from the Concessionaire’s revenue stream, except and to the extent provided for in the Concession
Agreement? When the Agreement is executed, Future Upgrades may be as yet
unidentified and emerge only as the host country economy grows.



Should any tariff increases be permitted before the New Upgrades have been
completed?



Should the Concession Agreement permit derogation in standards to reflect
the existing state of infrastructure and equipment until the New Upgrades are
completed?



The Concession Agreement should set out a safety regime if state law does not
provide a safety regime for railways. This regime may be superseded when a
statutory regime is adopted in the host country. If state law does require a
safety regime, is there a regulator or other independent party to supervise the
regime? Investors and Lenders may be nervous if the regime is applied by the
entity entering into the Concession Agreement. As indicated in the Toolkit, the
eventual objective should be economic regulation if market forces prove an insufficient economic incentive, and safety regulation through an independent
regulator. There is some advantage to a strong link between economic and
safety regulation to ensure that the safety regulation does not stand in the way
of ‘the good’ by enacting a safety requirement for ‘the best’, which might be
commercially infeasible. For the purposes of the Guide, and illustrative purposes only, it is assumed that there is a Railway Safety Board within the host
country’s Transport Regulatory Commission.



Will international third-party access be required as soon as the State has
signed cross-border agreements with governments of adjacent countries?
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If there is to be third-party international access, would it be useful to adopt the
working assumption for the Concessionaire that the treaty rules will follow a
precedent? Would COTIF (Convention Internationale sur le Transport International Ferroviaire) be useful as a guideline to identify a future access regime?



If Border Crossing Points must be expanded and updated as a Future Upgrade
but are as yet unknown because they will depend upon treaties with adjacent
states, should the state pay capital costs of Border Crossing Points?



When will an environmental audit be carried out? Both public and private sectors should understand the status of pre-existing environmental conditions before the tendering process commences. The worst scenario would be if the environmental audit is carried out after concession rights are already granted and
in effect.

The answers to these questions will be reflected in the Concession Agreement but
any particular solution does not imply that a given structure, including a financial
structure, is inherently preferable. The suitability of various structures, including
trade-offs between cost, complexity, and risk, should contribute to overall public
sector appraisal of any reform proposals and, if a concession option is adopted, any
subsequent bidder’s proposal. However the nature of the Concession Agreement is
such that documentation will be reasonably comprehensive; if a simpler transaction is adopted then the approach can be simplified. This Guide aims to encourage
users to consider all of the issues; it is not meant to be prescriptive.
The award of the Concession may arise from an unsolicited bid (although an unsolicited bid may not achieve the best outcome), or from competitive tendering. As
indicated in Chapter 13, the process for tendering needs to be carefully considered
to achieve the best value for money while encouraging private sector initiative. On
simple projects it may be possible to send out a form of contract that is to be signed
by each of the bidders; the winning bid is then countersigned by the public sector,
which becomes the contract. For more complex matters greater flexibility will be
required but negotiations should be avoided after final offers are received.
The Guide it is intended to provide users with a conceptual framework within
which to consider the various issues, many of which are inter-related. Therefore,
the conceptual framework includes the concession of infrastructure with a right to
operate rail freight services. Passenger transport services are assumed to be permitted over the rail infrastructure, but the rail passenger service franchise would
be dealt with separately (for the Railway Passenger Service Guide see Annex 5).
However third-party access is required over the rail infrastructure. For examples
of Railway Concession Agreements please refer to the PPP in Infrastructure Resource Center.155

155http://web.worldbank.org/external/de-
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fault/main?menuPK=4704603&pagePK=64861910&piPK=64861909&theSitePK=4817374
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2 The Guide
2.1

Parties

In this Guide the public sector entity granting concession rights is referred to as
the ‘Authority’ and its counterpart as the ‘Concessionaire’, with the overall scheme
referred to as the ‘Scheme’. The agreement entered into between the Authority and
the Concessionaire is referred to as the ‘Agreement’. All those with a financial stake
in the Project, other than trade creditors and providers of equity, are referred to as
‘Funders’. Accordingly, the term ‘funding’ refers to all types of financial interest in
the Project, other than equity and trade creditors.
Note, in some jurisdictions the bidder may be a consortium and the concession
company may be created immediately before or after the Concession Agreement is
signed. If the concession company was created immediately after, then the Concession Agreement should provide for itself to be assigned or novated to the new
company before the concession term becomes effective.

2.2

Recitals/purpose

The document format will, to a degree, reflect what is customary in the host country. These provisions will describe the Authority and its mandate, the proposed
concession, and may include a brief description of the bidding procedure and outcome, namely the appointment of the Concessionaire.

2.3

Definitions

In some jurisdictions, legislation provides for definitions in and interpretation of
contracts and other legal documents. To the extent that this is not provided for, the
interpretation of expressions and the meaning of defined terms should be set out.
Definitions for Railway Guide
Affected Party means the Party adversely affected by a Force Majeure Event.
Agreement means the Concession Agreement between the Authority and the
Concessionaire.
Authority means the public sector entity that entered into the Agreement.
Authority’s Default means an Event of Default for which the Authority is responsible.
Authority’s Variation means a Variation requested or sought by the Authority.
Back Stop Date means, subject to adjustment in accordance with the Agreement,
the last date by which the Concessionaire must complete the New Upgrades, failing
which the Authority may proceed immediately to termination under the Agreement.
Below Rail Infrastructure means all infrastructures including the rail required
for the delivery of a service to allow freight, and if relevant, passenger services to
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use that infrastructure, details of which would be set out in a schedule to the Agreement.
Change in Circumstances has the meaning contemplated within section 2.18
of the Guide.
Change in Land Use means any use of land constituting all or part of the Site for
which consent is required either at law or under the Agreement that departs from
existing Land Use.
Change in Land Use Consents means the consents required either at law or
under the Agreement to permit a Change in Land Use.
Compensation Event has the meaning described in section 2.16 of the Guide.
Concessionaire means the legal entity authorized to exercise the rights and perform the obligations set out in the Agreement and the counterparty to the Authority in the Agreement.
Concessionaire’s Default means an Event of Default for which the Concessionaire is responsible.
Concessionaire’s Variation means a Variation requested or sought by the Concessionaire.
Concessioned Assets means those assets that have been transferred to the Concessionaire, or the rights to use those assets have been transferred, as the same
may be replaced, enhanced, or augmented by the Concessionaire pursuant to the
Agreement.
Conditions Precedent means those obligations to be carried out by the parties
in order that the Agreement may become fully effective, examples of which are referred to in section 2.4 of the Guide.
Confidential Information means that information that is to be kept confidential by the parties other than specific exceptions, examples of which are set out in
section 2.21 of the Guide.
Date of Termination means the date on which the Term or the Agreement terminates; the concepts behind the two approaches are set out in section 2.24 of the
Guide.
Direct Agreement usually means the agreement between the Authority, the
Concessionaire, and the Funders or their representatives, which allows the Funders to receive notice of a Concessionaire’s Event of Default and to exercise a remedy to take control of the concession to improve performance under the Agreement. Traditionally, a Direct Agreement allowed the Funders to appoint another
legal entity to assume Concessionaire responsibilities under the Agreement, but in
many jurisdictions, because of the laws on insolvency of companies, other remedies need to be exercised.
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The expression is sometimes used in connection with agreements between the Authority and the principal contractors of the Concessionaire to allow the Authority
to assume the role of the Concessionaire under those contracts in the event of a
Termination under the Agreement.
Dispute Resolution Procedure is the process of resolving disputes between
the parties arising under or in connection with the Agreement referred to in section
2.30 of the Guide.
Effective Date means the date on which all Conditions Precedent have been met,
or compliance with Conditions Precedent has been waived under the terms of the
Agreement, rendering the Agreement fully effective.
EPC means Engineering, Procurement, and Construction and the term EPC Contract has the consequential meaning.
Event of Default means either an Authority’s Event of Default or a Concessionaire’s Event of Default.
Financial Model means a mathematical representation of key financial and operational relationships. Comprising one or several sets of equations, the Financial
Model is used to analyze how the business of the Concessionaire is due to operate.
The Financial Model may include analysis of how key variables will respond to a
range of economic situations or events; the model generally includes forecasts of
capital expenditure revenues, operational expenditures and income estimates.
Generally, a Financial Model is incorporated in computer software that includes
cash flow projections, depreciation schedules, debt service, inventory levels, rate
of inflation, and the like. Sometimes the model is represented in the form of
spreadsheets; if the model is to be used for the purposes of the Agreement, it may
be kept in electronic form and copies of the model held by a custodian for safe
keeping.
Force Majeure means an occurrence outside the control of the parties and Force
Majeure Events has the meaning discussed in section 2.16 of the Guide.
Funders in this document refers to the parties advancing funds to the Project and
may include bondholders, but will exclude equity providers or those supplying equity-type finance through subordinated debt.
Future Upgrades refers to improvements to the Concessioned Assets that are
likely to be required as the concession develops, but are not specifically required at
the outset.
Independent Designer means the person or other legal entity who may be appointed by the Concessionaire, but more likely the EPC contractor of the Concessionaire, in circumstances outlined in section 2.9 of the Guide.
Independent Engineer means the person nominated by the Authority to monitor implementation of, among other things, the New Upgrades as discussed in section 2.5 of the Guide.
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Insurance Certificate means the certificate issued by the relevant insurers evidencing the taking out of insurance by or on behalf of the Concessionaire.
Intervening Event has the meaning described in section 2.16 of the Guide.
Hand Back refers to the process of surrendering by the Concessionaire, to the
Authority or its nominee, the rights of the Concessionaire in the Concessioned Assets and other assets as may be prescribed by the Agreement upon the expiry or
earlier termination of the Term or the Agreement.
Hand Back Assets means those assets prescribed by the Agreement to be surrendered by the Concessionaire to the Authority.
Hand Back Date means the date upon which the Hand Back Assets are surrendered to the Authority.
Hand Back Failure is a failure by the Concessionaire to surrender the Hand
Back Assets to the Authority in accordance with the Agreement.
Hand Back Procedures is the protocol or other written requirement attached
to the Agreement setting out the steps to be taken in relation to surrendering the
Hand Back Assets to the Authority.
Land Use means the use of land constituting the Site as permitted under the relevant legislation.
New Upgrades are improvements and additions to the Concessioned Assets, details of which appear in the Agreement, that are to be undertaken by the Concessionaire immediately following the Effective Date.
Non Defaulting Party means the party to the Agreement that has neither committed nor permitted the relevant Event of Default.
Notice of Intent to Terminate means the notice given by the Non Defaulting
Party when the relevant Event of Default is capable of being remedied, notifying
the other party that unless the situation is remedied within a specified time then
the Non Defaulting Party will serve a Termination Notice. Sometimes the parties
will endeavor to agree to a remediation schedule or program, in which case, the
notice will relate to a failure to reach agreement on the program for remedial action.
Party means either the Authority or the Concessionaire; parties means both Authority and Concessionaire.
Permitted Release means circumstances under which Confidential Information
may be disclosed to third parties.
Political Force Majeure Events means those exceptions to the rule on Force
Majeure for which the Authority agrees to compensate the Concessionaire upon
their occurrence, examples of which appear in section 2.16 of the Guide.
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Rail Freight Operator means an operator responsible for freight train services
that uses the Below Rail Infrastructure and who will be a Track Access Holder.
Railway Safety Board is a term of convenience in the Guide to refer to the legal
entity responsible for safety regulation on the railways. The exact nature of the entity will depend upon host country law; if there is no person or entity legally responsible for rail safety, then safety would become contractually regulated under
the Agreement until regulation was introduced through legislation.
Site means the area or areas of land made available to the Concessionaire for the
purposes of fulfilling its duties and exercising its rights under the Agreement.
Senior Lenders means Funders that have made loans available to the Concessionaire and rank above all other creditors, unless a mixture of bond financing and
senior debt is used, when the Senior Lenders will usually rank pari passu.
Specified Period means a period of time, typically measured in years, within the
Term that is identified, and during which specified outcomes are to be achieved.
Guide refers to this explanation of components of an Agreement. The Guide will address major issues, although many detailed issues must also be considered. Just as
“beauty is in the eye of the beholder”, opinions will differ on which details should be
included here.
Term means the period granted by the Authority to the Concessionaire for the
latter to exercise its rights under the Agreement. The Term should be sufficient to
allow the Concessionaire to repay all the capital advanced by Funders and otherwise service those debts and to pay a dividend to equity providers commensurate
with risks borne by them.
Termination Notice is the notice given by one Party to the other specifying the
date in accordance with the Agreement on which the Term and where appropriate,
the Agreement, will end prior to the full period of the Term.
Third-party Liability means the duty of care or absolute duty arising at general
law or under specific legislation not to damage the interests of third parties owed
by a legal entity towards another legal entity including a person and the claims that
may arise consequent upon a failure to meet that duty.
Track Access Applicant is a train operator that applies for passage of its rolling
stock over the Below Rail Infrastructure for specified times and durations, often
referred to as ‘train paths’.
Track Access Holder means a train operator with an existing right to utilize
specified train paths. If a Track Access Holder applies for additional train paths,
for the purposes of the application, it will be designated as a Track Access Applicant.
Transport Regulatory Commission is the term used for convenience in the
Guide; it is the legal entity responsible for either or both economic and quality of
service regulation on the railways. The exact nature of the entity will depend upon
The World Bank
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host country law; if no person or entity is legally responsible for such regulation, it
would become contractually regulated under the Agreement until regulation was
introduced through legislation.
Variations means a change requested by the Concessionaire or by the Authority
regarding the Concessioned Assets or the services to be delivered under the Agreement that differ from those planned or executed as New Upgrades or Future Upgrades.

2.4

Conditions Precedent to the Effective Date

Most Agreement provisions will not come into effect until specified key requirements have been met; this provision specifies the key requirements (Conditions
Precedent).
Some key requirements are more technical, such as each party obtaining all necessary
authorizations to be bound by the Agreement, and legal opinions that the authorizations have been properly obtained.
Other key requirements are more substantial, such as the Concessionaire executing binding funding agreements with funders.
If the Concessionaire is to procure the issue of a performance bond or similar, the
timing for its issue should be dealt with under conditions precedent, although the
provisions for obtaining bonds may be set out elsewhere (see Bonds post).
Provision will be required for a cut-off date to achieve the conditions, or receive a
waiver if feasible and for the consequences of failure by either party. In the case of
Concessionaire failure, if the tender documents have so provided, it might be appropriate for the Authority to call the bid bond.

2.5

Conditions Precedent to the Start of the Term

On the assumption that the operational phase and the construction phase for New
Upgrades will start on commencement of the Term, specific steps must be achieved
in order for the Concessionaire to start undertaking its obligations.
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The Concessionaire may require a license to operate; separate licenses may be
required for infrastructure operation and train operation;



Where New Upgrades require a change in Land Use and this is to be obtained
by the Authority, it should have been obtained;



Where New Upgrades are substantial, it may be prudent to appoint a third
party (the Independent Engineer) to ascertain that the design and construction
are carried out in accordance with quality control procedures. If so, the Independent Engineer should have been appointed;



Relevant insurances should have been obtained such as contractors’ all-risk,
property insurance, employer’s liability insurance and, from a state perspective—the more important, third-party liability coverage;
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Conditions precedent to first draw down under the funding agreements should
have been met, other than that requiring the commencement of the Term;



If a direct agreement between the Funders and the Authority is required to
allow time for the Funders to arrange new management of the existing Concessionaire or a replacement Concessionaire, or both (satisfactory to the Authority), then that agreement should have been executed;



Any capital payment to be made by the Concessionaire as a concession fee or
similar should have been paid, or in the case of installments, the first installment should have been paid;



Approval of the safety regime (possibly through a safety case) should have been
obtained from the Railway Safety Board; this may require separate clearances
for the infrastructure operation and rolling stock operation;



Employees should be ready to transfer from the state to the Concessionaire;



Third-party access terms should have been agreed with the Transport Regulatory Commission, as should pricing under the charging regime—or in accordance with whatever regime applies in the host country;



Where the Transport Regulatory Commission or other authority has approval
of tariffs for freight charges, approval should have been obtained; and



A renewals and maintenance regime for the first Specified Period, perhaps five
years, has been agreed with the relevant body or bodies.

A cut-off period for achieving these conditions should be provided for and the consequences of not achieving them should be set out.

2.6

Term

The Agreement must specify the length of the Term or its duration. The duration
should reflect all relevant matters; see below.
The Authority will wish to specify a duration that is expected to result in the best
value-for-money solution for the reform. Factors to be taken into account when
deciding on the duration of the Agreement will include the following:
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Any service requirements imposed by the Authority under the Agreement;



The possibility of further reforms, which might require significant changes to
the approach to the rail system;



Affordability of services for users and for the Authority, taking into account the
expected useful economic life of the underlying assets. Longer duration may
be preferred, from an affordability perspective, if assets involved in delivering
services have a longer economic life—bridges and other major structures;
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Need for and timing of major refurbishment or asset renewal programs during
the Term;



Likely Senior Debt term, and potential for refinancing the concession over a
longer debt service period, which could increase the duration; and



Potential for an option to extend the term of the Agreement by entering into a
further contract period with the initial Concessionaire.

Both Authority and Concessionaire should be cognizant of inevitable rapid pace of
technological change. Also, as the economy grows, the diverse requirements for
transport will rise along with the risk of an increasing share of freight haulage by
road. Furthermore, rising affluence increases the desire for personal vehicle ownership, particularly automobiles, and increases competition from low-cost airlines.
Accordingly, the Authority’s requirements are likely to change during the period of
the Term. The Authority should be able to ensure that the regimes under the Agreement are sufficiently flexible to allow changes to the service over time. If, however,
the Authority is concerned that changes will be sufficiently radical that the concession in its existing form may become redundant, the Authority may wish to retain
flexibility through shorter contract periods, consistent with an affordable financing
plan.
The impact of intervening events on the duration of the Agreement is dealt with in
the item on Intervening Events in section 2.16 below.
Subsequent Guide provisions will address circumstances upon expiry of the Term
and termination. The host country law and practice will determine whether termination prior to Term expiry should be that of the Term, or of the Agreement. There
may be some advantage in terminating the Term, and dealing with consequences
of termination whilst the Agreement continues to exist.

2.7

Concession

It is highly unlikely that all the assets to be used by the Concessionaire will have
been identified by the time the Term commences, let alone by the time the Concession Agreement is executed. Examples exist of sets of wagons found on larger systems some time after the private sector has taken over the Concession. Therefore,
the grant of rights should be sufficiently generic to include all the assets that the
Concessionaire might reasonably need. However, if there are interfaces with other
systems that are not intended for inclusion in the concession, it may be sensible to
specify a transition period during which it might be ascertained that certain assets
would be more appropriately kept within another system, and a transfer can occur
to or from the concession.
The right granted also needs to be considered. Funders will want to know whether
the use of the Concessioned Assets is exclusive to the Concessionaire and cannot
be claimed by third parties or used by others, except as specifically envisaged
within the terms of the Agreement. The public sector will want to know that the
assets will be available to meet any public service obligation in the event of a serious Concessionaire default. Thus, the concession rights might be an exclusive right
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to operate and the assets will remain vested in the state; any assets the Concessionaire develops in the future will become vested in the state as soon as such assets are put into use. In some jurisdictions, the state will lease real and moveable
property to the Concessionaire, but this would not be an option if the law offers
protection from lease termination, particularly if a company becomes insolvent.
Other considerations include whether the state wishes to allow the Concessionaire
to claim capital expenditure against profits (capital allowances) and what interest
in the assets the Concessionaire must hold to obtain those allowances.
If assets are vested and are to be vested in the state, a mechanism is needed to allow
temporary removal of assets that are in need of repair and renewal, or when assets
are removed for replacement, a transfer to the state of replacement assets.
To the extent possible, the Authority should offer no warranties and should exclude
all liability in relation to asset condition. If the Concessionaire adopts previous designs of New Upgrades prepared by or on behalf of the state, liability for those designs should be excluded on the basis that all bidders will have had time to validate
the designs.
If an inventory of spare parts exists for the overall system, not just the concessioned railway, then a split of the inventory should be carried out and allocated as
appropriate among the Concessionaire and others.
Emergency access points to rail infrastructure may be required, and rights granted
to the Concessionaire to pass over adjacent lands to access rail infrastructure. Similar arrangements may be necessary to carry out repairs and renewals and to access
watercourses, if required by drainage arrangements.
The nature of the concession needs to be set out:
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Is it a right and obligation to renew, maintain, and operate the Below Rail Infrastructure for freight?



Is it a right to operate freight services?



Is it a right and obligation to renew, maintain, and operate the Below Rail Infrastructure for rail passenger services?



Is there an obligation to provide third-party access to the Below Rail Infrastructure and does the access include international services, domestic services,
freight and/or passenger services?



What property rights are included? Can property or property rights be removed from the concession if such removal is for public good?



Is the Concessionaire allowed to exploit the track area, e.g., through telecoms
cables or cell-net masts? If so, is the revenue received considered regulated or
unregulated income?
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The nature of the rights granted needs to be considered. In the case of Below Rail
Infrastructure, is it an exclusive right for a geographic area? What happens if a
private company wishes to construct a dedicated private line, e.g., between a mine
or quarry and a manufacturing process? What happens if a private company wishes
to construct a spur line? Instead of granting an exclusive right for a geographic
area, it is suggested that the Authority should agree not to subsidize competing
lines.
The scope of the concession requires careful analysis, particularly the boundaries
with other infrastructure.


Initially, many traffic crossings will be at grade but where there are tunnels
and bridges, responsibility for upkeep needs to be established and if not clearly
reflected in statute law, should be set out in the Agreement.



If equipment is to be supplied, the supply of emergency equipment such as
heavy lifting gear needs to be addressed. Should it be made available for other
users? In addition, if the Concessionaire is to purchase new equipment such as
a track geometry vehicle, is this to be made available for use in other areas?



If stations and other facilities are to be shared, it is advantageous to establish
the lines of demarcation and an operating regime in an effort to avoid future
conflicts between affected parties on interface issues.

2.8

Independent Engineer

If New Upgrades are scheduled, it may be sensible to establish a neutral specialist
to monitor quality assurance and to confirm that Upgrades are ready, without compromising the overall Concessionaire responsibility. To a degree, safety aspects
will normally have to be reviewed by, e.g., the Railway Safety Board. Therefore, the
Independent Engineer should review design and construction procedures against
an agreed quality assurance regime, not carry out the detailed and involved role of
a site engineer. If procedures are to be developed during the Term, the Independent Engineer should check that those procedures were developed according to
then-ruling control documents.
Notwithstanding the role of the Independent Engineer, the Concessionaire must
remain responsible for the design and works.
Usually the Authority appoints the Independent Engineer, but developing appointment terms and identifying the appointee is usually carried in consultation with
the Concessionaire. Typically, the minimum requirement is that the appointee has
an international reputation within the relevant fields of expertise.
Provision should be made for circumstances in which the Independent Engineer is
unwilling or unable to act, or there is a performance failure that leads to appointee
replacement, after consultation between the Authority and the Concessionaire.
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Commencement of New Upgrades

After the Term commences in which there are to be New Upgrades, a development
phase follows during which the Concessionaire finalizes design, carries out construction, procurement, and testing of, and commissions New Upgrades. New Upgrades specifications set out in the Agreement typically specify outputs. The Concessionaire is completely responsible for all design, construction, integration, installation, testing, commissioning, and ultimate performance of any asset procured
or developed for the purposes of meeting the requirements of output specifications. A bidding procedure requirement may have been that bidders were asked to
supply details of their proposals to meet the output specifications, and the Concessionaire’s proposals will become part of the Agreement. A careful review of host
country laws on liability should be conducted. Any Authority or Independent Engineer review of design or construction should not allow risk for design and construction to migrate from the Concessionaire to the Authority. In some jurisdictions, better protection against risk is afforded by adopting a no-objection procedure, rather than an approvals procedure. In any case, clarity should be established
so that no review by the Authority or the Independent Engineer will relieve the
Concessionaire of responsibility and liability with respect to design and construction.
If New Upgrades require major structural works such as tunnel or bridges, or the
work is to be carried out on a site where there has been previous but indeterminate
works such as mines, responsibility for site condition might be unclear. Generally,
the Concessionaire should take responsibility for site conditions, but during the
bid period on a linear project it may be difficult for a bidder to obtain reliable information on soil and subsoil conditions. One solution might be for the Authority
to obtain site survey reports, and to assign the report and its underlying contract
to the Concessionaire after the Agreement is signed. If this is not feasible, the issue
of site risk may have to be carefully considered in each circumstance. However, if
adverse site conditions pose too great a potential downside to be borne by the Concessionaire (meaning, exceeding the Funders’ risk tolerance) then some cost-sharing mechanism will need to be included.
The Authority should take no responsibility for construction and procurement risk,
unless exceptional circumstances are present. Therefore, the Concessionaire
should be allowed the freedom to manage its own activities without Authority interference. The Concessionaire is completely responsible for satisfying service requirements under the Agreement; therefore, it accepts any risks associated with
implementing the design and development, and establishing operational procedures. The Authority should not agree to any role before or following commencement of the Term that involves assuming any part of Concessionaire risk, unless
under exceptional circumstances, for example, anything that would give rise to the
Authority stepping in and arranging temporary operations for all or part of the facilities. In this context, the issues referred to in section 2.9 are important.
The deadline for the Concessionaire to complete the New Upgrades should be explicitly stated. Incentives may be better than penalties to encourage the Concessionaire to complete the Upgrades on time, for example by preventing increases in
tariff or service payments until specified degrees of completion are achieved, rather
than claiming damages for failure to complete on time.
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If the scheme must meet a public service obligation, the Authority bears a residual
risk if the scheme should get into difficulty. Therefore, it is advantageous if the
Authority has mechanisms to verify Concessionaire progress. One such method is
to audit the application of a quality control program and for that purpose the Concessionaire should develop a quality assurance procedure in accordance with its
proposals submitted at the time of tender. These procedures may be signed off on
a no objection basis by the Independent Engineer. It might be prudent for the Authority to require that the Concessionaire procure the services of an Independent
Designer to monitor or review the design and construction. The Independent Designer is appointed by either the Concessionaire or more likely by the Concessionaire’s construction contractor. The Independent Designer should have an international reputation and should sign off on all key designs for important structures.
For other designs, a less onerous signing-off regime could be developed. The Independent Designer could issue certificates to confirm that design and construction
were prepared or carried out according to the requirements of the Agreement, or
according to the lighter regime, and present these to the Independent Engineer
along with the relevant design. This can be done electronically if the Independent
Engineer and the Authority have ‘read-only’ access to the Concessionaire or contractor design databases.
If the Concessionaire is to provide key equipment, the supplier(s) should be identified in the Agreement, or a list of agreed prospective suppliers could be set out in
the Agreement, leaving the Concessionaire to negotiate the best value with those
listed.
A regime for testing during works implementation, and for testing and commissioning to achieve completion should appear in the Agreement. The Concessionaire should develop a completion schedule specifying tests, sequencing, and timing. The completion schedule should include provisions relating to periods for notification of testing, implementation of commissioning procedures, attendance of
the Independent Engineer and the Authority, and protocols for retesting in the
event of failure. The Authority would benefit from including some tolerance to allow financial adjustment if specified standards are not achieved.
Should the Agreement include a right to terminate the Contract if a core standard
level is not met? That depends upon the particular New Upgrade, but if a right to
terminate is included, the Concessionaire should be given a reasonable amount of
time to overcome the default but with a final cut-off date.
The Independent Engineer and the Authority should be given access to the place
of manufacture and the site of the New Upgrades; the Concessionaire should be
required to ensure that contracts with its contractors and between its contractors
and their sub-contractors allow for this.
For larger-scale New Upgrades, the Authority may wish to review the Design/ Construction/ EPC Contract. The aim of this review is to avoid problems that might
otherwise arise in case of mismatch between Agreement provisions and Concessionaire procurement, not an opportunity for the Authority to interfere in the relationships between the Concessionaire and its contractors. Normally, if there is
project finance, Funders prefer works to be carried out under a unified ‘designThe World Bank
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build’ contract to avoid the risk of a dispute between separately engaged designers
and construction contractors because otherwise this would leave a residual construction liability with the Concessionaire.
If there is third-party access over existing infrastructure, the Agreement should
include a mechanism to deal with Track Access Holders’ rights, if possessing portions of the track is required during construction or commissioning or both. Initially, freight traffic is unlikely to be as time sensitive as passenger traffic, however,
as rail use is promoted, supply chain arrangement for just-in-time collection and
delivery may be developed. The regime should differentiate between scheduled
possessions and over-runs. Sometimes it is more efficient to allow longer-term
possessions of all the tracks in a relevant area (blockades).

2.10 Role and Obligations of the Authority
Usually, prior to signing the Agreement, the role of the Authority includes the following:


Defining output requirements and any constraints within which the output requirements must be achieved;



Reviewing and evaluating Concessionaire proposals to achieve outputs in
terms of approach, methods, resources, timetable, management, and organization, including maintenance and operational procedures; and



Negotiating and agreeing on all contractual terms with the Concessionaire.

In accordance to these principles, the Authority should not confirm with the Concessionaire that its proposals will meet the service requirement. In practice, however, the Authority should be confident before signing the Agreement that once
fully developed and implemented, Concessionaire proposals can deliver the service.
The Authority’s role after contract signature and prior to the Term commencing
may include the following.

The World Bank



Appointing the Independent Engineer;



Obtaining any necessary Change in Land Use Consents;



Assisting in obtaining temporary and permanent import licenses for material
and for equipment, and immigration consents for key personnel;



Working with the Concessionaire to identify staff to be transferred to the Concessionaire and dealing with issues arising from staff not to be transferred;



Transferring to the Concessionaire the necessary rights in the Concessioned
Assets both in their entirety and punctually; and



Where appropriate, entering into an intercreditor agreement referred to in section 2.11 and a Direct Agreement with the Concessionaire and Senior Lenders.
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The role of the Authority after Term commencement, and to a degree before, may
include the following:


Paying any service payments or other payments to be made under the Concession Agreement whether of a capital or revenue nature and allowing adjustments in accordance with the Agreement for inflation and, where relevant, currency fluctuations;



Reviewing and commenting on any changes (Variations) to Concessionaire designs and construction proposals as they are developed; this should not be confused with the continuing role of the Independent Engineer;



Reviewing and commenting on Concessionaire maintenance, renewal, and operational procedures, to the extent these are not addressed within the role of
the Rail Safety Board and the Transport Regulatory Commission;



Viewing and observing tests of any equipment being developed;



Administering the agreed process for the Concessionaire or Authority to propose and implement changes to output requirements, constraints on inputs, or
Concessionaire proposals, to the extent these are not addressed within the role
of the Rail Safety Board and the Transport Regulatory Commission;



Accessing management information to ensure the delivery timetable is on
track and any overriding safety issues are being satisfactorily addressed, depending on the scope of Authority exposure to the scheme. This may include
access to the site and places of manufacture; rights of access that should extend
to the Independent Engineer.

Principles outlined in this section 2.10 reflect an intention to ensure appropriate
risk transfer during the period leading up to the commissioning of the New Upgrades and beyond.

2.11 Concession Fees
Should the Concessionaire make a capital payment for using concession assets in
addition to the obligation to supply New Upgrades? This will depend upon how
robust the business case is, which in turn depends upon whether the Authority
wishes the users to include within the payments to the Concessionaire, a portion
towards the return of, and return on, that capital payment. Bidders will evaluate
all the risks and any up-front capital payment will be fixed with those risks in mind.
Where the amount of the capital payment forms part of its bid rather than being
fixed by the public sector there is likelihood that bidders will be more conservative
in relation to any up-front payment.
If a capital payment is to be made, it could be paid immediately before the Term
commences, by installments, or partly through a capital payment and partly
through a debt to the Authority, which is subordinated to the senior debt from
Funders but ranks ahead of equity. This does not mean that Concessionaire shareThe World Bank
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holders will receive no return until the subordinated debt is paid, but if the concession gets into difficulties the subordinated debt will rank ahead of shareholders.
Thus the business case would have to be robust before shareholders would accept
greater risk to their investment.
If subordinated debt is used, this would be reflected in separate loan documentation including a form of inter-creditor agreement between Government and Senior
Lenders.
In addition to or instead of a payment of capital monies, the Concessionaire may
be required to pay annually an amount fixed by reference to turnover or other
amount, perhaps based on the idea that after achieving an annual turnover target,
any surplus should be shared. Issues to consider include whether the target is fixed
before or after discounting for inflation, and whether any regulator rules conflict
with this approach. If a lease is used, the payment may be made under the lease;
however, it is preferable that all operative provisions of the agreement between the
Concessionaire and the Authority should appear in one place, leaving the lease
document in a simple form.

2.12 Bonds
The Concessionaire will add the cost of any surety bond(s) to its total costs, which
it will then wish to recover from users and, if the Authority makes a payment to the
Concessionaire, then within that payment. Thus, bonds should be used only if a
strong cost/ benefit case can be made. In most cases, if the Concessionaire fails, an
immediate cost accrues to the Authority; therefore it is recommended that all
bonds issued be callable on demand.
The different types of procurement procedures are addressed in Chapter 13. It
should be borne in mind that the use of a bid bond within the context of a negotiated bid is not without difficulty. The bond merely supports bidder commitment
to enter into a contract based upon its bid. If there are negotiations, the original
bid will be superseded by subsequent negotiations; therefore, an argument can be
made that the bond is no longer enforceable. Another option would be to negotiate
with more than one bidder and to request that they submit their ‘best and final
offers,’ each supported by a bid bond. Yet another option is to have discussions at
prequalification or pre-bid stage, and request bids with bid bonds, based on the
winning bid being countersigned by the Authority to make the Agreement. Regardless of the option selected, the bid bond should be extended to cover the achievement of Conditions Precedent to the Agreement becoming effective.
As indicated, a performance bond that lasts the life of the Term is unlikely to be
cost-effective. The considerable expense that the winning bidder has incurred to
reach that stage creates an incentive to proceed. However, it may be prudent to
have a performance bond—specified by either time period, or expenditure level.
Shareholder investment, for example in New Upgrades, coupled with Funder loans
puts real risk money at stake, some or all of the benefits of which will accrue to the
Authority, although the benefit will be less if there is a full payout to the Funders
regardless of the reason for termination. A considerable amount is at stake; thus,
a performance bond provision should not only stipulate a financial institution with
a high credit rating, specifying the credit agency and rating, but also allow the bond
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to be returned to the issuer at a point specified by either time period, or expenditure level.
The interval just before the Term expires is the next period when the Authority is
most exposed to risk. Usually, there will be a requirement that on expiration of the
Term, assets should be of a standard commensurate with rail system operation (see
Hand Back post). At a suitable point in time before expiration, concession assets
should be inspected. To the extent work is required to reach that standard, the
Concessionaire should lock up dividends and other payments in an escrow account
sufficient to meet the requisite expenditure; or the Concessionaire should procure
a bond issued (by an issuer of the same financial strength as for the issue of the
performance bond). The escrow account or the bond should exist until the requisite
work is complete and the final inspection, which would ordinarily take place after
Hand Back has been satisfactorily carried out.

2.13 Obligations of the Concessionaire
To the extent economically and commercially sustainable, Concessionaire rights
and obligations pursuant to the Agreement should be at Concessionaire cost and
risk, without recourse to Authority credit or guarantees. If the Authority intends
financial support, whether actual or contingent, the basis should be specified in the
Agreement.
Unless the Agreement includes contrary provisions (for examples, see the concept
contained in section 2.20 (Preservation of Concessioned Assets) it may be appropriate for the Concessionaire to have unrestricted authority to negotiate terms and
conditions of all necessary contracts with all suppliers, commercial service providers, and users in respect of the concession and its obligations under the Agreement.
If Authority financial support is involved, Concessionaire procurement rules and
procedures and the extent of their application should be agreed in advance between the Authority and the Concessionaire.
To the extent viable under the circumstances pertaining to the scheme, the Concessionaire should agree to raise the required finance to complete the New Upgrades in accordance with Agreement terms and conditions. If loans and credits
are sought to be arranged based on Authority guarantees or backstopping such
loans in favor of the Funders, then more of the scheme’s risks will fall on the Authority, actually or contingently. In economic terms, this may mean that the Authority will assume some construction and operation risk through required payments to the Funders, without the Authority receiving a compensatory amount
from any other source, particularly when facilities are not operating properly. The
Authority should avoid to the fullest extent practicable becoming a direct party to
any finance commitments with Funders, other than under the inter-creditor agreement between various Funders and the Authority, where the Authority has agreed
to a subordinated debt arrangement, or any Direct Agreement. Funders should be
able and encouraged to proactively support the scheme in the event that the Concessionaire has difficulty meeting obligations under either or both the Concession
Agreement and the Funding Agreements. Provided that any Direct Agreement imposes no greater liabilities on the Authority than under the Concession Agreement,
then it is in the interests of the host country to allow the Funders to take control of
the scheme and the Concessionaire to rescue the scheme. How the Funders can
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effect the rescue depends upon the insolvency law and practice of the host country
and the Direct Agreement will reflect that.
The Concessionaire should be permitted to provide certain assets as security to the
Funders. The extent of the security that may be given will to a degree reflect the
concession rights granted.
In addition to the New Upgrades, the Concessionaire should ensure that the Below
Rail and other Infrastructure is renewed and maintained to a level that enables
sufficient capacity to handle the potential freight and other traffic on offer. With
this in mind, it is probable that potential demand should be reviewed periodically
and review results implemented.
As indicated earlier, a full list of assets is unlikely, much less, an asset condition
register. If the Concessionaire is delivering either or both New Upgrades and renewals, it would be advantageous for an asset condition register to be prepared and
subsequently maintained. The extent of the register would depend upon a
cost/benefit analysis carried out during the study for reforms. Since the register is
likely to be maintained electronically, the Authority should be given ‘read-only’ access to the database.
At a minimum, the Concessionaire should negotiate in good faith with intent to
agree with the Authority on terms and conditions for Future Upgrades of any lines,
if existing Below Rail and other Infrastructure would constrain planned increases
in demand that arise from the review, in order to handle additional freight traffic
and technical standards. The Agreement should address setting aside funds to finance Future Upgrades if this issue does not fall within the arrangements between
the Concessionaire and the Transport Competition Board.
Of necessity, contractual regulation under the Agreement must govern regulatory
matters and will require one or more schedules. If regulation exists under legislation, the Transport Competition Board (referred to in the Introduction) will have
a significant role as regulator to allow an adjustment in tariffs and track access
charges if there is an issue as to whether Future Upgrades will be commercially
viable, as opposed to economically viable, the Authority may need to make available capital grant or other funds to cover the whole or partial cost of Future Upgrades.
Host country law will determine whether to include a provision that requires the
Concessionaire to carry out its obligations in accordance with the law, including
the law on safety. If Concessionaire failure to observe the law might cause loss to
the Authority, it may be appropriate to require the Concessionaire to observe the
law. Otherwise relevant government enforcing arms would be responsible to enforce the law if the Concessionaire were in breach. Nevertheless, the Agreement
should include provision for the Concessionaire to perform in accordance with
Good Industry Practice, which might be defined as, “in respect of any undertaking
in any circumstances, the exercise of that degree of care, foresight, prudence, and
skill that would reasonably and ordinarily be expected from a competent, skilled
and experienced person in the same type of undertaking in the same or similar
circumstances.”
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The issue of rail passenger traffic depends upon the structure chosen. If the Concessionaire is to supply infrastructure services, it may be an option for the Concessionaire to supply infrastructure to a service level suitable for passenger traffic.
This could be addressed under a separate services contract, particularly where the
potential exists under the Agreement, for the Authority to have power, on notice,
to remove certain of the Below Rail Infrastructure from the category of Concessioned Assets and place them with another services provider if the parties fail to
agree on changes to the pricing structure or scope of the services. If the Authority
does wish to include passenger transport services within the Agreement then it will
need to include provisions relating to such matters as fare and service levels, stations/other stops, and passenger claims and complaints.
The level of detail for third-party access and charging regimes in the concession
will depend upon how comprehensive legislation is in the host country—the less
detail in legislation, the more the detail required in the Agreement. Similar issues
relate to a Track Access Applicant’s requests for access, and a Track Access
Holder’s requests for increased access. Analogous issues arise in relation to regimes for failure to give access, failure to give access to agreed paths, delays in
journey time, and the like.
The risk of an arbitrary regulator decision will be of particular concern to the Concessionaire where, in cases regarding terms of access, there could be either or both
an increase in the Concessionaire costs and tariffs, which could reduce Concessionaire income. These issues, which concern both Concessionaire and Funders, might
be addressed under Compensation Events. Although achieving a balance is difficult—the role of the regulator is to ensure that Concessionaire revenues are sufficient to meet its obligations, but not to the extent that ensures compensation for
poor Concessionaire management decisions.
Should access be given to infrastructure other than track? For example, should access be given to maintenance or rail freight depots? Should passenger train operators be given access to stations? Similar to situations discussed earlier, the detail
required in the Agreement depends on whether host country legislation is comprehensive.
Another issue is international third party access. This does not affect ‘islanded’ systems with no cross-border link or no plans to link in the near or medium future. If
cross-border rail traffic is likely, consideration should be given to incorporate Concessionaire obligations to allow for this. Even if the host country is not a COTIF
signatory, COTIF provisions could be a useful benchmark to indicate potential considerations for bidders, until details of arrangements between the host country and
its neighbors emerge.
The Concessionaire should also meet all safety requirements, and this is another
case of looking at how comprehensive host country legislation is in this respect. If
the Concessionaire must approve safety arrangements, e.g., safety case of Track
Access Holders, or Track Access Applicants, the Agreement should address the
processes to the extent they are omitted from host country legislation.
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A disaster recovery plan should be linked to safety issues and agreed between the
Authority and the Concessionaire. The disaster recovery plan should set out reporting lines (see also section 2.23), and make provision for changes, based on
emerging experiences from incidents or accidents, to be agreed or otherwise addressed.

2.14 Insurances
The Concessionaire should be expected to take out common insurances typically
acquired by any prudent business. Some insurances may be required by law, e.g.,
worker compensation, but other insurances are more important from Authority
perspective, particularly if assets remain or become vested in the state during the
Term, including the following:


Contractor’s All-Risk insurances during construction; cover during freighting
of equipment or materials, should be considered, particularly if the state is advancing capital to pay for some of the New Upgrades;



Insurance on the Below Rail and other Infrastructure;



Third-party liability cover; and



Business interruption cover to compensate for lost revenue, which may be
caused on the occurrence of an insured peril. Similar cover should be taken out
in respect of losses that may occur as a consequence of delayed completion of
New Upgrades. It is not unusual under a specific obligation in concession-type
agreements for the private sector party to take out this cover as it adds to the
robustness of the structure being created.

The period and amount of specific covers should be stated and the Authority
should be a named insured.
The Concessionaire should provide an insurance broker’s letter to confirm that the
broker will notify the Authority if, prior to renewal, there is an indication that cover
will not be renewed or that conditions of renewal will be onerous.
Current Insurance Certificates should be produced to the Authority; if the Concessionaire fails to take out key insurances then the Authority should be able to take
out the insurance and recover the premia from the Concessionaire.
If insurance cover is unavailable in the market or available only at a commercial
premium (unless this was due to Concessionaire acts or neglect) then the Authority
should, at the time of non availability, be able to allow the concession to continue
or could terminate the concession as though the non availability was a Force
Majeure Event. If the Authority wishes the Agreement to continue then, in effect,
the Authority itself would assume the risk for so long as cover is unavailable. For
the Authority the key issue is to assess the level of risk incurred if it allows the
circumstance of no cover. There is the common risk of claims by third parties if
there is third party liability without insurance cover—the Authority will be seen to
have deeper pockets than the Concessionaire. There is a risk to the economy if
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there is major property damage and the Concessionaire has no funds to put right
the damage, thereby delaying freight transport and possibly, passenger transport.
To protect the Authority, it is recommended to establish a requirement that the
insurance policy must include a cross liability clause such that the insurance shall
apply to the Authority, even if the Concessionaire made a material misstatement
in the application for insurance cover. There should be waivers of rights of subrogation as against the Authority so as to reduce likelihood of a claim against the
Authority where it is a named insured.
To avoid the Concessionaire taking the money and walking away from the scheme,
the Concessionaire should be required to apply or procure the application of the
proceeds of any claims in a manner specified in the Agreement.

2.15 Liability and Indemnities
The Concessionaire should assume all liability as regards the Authority in relation
to the operations under the concession, other than, and to the extent that the Authority or those for which it is responsible, caused the loss or damage.
If there is damage to third parties, which may include passengers or their property,
the Concessionaire should indemnify the Authority against claims by those third
parties, other than and to the extent that the Authority, or those for which it is
responsible, caused the loss or damage. The Agreement should also specify how
the legal and other processes arising from such claims should be handled.

Environmental and other conditions
The Concessionaire has no responsibility for any events or conditions prior to the
grant of the concession. Therefore, it is reasonable that the state should remain
liable for any pre-existing hazardous waste and, if removal is required by law, the
Authority should bear the cost of remediation. All subsequent environmental impacts should be at the risk of the Concessionaire. Although it is unlikely that a fullsite survey has been carried out, it is highly desirable to carry out an environmental
audit before final bids have been received to create a reasonable understanding
between parties as to what environmental conditions may be expected. If there is
a history of environmental pollution, prior to the grant of the concession it may be
helpful to appoint an environmental expert to deal with any disputes that may arise
during the initial years of the concession.
The host country law should preclude third-party claims arising from the usual
noise and vibration emanating from the railway as a result of its usage in accordance with Good Industry Practice. The Concessionaire should remain liable for excessive noise and vibration, i.e., if Good Industry Practice was not applied and the
cause of the problem is that the Below Rail Infrastructure and/or equipment have
not been properly maintained (allowing that early in the Term, the Concessionaire
will need time to put the infrastructure and equipment into good working order).
If the host country law does not cover chance finds of antiquities then the concession should set out the rules governing their discovery. If the law allows any chance
finds to become the property of the finder then the Agreement should provide that
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chance finds belong to the Authority and should be dealt with either by the Authority or under its instruction. The impact of discovery can be dealt with under either
or both Force Majeure Events and Compensation Events (see post) although larger
objects may require time to allow experts to carry out excavations and investigation.
Linked to the issue of site conditions is the issue of latent defects. To a degree this
turns upon the scope of the maintenance and renewals envisaged under the concession and the timing of implementing that work. The main issue will be critical
structures. If major works are not envisaged for identified bridges, tunnels, and
buildings, then it is arguable that the Authority has accepted this. Therefore, if it
later emerges that major work is required, reasonable cost for that work should be
borne by the Authority. If, however, it is envisaged that major work will be carried
out at some future date, this may be an issue of timing; thus, if the Concessionaire
has had insufficient time to generate a sinking fund for these works but has otherwise behaved prudently, the Authority might consider advancing funds on a subordinated basis to meet the gap between actual expenditure and the expected date
of expenditure at the time the Agreement was executed.

2.16 Intervening Events
These are incidents that affect the ability of one party to the Agreement to perform
its obligations or receive benefits due under the Agreement. There are many ways
to identify and specify consequences of Intervening Events. This Guide includes
Compensation Events, Force Majeure Events, and Political Force Majeure Events.

Compensation events
Compensation Events are designed to cater for incidents that arise at the Authority’s risk, resulting in a loss of income or increased costs to the Concessionaire.
Such events are more appropriately dealt with by compensation methods rather
than through Authority Default. Termination should be a last resort in every circumstance, although if an event renders the parties’ contractual relationship untenable, the Authority may choose to exercise its voluntary termination rights.
Examples are:


Authority breach of an obligation, including any breach occasioned by third
parties for whom the Authority is responsible;



Authority Changes or certain Future Upgrades; and



Discriminatory or specific changes in law.

The Authority should bear the effects of certain Changes in Law and it may, after
careful consideration in certain schemes, be appropriate to add other (or railway
sector) specific events.
The Authority may face a request from the Concessionaire or its Funders to consider additional items as Compensation Events. If the obligation is to make payment by a due date, additional compensation is not required, as nonpayment is
addressed through provisions dealing with interest on late payment
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If a Compensation Event occurs during the execution of New Upgrades, the
planned completion date may have to be postponed; usually by the length of any
delay caused (any long-stop date will be similarly put back). If revenue or increase
in revenue commences only when construction is complete, a practical consequence is that the start date of the Concessionaire’s revenue stream or the start
date of increase in the revenue stream is also delayed and additional costs are incurred. As a result, the Concessionaire may suffer significant additional expense
through finance charges and additional costs.
Therefore, prior to contract signature, it must be decided how to compensate the
Concessionaire for any delays in completing the New Upgrades that are the direct
result of a Compensation Event. One option is to retain the original Expiry Date
for the Term and compensate the Concessionaire for its loss; as an alternative, the
Concessionaire may agree to extend the Term.
If the Agreement includes provisions for liquidated damages, then the Concessionaire’s liability for liquidated damages will also require relief for the period of delay
caused by the Compensation Event. Otherwise, the liquidated damages provision
risks failing completely, particularly if there has been a failure by the Authority.
The Concessionaire should also be relieved of any other liability for Authority
losses in respect of the Compensation Event. This relief should be taken into account in determining consequences for the Authority of a Compensation Event.
The main advantages of not extending the Term are first, simplicity, and second,
Funders prefer this option because it preserves the senior debt loan life cover ratio
and equity return. Also, this approach offers the better incentive to the Authority
to manage its rights and obligations during the construction phase in a way that
avoids delay.
The Concessionaire should be obliged to exercise reasonable efforts to mitigate its
losses and costs, for example, by rescheduling the works timetable or redeploying
staff, which in the case of New Upgrades, could avoid delays to the planned completion date, although mitigation may incur extra costs.
A common way to deal with Compensation Events is to rely on the Financial Model
prepared at the time of tendering. By using the model, the parties calculate how
and when compensation should be paid. Typically this would require the Authority
to agree that the senior debt loan life cover ratio and equity return are to remain
unchanged. However, if changes have occurred in assumptions used in preparing
the Financial Model between the Agreement execution date and the circumstances
giving rise to the claim, then the use of this mechanism could risk over rewarding
or under rewarding the Concessionaire. Sometimes, changes in factors can be imported into the Financial Model. Nevertheless the Agreement should be drafted so
that Compensation Events require as simple an approach as possible and the sole
concern is to ensure fair compensation for a limited number of events, which can
be calculated in a straightforward manner.

Force majeure events
Force Majeure Events are incidents that prevent the Concessionaire from performing its obligations at any time, for which the Concessionaire bears the financial risk
in terms of increased costs and reduced revenue, but for which it is allowed relief
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from termination for failure to meet its obligations under the Agreement to the
extent that the Force Majeure Event caused that failure. Examples listed below may
be outside Concessionaire control. However, ‘outside Concessionaire control’ is
not the appropriate measure of whether an event should appear on the list to be
contained in the Agreement. Many events ‘outside Concessionaire control’ at the
time they occur could in fact have been prevented by proper precautions (e.g., fire).
Therefore, the real question is whether the risk of specific events occurring, or the
consequences of those events, ought to be borne by the Concessionaire since it is
better positioned than the Authority to mitigate and manage the consequences
through risk management and planning, which will also take into account insurance cover and the ability to work around events or the consequence of events.
Force Majeure Events may include the following:


Fire, explosion, lightning, storm, tempest, flood, bursting or overflowing of
water tanks, apparatus or pipes, ionizing radiation (to the extent it does not
constitute a Force Majeure Event), earthquakes, riot and civil disturbances;



Failure by any, utility company, local or regional authority, or other similar
body to carry out works or provide services;



Any accidental loss or damage to the Concessioned Assets;



Any failure or shortage of power, fuel, or transport;



Any blockade or embargo that does not constitute a Political Force Majeure
Event; and



Any labor disruptions, including the following:
 official or unofficial strike;
 lockout;
 go-slow; or
 other dispute,

However the Agreement should specify that ‘Force Majeure’ should not extend to
events that arise directly or indirectly as a result of any default or act of the Concessionaire, any of its contractors or their sub-contractors.
It is not unusual for the Concessionaire to bear the financial effects of delays caused
by Force Majeure Events, so the Authority would not compensate for the occurrence of such delays. If a Force Majeure Event occurs prior to the date for completion of the New Upgrades then any long-stop termination date will be put back by
a period equal to the relevant delay caused by the Force Majeure Event. In most
cases, the relief given will be limited to relief from termination and the payment of
compensation to the Authority for delay, where this is provided for in the Agreement.
Typically, there should be no extension to the Term owing to a Force Majeure
Event. However, consequences to the Concessionaire are that it must bear all losses
that arise without recourse to others, except and to the extent that it can recover
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under insurance, which may increase the losses because the Concessionaire’s insurance premia are likely to rise in subsequent years.
The Agreement should provide that when a Force Majeure Event has occurred and
the Authority has been informed, the parties should consult to discuss relevant issues, such as the likely duration of the Force Majeure Event and actions to be taken
to mitigate the effects.
In some jurisdictions, courts can intervene and change contract provisions to adjust the economic equilibrium, or because the Concessionaire is meeting a public
service obligation, to realign Concessionaire position with what it would have been
without the event. Thus, in those jurisdictions where the Agreement seeks to allocate risk in the occurrence of a Force Majeure Event, the courts might override
Agreement provisions.

Political force majeure events
Political Force Majeure provisions aim to protect the Concessionaire from the occurrence of the event on the basis that the event is out of Concessionaire control,
and if the event exceeds a specified period, to afford the parties an opportunity to
terminate either or both the Term and the Agreement. Political Force Majeure
Events may include:




War, civil war, armed conflict, or terrorism; or
Nuclear, chemical or biological contamination, unless the source or cause of
contamination is [the result of actions of the Contractor]; or
Pressure waves caused by devices travelling at supersonic speeds.

Relief for Political Force Majeure Events would normally apply only to the extent
that the Concessionaire or the Authority is unable to comply with all or a material
part of its obligations under the Agreement and the parties cannot agree within a
specified number of months how to restart the scheme in full.
The Authority should not be automatically obliged to pay the Concessionaire any
sums simply to service Concessionaire loan obligations in whole or in part. The
parties should recognize that the Concessionaire is likely to require some financial
support as there is unlikely to be insurance cover available to cover these risks. The
Authority may wish to bear in mind that in the event of Termination, the Authority
would pay as a minimum, the outstanding Senior Debt, which would result in the
loss of any outstanding subordinated debt to the Authority. Thus, both parties benefit if the full scheme can be reinstated through some temporary financial support
from the Authority.
On the occurrence of a Political Force Majeure Event, the parties should consult to
seek ways to continue the concession, for example, reaching agreement on how
assets, if destroyed, can be reinstated; although neither party will be obliged to do
this. The solution will depend on the nature of the event and its effects, but may
involve altering Concessionaire obligations, adjusting or creating payment mechanisms, or extending the Term.
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As indicated in section 2.14 above, the Concessionaire may be obliged to take out
insurance for advance loss of profit or business interruption against Force Majeure
Events so as to provide a replacement revenue stream for Funders and others
whilst the income stream under, or by virtue of the scheme is impaired. Those insurances will not come into force until a stipulated number of days has passed so
occurrence of any such event may still involve the Concessionaire in otherwise unrecovered losses. In addition, business interruption cover will not extend to all
Force Majeure Events, and is usually parasitic in so far as there will need to be
physical damage to the Concessioned Assets.
An alternative is to categorize intervening events as Insurable or Non insurable
Events; however, there is an argument against this approach. The primary factor
in allocating risk is deciding which party is best placed to manage the risk and its
consequences and, in the case of Force Majeure Events, this is the Concessionaire.
Therefore, the Concessionaire must decide how to manage the risk of the event and
its consequences. The problem with this argument arises when Force Majeure
Events are considered outside of an OECD economy. In countries where a risk is
uninsurable in the market at commercially viable rates, other than through the act
or neglect of the Concessionaire, the Authority may have to accept some financial
risk for an uninsurable event that has occurred through no fault of the Concessionaire or its contractors and their sub-contractors, particularly where the service required under the concession meets a public service obligation, and the host country
economy would be adversely affected if those services cease to be available either
in whole or in a substantial part.

2.17 Change in Relevant Taxes
It is reasonable for the Authority to acknowledge that the concession and the Concessionaire’s performance of its obligations are based upon assumptions concerning application and rates of Relevant Taxes to be borne by the Concessionaire.
If, after the date of execution of the Agreement, as a result of any application of
Relevant Taxes (arrived at by reference to the host country tax regime) the Concessionaire was to become obliged to pay, or commences indirectly to bear any Relevant Taxes that did not exist or were not applicable to the Concessionaire at the
date of the Agreement, or if the Concessionaire were to incur any increase in cost
because the rate subsequently increased of any Relevant Taxes that the Concessionaire would be obliged to pay, or to indirectly bear, and if the Concessionaire is
unable to obtain a compensating adjustment to any tariffs fixed by the Transport
Regulatory Board, then the Concessionaire should provide the Authority with full
details of any Change in Relevant Taxes as soon as practicable after it becomes
aware of it, including the amount of tax and due dates for any payments.
The method of dealing with the Change in Relevant Taxes will depend upon host
country tax law. The Concessionaire could be exempted by an extra statutory exemption, provided that it is legally binding on the tax authorities. Otherwise the
Authority should hold the Concessionaire harmless, including by making compensatory payments.
In some case, these types of provisions require the effect of a Relevant Change in
tax to reach a particular financial threshold before the compensation regime locks
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in; in other cases, the provisions in the Agreement will allow a tax reduction to
benefit the Authority.

2.18 Change in Circumstances
For the purposes of this Guide, a Change in Circumstances is defined as a significant change in the assumptions and conditions upon which the parties based their
decision to enter into the Agreement, that is, either unforeseeable circumstances,
or circumstances whose consequences were unforeseeable at the date of execution
of the Agreement. The change can be further defined as one that was not caused
by, or contributed to by, any act or default of any party, and in respect of which,
had the parties been aware prior to the execution of the Agreement that such
Change in Circumstances would arise, they would not have entered into the Agreement. The basis for that being that such Change in Circumstances would have adversely affected the relevant party’s ability to carry out its obligations and duties
under the Agreement, or would have adversely affected the financial equilibrium
under the concession. Preferably, Change in Circumstances should include only
those events similar to the following for which the Authority is responsible, such
as Change in Law, acts of expropriation, compulsory acquisition, and nationalization.
In some jurisdictions the civil code will incorporate protections against these kinds
of changes. For instance to be considered within a Change in Law, the change may
be required to be material and satisfy the following criteria:


It is generally inapplicable to commercial and industrial undertakings in the
host country in which there is private investment or ownership.



It imposes costs on the Concessionaire that exceed the value of any benefits to
the Concessionaire; the change carries a discounted present cost to the Concessionaire over the remainder of the Term that exceeds a specified sum.

One solution to a Change in Circumstances is for the parties, at their own cost, to
take all steps reasonably required to restore their ability to perform their obligations under this Agreement that are affected by a Change in Circumstances, and to
continue to perform their respective obligations under the Agreement insofar as
they are not so affected.
The Agreement may provide that within an agreed period following the occurrence
of a Change in Circumstances, the parties should meet and should, following an
agreed period for consultation, take adequate measures to restore the following:


Ability of the relevant party to carry out its obligations and duties affected by
the Change in Circumstances; and



Financial Balance of the Concessionaire, keeping in mind the caution expressed earlier regarding the use of a financial model.

In the event that the parties fail to reach an agreement within the stated period,
the Agreement might provide for submission to the Disputes Resolution Procedure
(see section 2.30). However if the following conditions emerge:
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The occurrence of a Change in Circumstances continues for a specified period,
or



A series of related Changes in Circumstances continue in the aggregate for that
specified period during any year,

…the Agreement might then provide that the Concessionaire can opt to terminate
the Term when the specified period expires by delivering a Termination Notice to
the Authority. Upon such termination, provisions relating to termination should
apply (see section 2.24).

2.19 Variations
The structure of the Agreement risks rigidity if it does not allow for Variations,
which would normally fall into two categories. In the first category, the Concessionaire wishes to change the Concessioned Assets or a New Upgrade or Future
Upgrade during the period of construction or fabrication; the second category include variations by which the Authority is seeking a change.
In either case, the Agreement should include provisions for giving notices, and
counter-notices. In a Variation proposed by the Authority, the Concessionaire
should be able to reject a request for a change if the Variation would affect safety
or operability. The Authority may be concerned if the Variation could impose additional financial costs, e.g., increase compensation amounts payable on expiry of
the Term (or earlier termination) or might reduce the benefits of services to be
rendered under the Agreement.
The costs of a Variation should, by and large, be borne by the party requesting the
change. If extra costs can be recovered through additional Track Access Charges or
similar, the main issue will be securing funds to cover the initial costs.

2.20 Preservation of the Concessioned Assets
Typically, common business provisions include the following:
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In most cases, the railway will be run as a going concern, which will require
arrangements with third parties that transcend the Expiry Date of the Term.
Any third-party contract that requires the third party to make payments to the
Concessionaire should be structured so that the Authority will receive the same
benefits pro rata as the Concessionaire. Thus, contracts should not seek frontloaded payments, nor should they seek to impose any back-loaded obligations
that might place the Authority at a disadvantage. In addition, no contract
should be let that conflicts with the Expiry Date within a specified period of
that date without the consent of the Authority.



As the Expiry Date approaches, the Authority’s interest will heighten in the
maintenance of any concessioned asset. The Agreement should specify the
condition of the Concessioned Assets both during the Term and on Hand Back
and set out the Concessionaire’s obligations in that respect. The Agreement
should also provide that the Authority will inform the Concessionaire of its
handover requirements not less than a specified number of months prior to
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the Expiry Date. The Authority’s interest will increase when it has to pay compensation to the Concessionaire on expiry of the Term, whether under the
terms of the Agreement, under the terms of a further agreement to that effect
in relation to Future Upgrades, or under the law of the host country.
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If the Authority receives the Concessioned Assets at the end of the Term, which
is the common scenario, any maintenance obligations will need to be monitored, and a mechanism established to accomplish this in a manner that is as
non intrusive as possible.



If the Authority reasonably believes that the Concessionaire is in breach of renewal and maintenance obligations under the Agreement, then the Authority
should be permitted to carry out, or procure, a survey of the Concessioned Assets to evaluate whether the Concessionaire has been and is renewing and
maintaining the assets in accordance with its Agreement obligations. This
right may be restricted to being exercised not more than once during a specified number of years.



Where the Authority wishes to carry out a survey, it should notify the Concessionaire in writing an agreed minimum number of days in advance of the date
on which it wishes to carry out the survey. The Authority should consider any
reasonable Concessionaire request for the survey to be carried out on a different date. When carrying out any survey, the Authority should exercise or procure the exercise of reasonable efforts to minimize any disruption caused to
the Concessionaire. Survey costs should be borne by the Authority, except
where the survey results reveal Concessionaire failure, in which case, the Concessionaire should bear survey costs; or unless the surveys are related to Hand
Back. The Concessionaire should be required to give the Authority, without
charge, any reasonable assistance required by the Authority during the conduct of any survey.



If the survey reveals that the Concessionaire has not complied with its renewal
and maintenance obligations, the Authority is likely to require the powers to
do the following:


Notify the Concessionaire of required standards for the condition of the
Concessioned Assets to comply with Agreement obligations; and



Specify a reasonable period within which the Concessionaire must achieve
compliance through rectification and/or maintenance work.



The Concessionaire should be required to carry out such rectification and/or
maintenance work within the period specified, and bear fully any costs incurred in rectification and/or maintenance work.



For Hand-Back surveys, it is reasonable for survey costs to be borne jointly; if
the Concessionaire so requires, surveys should be carried out by an independent expert agreed between the parties. In case of failure to agree, the Agreement should name a nominating body to appoint the independent expert. If
the survey finds that renewal and maintenance work is needed to bring the
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Concessioned Assets up to the standard required under the Agreement, the
Concessionaire should issue a bond according to section 2.12, or establish an
escrow account and deposit an amount equal to the estimated cost of carrying
out the renewal and maintenance work.
In case of a failure to deliver a service as part of the concession, particularly if the
service is to meet a public service obligation, the Authority may require a temporary right to procure the operation of all or part of the Concessioned Assets. The
Agreement provision should include protocols for serving ‘notice of intent’ to assume operations, assignments of responsibility for costs incurred, and allocations
of risk, particularly in relation to any damage incurred to Concessioned Assets during operation, and the withdrawal of the Authority, or its nominee, at the end of
the emergency period.

2.21 Confidential Information
It is better to start with the concept of transparency and to require the Concessionaire to divulge information that might reasonably be required for informing the
public of the progress or otherwise in improving services. The scope of such disclosure can be dealt with under section 2.23 (Reporting and Records). That said,
in many agreements, ‘Confidential Information’ refers to any information, data or
other matter (‘information’) disclosed to a party by, or on behalf of, another party
under the following conditions:


Disclosure of the information by the recipient might be reasonably expected to
affect the commercial affairs of the owner of the Confidential Information; or



Information is marked ‘confidential’ by a party when disclosed, and provided
further that information will cease to be Confidential Information if the information has ceased to retain its confidential nature, for example:
 Information disclosed by the recipient would no longer be reasonably expected to affect the commercial affairs of the information owner;


Information is now in the public domain through means other than a
breach of the confidentiality provisions in the agreement;



Information reached the recipient independently, from a third party free
to disclose the information.

Unless host country law specifically provides, consideration should be given to provisions that extend confidentiality to Track Access Holders and Track Access Applicants. The definition of Confidential Information would include information or
data collected by the Concessionaire or a Track Access Holder in the performance
of an Access Agreement as in the following circumstances.
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If the collector discloses information that might be reasonably expected to affect the commercial affairs of the other party to the Access Agreement;



That the other party shall be deemed to be the owner of such Confidential Information.
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The parties would agree to maintain confidentiality except in respect of Permitted
Release referred to below, and the Concessionaire would be required to enter into
confidentiality undertakings with Track Access Holders and Track Access Applicants.
Permitted Release could include the following examples:


Disclosure is required or compelled by any law;



Disclosure is necessary for the conduct of any legal proceedings, including any
dispute resolution process under the Agreement or the Track Access Agreement;



Disclosure is required under any stock exchange listing requirement or rule;



Disclosure is to the Rail Safety Board;



Disclosure is to the recipient’s lawyers, or accountants under a duty of confidentiality;



Disclosure is to the recipient’s banker or other financial institution, to the extent required for the purpose of raising funds or maintaining compliance with
credit arrangements, if such banker or financial institution has executed a legally enforceable confidentiality deed in favor of the owner of the Confidential
Information;



Disclosure is for the purpose of facilitating train control directions where the
disclosure of information is by the Concessionaire in the usual course of undertaking train control;



Disclosure is by any person involved in clearing an incident or emergency that
is preventing the operation of Train Services on the Rail Infrastructure;



Disclosure is to an infrastructure provider or operator for infrastructure forming part of the system in respect of which Access forms a part.

A particular issue arises where the Concessionaire operates the Below Rail Infrastructure and is a Rail Freight Operator. If Concessionaire employees transfer from
infrastructure operations to freight operations, it is important to ensure that they
do not use the Confidential Information obtained about Track Access Holders and
Track Access Applicants in their new position, and that the Concessionaire gives
specific undertakings in that respect.

2.22 Employees
If real reform of the railways is to be achieved then this is likely to require a comprehensive change to the terms and conditions on which railway employees are
employed and the manner in which they carry out their duties including the removal of restrictive practices. If existing personnel are to be transferred to the Concessionaire, one option is for the Concessionaire to stipulate the number of transThe World Bank
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ferred personnel in its bid documents, and under the Agreement the Concessionaire agrees to employ that number. Before the commencement of the Term, the
Concessionaire should select and identify employees to the Authority.
It would be reasonable to include a provision to encourage the Concessionaire to
use local personnel and to require that selection of local staff should give preference to existing rail employees, subject to suitability, qualifications, and availability. If the Concessionaire demonstrates that existing rail employees are unsuitable
or insufficiently qualified, then the Concessionaire should be free to recruit employees with specific skills from other sources.
Each transferring employee would enter into an employment contract with the
Concessionaire. Issues such as accrued pension rights and other employee benefits
will need to be addressed; the extent to which it would be economically sensible or
feasible to maintain conditions that are at least equal to the terms and conditions
enjoyed with the former rail employer prior to the commencement of the Term will
depend upon what those terms were.
The Authority may require the Concessionaire to employ or procure the employment of competent local labor, to the extent available, to construct the New Upgrades and to operate, renew, and maintain the Concessioned Assets.

2.23 Reporting and Records
If the Authority grants a subordinated loan, any subordinated loan documentation
will entitle the Authority to receive comprehensive financial and management information but that entitlement will end when the debt is discharged.
Thus it is suggested that the Authority should set out its rights to information in
the Agreement. Where the Authority is to repay loans to Funders, no matter the
grounds for termination, the Authority is likely to require more information to enable it to monitor its exposure. Further, where the Authority or the state makes
temporary funds available due to disturbance in the lending market, the Authority
may require a greater influence over the choice of management in the event that
the concession gets into difficulty.
Prior to the commencement of the Term, the Authority and the Concessionaire
should agree on the format for quarterly reports. By a date certain in the third
month after the commencement of the Term and every three (3) months thereinafter, the Concessionaire should submit to the Authority, a report in the agreed
form. The report might reasonably cover progress in the development, financing,
construction, and commissioning of the New Upgrades and the renewal, maintenance and operation of the Below Rail Infrastructure. Similarly, the report might
provide details of main railway activities during the period—volume of traffic,
changes in traffic or activity from the previous period, and for the same period
during the preceding year, fees, revenues, expenditures, and other key metrics
data.
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The Concessionaire could reasonably be required to carry on its business and affairs with due diligence and efficiency, in accordance with sound international financial and commercial standards and practices, and fully account for all aspects
of its business as follows:


The Concessionaire should prepare and submit to the Authority within a specified number of months of the end of each financial year a copy of the Concessionaire’s audited financial statements that have been or are to be submitted
to state tax authorities and that have been drawn up by an internationally recognized accounting/auditor firm registered in the host country in accordance
with international accounting standards and host country laws. Financial
statements would include balance sheet, profit and loss account, and cash flow
statement, together with any explanatory notes or variations from international accounting standards used to comply with host country law.



In addition to financial statements, the annual reporting to the Authority
might include the following information and metrics.





Freight tons, ton-km, passengers and passenger-km carried;



Locomotive-km for passenger and freight service;



Freight ton-km per employee and passenger-km per employee;



Revenue and costs by service or activity;



Actual vs. planned maintenance and details of asset breakdowns that have
affected services;



Summary of events and causes of cancellations and late running, together
with complaints received and actions taken and summaries of user satisfaction surveys;



Summary of accidents and incidents, causation and consequences (serious
accidents should have been reported to the relevant Ministry as soon as
they occurred and would be an issue for the Safety Board);



Details of human resources programs including personnel employed and
training provided;



Rolling stock utilization statistics for both Concessionaire and other Track
Access Holders.

The Authority may wish, at its own expense, to appoint an independent auditor
registered in the host country to verify Concessionaire statements and information. The Concessionaire should provide all reasonable assistance to the appointed auditor.

The Agreement should also specify any other reports and records that the Authority may require.
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The Agreement should identify required periods for retaining categories of records, and expectations for these at the time of Hand Back.

2.24 Termination
Termination by authority for concessionaire’s default
Funders and investors will need certainty about circumstances under which the
Term or the Agreement (depending upon the approach adopted) may be terminated. This is even more critical if termination due to a Concessionaire’s Default
would lead to loss of equity investment and a loss of all or part of the debt. Therefore, the Agreement should set out a list of potential events of Concessionaire Default that could give rise to Termination if such events remained unremedied, or
for which no remedy exists. Of course, there are ‘Intervening Events’, for which the
Concessionaire is relieved of liability, where termination for default would not
arise, nor would it arise if the Default was caused by an act or neglect of the Authority. Examples of events of Default may include:


Failure of Concessionaire to complete the New Upgrades by the Back Stop
Date;



Abandonment by Concessionaire of performance of its obligations;



Failure to comply with agreed levels of service under the Agreement;



Failure to pay Concession Fees to the Authority as they fall due;



Insolvency and other similar events;



Acts of corruption: However, the Concessionaire should be given an opportunity to dismiss personnel or contractors involved in the corrupt practices if
the Concessionaire’s management were unaware of the acts;



Save as may be permitted by the Agreement, the assignment or transfer of any
of Concessionaire rights or obligations in relation to the Agreement;



Any material breach by the Concessionaire of any its obligations under the
Agreement;

Termination by concessionaire for authority’s default
The Authority will need to appreciate that the Agreement will impose obligations
on it and the Concessionaire will rely upon the performance by the Authority of
those obligations. Common breaches by Authorities have included failure to make
concession support payments, failure to release assets when contracted to do so
and the like. Further, where either or both receivables are to be adjusted for inflation and funding is expressed in currency other than that of the host country and
receivables are to be adjusted for currency fluctuations then any interventions by
the Authority to prevent this from happening will have a serious adverse effect.
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Therefore, the Agreement should also list the events that should constitute ‘Authority Default, on a basis similar to that relating to the Concessionaire. The list
may include the following:


Expropriation, compulsory acquisition, or nationalization by the Authority of
the Concessionaire or the rights of the Concessionaire under the Agreement;



Removal of a consent required for the Concessionaire to perform under the
Agreement ;and



Any material breach by the Authority of any of its obligations under the Agreement, after notice from the Concessionaire, giving reasonable details of the
breach and demanding remedy thereof.

Termination for non default
The Agreement should provide for termination in the event of prolonged Force
Majeure or where the parties are unable to reach an agreement on the occurrence
of an event of Political Force Majeure. (As indicated earlier, in some jurisdictions,
courts may, through legislation, impose a solution on the parties.

Termination procedure
The party seeking termination should serve Notice of Intent to Terminate and set
out the grounds on which it seeks to terminate. If grounds are based on an event
of default that can be remedied, then the defaulting party should be given an opportunity to do so, or to put forward a program to do so. Specific time periods for
each step should be set out in the Agreement.
Following the delivery of a Notice of Intent to Terminate, if the default has not been
remedied or a program for remedy agreed upon, then the Non Defaulting Party
that served the notice should be permitted to serve a Termination Notice

Effectiveness of a termination notice
The Agreement should state the minimum time period between service of the Termination Notice and the Date of Termination.

Other remedies
The exercise of the right of a Non Defaulting Party to terminate the Agreement
should not preclude that Party from exercising other remedies provided under the
Agreement. However, the Agreement will often include an ‘exclusive remedies’
clause that will limit the right of either party to remedies under the Agreement,
rather than generally at law, and there may well be exclusions for what are sometimes loosely referred to as ‘consequential losses’ but might better be referred to as
‘indirect losses’, including opportunity costs.

Rights and obligations on termination
There are two approaches to termination. First, termination can occur under the
Agreement, in which case those provisions that are to remain in effect, such as
Confidentiality, Dispute Resolution, and provisions relating to post termination financial adjustment, such as compensation payments must be listed. Second, terThe World Bank
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mination can occur because the Term under the Agreement expires or is prematurely reached. In this case, the obligations of the parties are abolished in relation
to the concession, but remaining obligations stay in force. The approach will in part
be impacted by host country law.

Post termination
The Concessionaire should release control of Concessioned Assets in accordance
with the Hand Back procedure, unless and to the extent that it is intended, that the
Concessionaire may keep certain assets. Whether the Concessionaire should receive compensation, in what circumstances and how much, will depend on what
the market will accept at the time of bidding for the concession, and the law of the
host country.
In essence if termination is due to Authority Default, compensation should be sufficient to repay Funders, including all unwinding costs, repay equity capital, pay
the unwinding costs of then-existing contracts, the costs of demobilization and a
payment towards future dividends on shares lost as a consequence of early termination.
Where the Concessionaire is in default, a practical measure would be to offer the
residue of the concession on the same terms as the original concession and, after
payment of the Authority’s expenses, to pay the balance to the Funders of the Concessionaire. This works only where there is a liquid market—a sufficient number of
companies willing to bid for the replacement concession and sufficient Funders
prepared to lend money. The worst position for the Authority is that it must pay
off Funders in full, plus part of the equity or share capital. A midway position is
possible in jurisdictions that allow an entitlement to compensation if the concession relates to a public service. The courts will establish compensation if it was not
agreed between the parties, although this will not reassure Funders, because the
process of resolving disputes on value at law is typically prolonged.
On the occurrence of an event of Political Force Majeure the Concessionaire would
expect repayment of Funders, return of equity, and costs of demobilization.
On Force Majeure, the Concessionaire would argue, as a minimum, for repayment
of debt although it does not succeed in all jurisdictions. See issue of power of the
courts in section 2.16 under the reference to Force Majeure.

Expiry of term
On Expiry of Term, the Concessionaire should surrender the concession, release
control of the Concessioned Assets to the Authority, and at the option of the Authority, sell to the Authority other of the Concessionaire’s assets.

2.25 Hand Back
There are various methods of effecting Hand Back; some of these reflect the nature
of the concession granted, such as whether ownership transfer occurs at the end of
the Term or when Concessioned Assets are created. Hand Back is greatly influenced by host country insolvency law and whether, if the Concessionaire were to
be insolvent, the assets can be retained or obtained to carry on meeting the public
service obligation, if such obligation exists. Whatever the legal mechanism
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adopted, it is suggested that within a stated period or other time period agreed by
the parties, of the inspection carried out under section 2.20, the parties should
meet and agree on the processes based upon the Hand Back Procedure. The headings for these items should appear as a schedule to the Agreement, and might comprise the following.


Works to be carried out to ensure that Concessioned Assets comply with requirements on the Hand Back Date;



Subsisting contracts and whether they are to be cancelled or assigned to the
Authority;



Inventory of items included in the scope of Hand Back Assets;



All the Concessionaire’s assets and details on whether such assets are to be
removed or transferred to the Authority, and the terms of such transfer in accordance with the respective terms and conditions of terminations under the
Agreement;



Employment, transfer or redundancy of employees;



Training and testing procedures for personnel designated by the Authority to
ensure the independent operation of the Concessioned Assets by the Authority;



Concessionaire’s rights and obligations that expressly survive termination or
expiration of the Term;



Any other details and procedures in respect of the scope of Hand Back.

Scope of hand back
On the Hand Back Date, in accordance with the Hand Back Procedure, the Concessionaire should release or transfer to the Authority the following:
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All of the Concessionaire’s rights, title and interest in the Hand Back Assets,
free and clear of encumbrances and claims of whatever kind or nature;



All Concessionaire rights to use, possess, or access Concessioned Assets;



All operation and maintenance manuals, design drawings, and other information as may be reasonably necessary, or as may be reasonably requested by
the Authority to enable it or its designee to continue operation of the Concessioned Assets;



All unexpired guarantees and warranties from sub-contractors and suppliers,
and all insurance policies including claims, awards, and adjustments;



Individual and collective employment agreements, medical and pension
schemes, and other labor relations obligations;
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All technology and know-how related to operation and maintenance of the
Concessioned Assets as may be necessary to enable the Authority or its designee to continue to operate Concessioned Assets.

Other hand back issues
The Concessionaire should cancel or assign to the Authority, as set out in the Hand
Back Procedure, any operation and maintenance, equipment, supply or service
agreements and any other agreements held by the Concessionaire and subsisting
at the time of the Hand Back Date.
The Authority ought not to be liable for any cancellation costs arising thereby, and
therefore should be indemnified and held harmless by the Concessionaire in respect of the same.
The Concessionaire, at its own cost and within a specified number of days after the
Hand Back Date, might reasonably be required to remove, or take reasonable steps
to remove, all those assets non transferrable to the Authority.

Remedy of defects after the hand back date
If, within a specified number of days of the Hand Back Date, the Concessionaire
fails to comply with or complete any item of the Hand Back Procedure, then within
a further specified number of days of the Hand Back Date, the Authority will require a remedy and therefore should be entitled to give notice detailing the Hand
Back Failure, and requiring the Concessionaire to remedy the failure within a reasonable specified time. The Concessionaire should at its own cost, remedy the
Hand Back Failures.
If the Concessionaire refuses or otherwise fails to remedy the Hand Back Failure
within the specified time, the Authority itself should be entitled to remedy the
Hand Back Failure, and to recover costs and expenses from the Concessionaire,
whether under the bond or otherwise.
Due diligence as part of the performance studies will reveal the incidence of transfer fees and charges including stamp duty, registration fees, transfer tax, and the
like. The Agreement should stipulate who should bear these.

2.26 Assignment and Other Dealings
Over the course of a long-term contract, the identity of the Authority, the Concessionaire, or the Funders may change to some extent. The shares in the Concessionaire may be bought and sold, loans may be refinanced, or Funders may syndicate,
sub-participate, or create derivatives out of existing loans. Each of these steps may
impact upon the other parties and change the commercial and other pressures that
might be assumed to have existed at commencement of the Term. This should be
recognized at the time of negotiating the Agreement, and an appropriate balance
struck that allows some flexibility for any appropriate changes, but provides the
parties with sufficient comfort about the identity and/or creditworthiness of their
counterparties.
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Restrictions on the concessionaire
The Agreement should not allow the Concessionaire to assign, novate, or transfer
its rights under the Agreement, except as part of the Senior Lenders’ security package. If a replacement Concessionaire is appointed by the Senior Lenders, where
they have such rights under a direct agreement between the Authority, the Funders, or the Funders’ agent and the Concessionaire, then the Agreement should
permit the original Concessionaire’s rights and obligations to be transferred. Further, restrictions may exist to shareholders’ rights to dispose of shares or any economic interest in shares; such restrictions may stipulate a period of time, or stipulate conditions that might bring about a change in control. Where it is appropriate
to include such a provision in the Agreement, then the wording and thus the restriction must extend to any beneficial or other economic interest in those shares,
and may need to embrace ultimate or intermediate holding companies and subsidiaries of the Concessionaire, particularly where the subsidiaries are carrying out a
major function in relation to the concession.

Restrictions on the authority
Bearing in mind the importance of Authority financial strength, it is reasonable for
the Agreement to disallow the Authority to assign or transfer its rights or obligations under the Agreement without Concessionaire consent, except if transfer takes
place under legislation or is required to facilitate public sector reorganization.
However the creditworthiness of the public sector party must not be damaged as a
consequence.

Changes in financing
It may be that if the Concessionaire can refinance at lower rates, the potential gain
in profitability will be counterbalanced by the Transport Regulatory Commission,
which could reduce the tariffs otherwise payable to the Concessionaire. If the host
country’s law renders this unlikely, then the Authority should consider whether it
should share benefits of refinancing gains. Very careful drafting will be required if
issues become more complex, for example, that refinancing gains could be taken
at a higher level, e.g., at a holding company level.
In addition, if the Authority is commercially, as opposed to contractually, relying
upon Senior Lenders to act as a controlling influence on the Concessionaire, because Senior Lenders will be paid only to the extent that the Concessionaire performs, then the whole issue of syndication, sub-participation, and particularly the
creation of derivatives, needs to be considered.

2.27 Intellectual Property Rights
To be able to operate the Concessioned Assets under emergency circumstances, or
on expiry or termination of the Term, the Concessionaire should grant to the Authority an irrevocable license or sub-license to use the intellectual property rights
relating to the renewal, maintenance, or operation of those assets. The Authority
should itself be permitted to grant sub-licenses to subsequent Concessionaires or
operators.
If the Concessionaire is also a train operator, the Authority may require licenses to
use processes for operational systems used in the delivery of freight services. If this
is proprietary software, then following expiry or termination of the Term, it is likely
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for those processes to be required until a new Concessionaire or operator has been
appointed, and has had an opportunity to introduce its own systems.

2.28 Payments
Provision should be made for payments and timing of payments, such as when they
would otherwise fall due on a public or banking holiday.
In the event of a failure to make payment by the due date, compensation should be
paid. The Concessionaire will be borrowing funds; any interest payable to the Concessionaire should represent its costs for lack of punctual payment. However, the
rate of compensation should not be such that the Concessionaire has an incentive to
delay paying the Authority because compensation represents a cheaper alternative
under the Agreement than borrowing. Thus the rate of interest for late payment
should be linked to fluctuating costs for funds.

2.29 Proper Law and Language
In most Host Countries it is accepted that the law controlling the Agreement will
be the law of the host country.
As to the language, the costs of international bidders and their Funders will be
substantially reduced if translations are not required; therefore English, French or
Spanish have advantages; typically, English is the most universal. However there
may be political or cultural reasons that this is unacceptable.

2.30 Dispute Resolution
Except and to the extent that economic, standard-of-service, or safety issues may
be dealt with under law by a regulator, in effect, there are three main ways of resolving disputes arising under the Agreement, namely expert determination, arbitration, and litigation. Whether two out of three ought to be used depends upon
host country law. In some jurisdictions, no mechanisms exist to recognize an expert determination as final, binding, and enforceable. In other jurisdictions, the
courts will intervene in arbitration, or when registering an award for enforcement
the courts will accept a rehearing of the issues. In some jurisdictions, concessions
will fall within administrative law; therefore, disputes arising under or in connection with the Agreement would have to be referred to the Administrative Courts.
Among reasons not to use the courts is the caliber of the judiciary. Concessions are
complex, as are the agreements relating to granting them. There is a risk that the
judiciary will not fully understand commercial and other issues involved; or there
could be corruption within the court system, delays in processes and hearings, and
the risk of numerous appeals. Another key issue is how long it may take to go
through levels of the courts to reach a final decision.
The Concessionaire and its Funders will want to determine whether potential exists in the host country for the Concessionaire to apply for a judicial review in circumstances where the regulator makes a decision that would adversely affect the
Concessionaire, and the decision is deemed unreasonable.
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International investors and Funders will be influenced by the potential for satisfactory dispute resolution through arbitration. Therefore whether the host country
is a signatory to the New York Convention on the Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral
Awards, ICSID (International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes) or
other regional conventions becomes important.
As a condition precedent to launching any dispute proceedings, it may be useful to
require a meeting between the Authority senior administrator and the Concessionaire chief executive officer who should be given a short period of time to resolve
the issue. At a minimum, the requirement to meet ensures that senior officers must
seek to understand the issues and the approach of their counterparts before embarking on an expensive dispute. As a corollary to this requirement, pre-reform
process training within the Authority needs to emphasize that administrators
should take decisions proactively rather than hiding behind the pretext that the
decision was forced upon the Authority because of a finding under the Disputes
Resolution Procedure.
Expert determination, where this is an option, can be valuable in settling technical disputes, e.g., if the dispute relates to construction or operational issues. In some cases, a
permanent disputes resolution panel has been established for the construction phase
to expedite resolution of technical disputes during construction. In other cases, financial disputes have been referred to a panel of financial experts.
From the Authority’s perspective, any disputes are strictly between itself and the
Concessionaire, not involving third parties. From the Concessionaire’s perspective,
involving third parties such as its own contractors is advantageous, particularly if it
seeks to pass its liabilities down to those contractors. However, if dispute resolution
involves a three-person arbitration panel comprising one appointee from the Authority, one from the Concessionaire, and an umpire, a joiner of proceedings is impractical because contractors would not have a representative arbitrator. Therefore,
if dispute resolution deals with more than two parties, a single arbitrator is the best
solution.

2.31 Boilerplate
The Agreement will require several standard terms to address issues such as the
service of notices, whether the Agreement represents the entire agreement or if
there are a series of contracts, and a provision to preserve the Agreement in the
event that a provision is found to be illegal, and the like.
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Annex 5

Passenger Service Contract Guide
1 Introduction
Before drafting a Transport Services Contract, some form of gateway procedure
should have been adopted that would include a thorough feasibility study, a review
of options, and a continuing assessment of value for money at particular stages of
the procurement process, including before the process commences and immediately prior to execution of the Transport Services Contract, as is indicated in the
body of the Toolkit.
A key difference of approach between civil law and common law jurisdictions is the
interpretation by the judiciary of Transport Services Contracts between what was
written and what was intended. Under civil law, Transport Services Contracts need
not set out what is already included under the civil code. These points were also
highlighted in Annex 4, Introduction to the Guide for a Concession Transport Services Contract.

1.1

Purpose

The three main objectives of a Transport Services Contract are the following:
 Promote understanding of the main responsibilities and risks undertaken by
parties to the Transport Services Contract;
 Specify service levels to be delivered by the private sector and the flow of payments from the Passenger Transport Authority (PTA) to the Contractor without
extended negotiations;
 Establish consistent approach and pricing among bidders in any competitive
tendering procedure following the introduction of the reforms.

1.2

Key Factors

This Guide was developed for application to passenger transport services and assumes that the contract will be let by a Passenger Transport Authority (PTA), which
could be a government ministry or a separate national or regional entity. This may
give rise to the need for a government guarantee if the PTA is not an arm of government and if the PTA payment flows in favor of the Contractor are likely to be
substantial.
The simplest form of Transport Services Contract (TSC) would be based on the
Contractor operating and carrying out light maintenance on public sector-provided assets. Contractual matters become more complex if some or all of the assets
are supplied by other private sector entities (see Annex 4, Concession Guide) or
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state or municipal-owned corporations or similar distinct legal entities. Mechanisms will be needed to address interfaces between the Contractor and those other
entities because they are not party to the TSC. For example, the private sector
might supply rolling stock on a ‘finance-and-maintain’ basis. Does this mean the
Contractor will have access to maintenance depots to carry out cleaning services?
If the private company supplying the rolling stock is contractually tied to the public
sector and not to the Contractor, and carries out external cleaning under the supply
contract, the Contractor could not be held responsible for key performance indicators in relation to the quality of external cleanliness because it is out of Contractor
control. However, a contractual relationship between a rolling stock company and
the Contractor could allow the Contractor not only to enforce its rights against a
rolling stock company that fails to comply with cleanliness standards, but also recover penalties.
Punctuality is a primary passenger concern. However, if a separate legal entity supplies Below Rail Infrastructure Services to either or both the PTA and the Contractor,
key performance indicators for punctuality must reflect that delay may be the result
of actions unrelated to the Contractor. Issues will also arise in relation to passenger
access to stations if the stations are operated by an entity other than either or both
the PTA and the Contractor. In addition to punctuality, passengers are concerned
about overcrowding, but to manage passenger density, the Contractor would need to
have control over the assets required to address overcrowding. Also, there is a knockon effect from overcrowding because it affects punctuality. Another consideration in
relation to punctuality is passenger type; for example, if the service includes airline
passengers, additional dwell time will be required—first, for handling luggage, and
second, because many passengers will be unfamiliar with their surroundings.
Other issues that may need to be addressed include the following:
 Who is responsible for ticket sales? Do the tickets extend to other transport services besides those for which the Contractor is responsible?
 If the Contractor has some responsibility for revenue protection, which fare categories will be discounted? (e.g., children, military, seniors, students? Also, offpeak or weekend fares?)
 How will revenue be collected? Through stored-value cards or similar? Who is
responsible for fare system administration?
 Will a specified proportion of the fare box be retained by the Contractor?
 Does the PTA specify all the services? Is the PTA purchasing a minimum service
level freeing the Contractor to supply any additional services that are commercially viable?
 Who benefits from advertising revenue? Are approvals required for display advertisements?
 Will the Contractor require a train operator’s license? Is there a separate safety
regime?
 How does the Contractor interact with the Regulator(s) under a separate safety
regime?
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 Who is responsible to timetable trains? Who issues timetables to the public?
 If the state of infrastructure and rolling stock affects fuel consumption, and the
Contractor has responsibility for neither, how will fuel costs be addressed?
 How will requests for changes to scope or delivery of services be addressed?
 What is the responsibility of the Contractor regarding the following?


Resource use optimization: optimal scheduling for rolling stock;



Skill-based planning: scheduling drivers and crews with regard to their
skills, certifications, and knowledge of route and traction;



Balance assignments: reducing the number of empty trains; ensuring
crews end shifts at their home depots;



Employee preferences support: increasing employee satisfaction, retention, and efficiency;



Daily operational control: ability to handle real-time disturbances and
schedule changes;



Safety: Contractor employees may require first aid training, including defibrillator use. Dealing with issues such as suicides may depend on who is
in control of the infrastructure and whether station staff are engaged by
the Contractor;



Security: third parties such as transport or railway police may affect this;



Universal access: improvements to infrastructure and equipment to enable access for all, regardless of physical ability, may be the responsibility
of the PTA or other third parties; and



Reporting and data management: collating and disseminating accurate
data to improve decision-making.

Responses to these issues will be reflected in any contract but a solution does not
imply that one structure is inherently preferable. Instead, the best solution will be
derived from analysis carried out as part of the reform process.
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2 The Guide
2.1

Parties

In this Guide the public sector party granting concession rights is referred to as the
‘PTA’ and its counterpart as the ‘Contractor’; overall services to be delivered are
referred to as ‘Services’. The agreement between the PTA and the Contractor is referred to as the ‘Transport Services Contract’ (TSC).
In some jurisdictions, the bidder may be a consortium and the Contractor created
only just before or just after the TSC is signed. If the Contractor was created just
after, the TSC should provide for itself to be assigned or novated to the new company before the contract becomes fully effective.

2.2

Recitals/purpose

The document format will reflect to a degree what is customary in the Host Country. These provisions will describe the PTA and its mandate, the proposed service
arrangements, and may include a brief description of the bidding procedure and
outcome, namely the appointment of the Contractor.

2.3

Definitions

Some jurisdictions set out the interpretation of contracts and other legal documents in legislation. To the extent that this is not provided for, the interpretation
of expressions and the meaning of defined terms should be set out in the TSC.

2.4

Conditions Precedent to the Effective Date

Most TSC provisions will not come into effect until specified requirements have
been met. This provision will specify these key requirements (conditions precedent).
Some key requirements may be regulatory, such as acquiring a train operator license and safety approvals.
Others key requirements may be more technical, for example that each party must
obtain all necessary authorizations to be bound by the TSC and legal opinions that
the authorizations have been properly obtained.
Issues relating to transfer of personnel to the Contractor may need to be addressed,
as will procuring insurances for property, employer liability, and from the state
perspective, the more important third-party liability cover.
If the Contractor is to procure the issuance of a performance bond or similar, the
timing for bond issue should be dealt with under Conditions Precedent; and the
provisions for obtaining bonds may be set out elsewhere (see Bonds post).
Where the Contractor will enter into agreement with others, e.g., track access, station access, rolling stock supply, and the like, these agreements should be completed.
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The Contractor may be required to produce specific plans to which it will have to
adhere for developing passenger services or improving services; the first set of
these should have been submitted and agreed.
Provision will be required for a cut-off date by which time conditions must be either achieved or waived (where feasible); including specifying consequences of failure by either party. In case of Contractor failure, if the tender documents have so
provided, it might be appropriate for the PTA to call the bid bond.

2.5

Service Period

The TSC must specify the length of the Service Period or its duration. The duration
should reflect all relevant matters and examples are set out below.
The PTA will wish to specify a duration that is expected to result in the best valuefor-money solution. Factors to be taken into account when deciding on the duration of the Transport Services Contract will include the following:
 The mechanism for dealing with cost inflation and the balance between the advantage of competitive tendering of the contracts for Transport Services in controlling costs, against the disruption and costs incurred in tendering for a replacement contractor;
 The possibility of further reforms that might significantly change the approach
to the rail system, or the delivery of transport services;
 The affordability of Transport Services for users and for the PTA;
 If the PTA or others are executing major refurbishment or asset renewal programs, how efficiencies thereby created can best be reflected (if at all) in an
adjustment to the cost and payment structure under the TSC.

2.6

Transport Services

The assets to be supplied by the PTA or by others nominated by the PTA should be
identified, as should the basis on which they are to be supplied. As indicated in
item 1.2 above, if these assets are to be made available by third parties and the
Contractor is to enter into agreements with those third parties, then the basis of
those agreements should be set out and the Contractor will agree to enter into those
agreements. The Contractor should also agree not to amend those agreements
without the consent of the PTA.
The Contractor should have a period of time to inspect the assets and if finding
them damaged or otherwise materially impaired, should give notice to the PTA, or
if assets are supplied by a third party, give notice to that third party. The TSC
should address timing for carrying out remedial work or replacement, and the effect on contract terms while remedial work or replacement is carried out, or the
consequences of delay or failure to do so.
The routes to be taken over by the Contractor should be identified, as should the
service frequency, or minimum service frequency, and the timing of the first and
last service on each route, if the service is not 24/7 operations.
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The Passenger Services Contract should specify who is responsible for timetabling.
Even if the PTA is responsible, it would be sensible to include a mechanism for
Contractor inputs to the process. For example, if a proposed change would adversely impact upon load levels, other key performance indicators, or a class of
passengers, proposed changes should be subject to counter-notice and resolution.
If a change is imposed upon the Contractor, then any additional costs incurred
should be recoverable as a Change in Service. (See item 2.19 post.) The minimum
period between setting a timetable and implementing the timetable should also be
stated.
The Transport Service levels and key performance indicators should be described.
If improvements to assets or services supplied to the Contractor by the PTA, or
other parties nominated by the PTA, are required, provision should be included for
those improvements. If improvements are not carried out, the Contractor should
be relieved from any requirements to meet increased service levels or key performance indicators to the extent that the failure to do so resulted from improvements
not being carried out, as envisaged under the Transport Services Contract by the
PTA or other third party.
Special service regimes for specific events such as sporting fixtures, national or regional festivals, and the like should be agreed. The definition of a Special Event will
depend on the expected number of people per hour travelling to or from an event
and the capacity of the system, and should take into consideration that spectator
departure density is typically higher than arrival density. Issues that will need to
be addressed include crowd surge control, security, and health and safety. It may
be sensible to create a forum involving venue management, police or other law enforcement, the local authority, and other transport providers that may be affected
by the mass movement of spectators. Provisions should include agreements to extend running times (if not 24 hours) if an event is scheduled to continue past normal hours of operation, and a strategy to deal with incidents and accidents.
The Contractor will need flexibility to deal with increasing ridership. However,
flexibility is directly linked to the degree of control the Contractor is able to exercise
over the infrastructure and equipment. Load control will be impacted by length of
stations, which, together with the kinetic (clearance) envelope, will determine
maximum train length, the number of available train paths at peak periods, and
the capacity of seating/standing areas in any carriage. During peak periods, if the
number of passengers trying to enter a carriage exceeds the permitted number, the
Contractor will need to take steps to limit passenger influx, which will depend upon
the configuration of stations and platforms. Nevertheless, responsibility for load
control should be placed upon the Contractor, although the measures adopted will
depend upon the available facilities.
As will be seen from the above, key performance indicators must reflect both the
actual ability of the Contractor to control the quality of passenger services, and the
PTA transport delivery objectives. Key indicators of passenger perception of service quality are delivery punctuality, crowding, and cleanliness. A bonus and penalty regime can be developed and linked with key performance indicators, but the
Contractor should be exempt from any penalties if the reason for failing to meet a
key performance indicator is outside of Contractor control.
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If the TSC includes maintenance and cleanliness, these can be regulated either by
establishing periods within which the service must be carried out, or by specifying
desired outcomes. In relation to key performance indicators for cleanliness, an interesting subset is the presence of graffiti, since the Contractor’s ability to remove
graffiti, and the speed of removal, will depend upon the surfaces in question.

2.7

Passengers

Key performance indicators will be linked to customer or passenger satisfaction.
The Contractor should either issue or subscribe to a charter that specifies passenger rights and obligations; the charter should be publicly available. This charter
would supplement any regulations that are issued periodically to govern passenger
behavior, which, when breached could result in criminal prosecution, for example,
riding on the outside of a carriage. The charter scope and any amendments would
be agreed with the PTA.
It is desirable to establish a regime to deal with passenger illness, including defibrillators if they are installed, and this could be included in the charter. The regime
should specify the number of staff with first aid qualifications that should be available, their locations, and protocols for dealing with passenger illness, including liaising with the emergency services.
The passenger charter should deal with the issue of universal access—for luggage,
pushchairs/strollers, guide dogs, and passengers with physical mobility limitations, depending upon the layout of stations, platforms, and carriages. The charter
should specify circumstances under which passengers may claim compensation
from the Contractor, or seek ticket refunds.
The charter should set out a regime to handle passenger complaints and any appeals procedures for passengers to pursue redress for unresolved grievances.
There should be simple procedures to deal with lost/found property, and related
reports and inquiries, and a single contact point for passengers seeking to recover
lost property.
Passenger surveys should be considered as a means to contribute to service delivery evaluations. Who should carry them out? What results are considered satisfactory/ unsatisfactory? Who is responsible for areas of satisfaction/ dissatisfaction?

2.8

Disability and Discrimination

The Contractor should prepare and implement an agreed plan for addressing disability and discrimination issues in relation to passengers and staff, in addition to
issues dealt with in the charter. At a minimum, the plan should meet current legislated requirements, but may cover any criteria identified by the PTA during the
bidding procedure. During the period of the Transport Services Contract, any upgrades to standards in relation to universal access should be addressed as a Change
in Services; any capital costs incurred in the change of assets or equipment should
be met by the PTA, or their nominees responsible for the supply of the asset or
service.
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In the event of an adverse departure from the plan, the Transport Services Contract
should specify sanctions to be applied against the Contractor, in addition to any
criminal liability that the Contractor may have, except if the adverse departure occurred under circumstances outside Contractor control.

2.9

Disasters and Disaster Recovery

If several entities are involved in delivering railway passenger services it is sensible
to have a joint disaster recovery plan that establishes duties for each entity, including the Contractor, in the event of disaster or a real and immediate threat. The plan
should be reviewed regularly and exercises carried out according to an established
schedule. The TSC should impose on the Contractor, obligations in relation to a
disaster that are commensurate with the services that the Contractor will supply,
and the obligations it will undertake pursuant to the Transport Services Contract.

2.10 Fares and Fare Box
At a minimum, the Contractor should improve Revenue Protection to reduce the
number of unauthorized, non fare-paying passengers. How the Contractor
achieves this depends upon the revenue collection methodology.
If the Contractor is responsible to either or both collect or protect revenue, the TSC
should specify discounts to be offered. If the Contractor benefits from collected
revenue then any change to the scope of discounts that would reduce Contractor
revenue should be dealt with as a Change in Services.
The TSC should define whether all fares are prescribed or whether the Contractor
is entitled to set any fares. The Contract should also clarify whether the Contractor
is to retain any collected revenue or if all revenue should be paid into a designated
account and held for distribution to one or more entities—a system often referred
to as a ‘locked box’ because fare revenue never appears in Contractor accounts.
The TSC should define the mechanism and procedure to adjust fares. If the Contractor benefits from fares and those fares are reduced, this should be dealt with as
a Change in Services, except if reductions are agreed compensation for the Contractor’s default.
If a passenger commits an infringement of fare regulations, the PTA should cover
the costs incurred by the Contractor for issuing summonses against fare defaulters
for court appearances, plus costs related to appearing in court proceedings to recover the fares, unless the Contractor is entitled to retain a substantial part of the
fare revenues.

2.11 Stations and Property
Where the Contractor is responsible for maintaining the Stations during the Service Period, the Contractor should keep clean not only the station premises but also
the associated car parks and cycle storage areas, depending upon Station locations.
The scope of services in relation to stations should have been set out in the tender
documents and the Contractor given an opportunity to price. Maintenance standThe World Bank
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ards should then be incorporated in a schedule to the TSC; failure to maintain specified standards should be governed by the bonus and penalty regime. Further and
by way of example, as a public safety issue, maximum allowable periods should be
specified for restoring to service a malfunctioning light source in public areas. If
standards are raised during the Service Period, changes should be dealt with as a
Change in Services.
The TSC may specify the number of staff, job descriptions, and hours of availability
that Station personnel must be present in any given location during the working
day.
The Contractor may be required to set out a maintenance plan for stations and
premises; periodically, agreement with the PTA on this plan should be renewed.
The plan may be part of a wider systems maintenance plan to allow all required
system renewal and maintenance plans to dovetail, including plans for Below Rail
Infrastructure rolling stock, stations, and the like. Therefore, Contractor failure to
meet obligations for systems maintenance plans may incur financial losses or increased costs for those responsible for other parts of the system; the bonus penalty
regime should reflect the consequences of any failure. Delays to the Contractor
caused by others could be dealt with under Changes in Service, or under the respective third-party contract.
The Contractor may be required to develop a quality assurance procedure in accordance with the proposals submitted by the Contractor at the time of tender. The
TSC should set out the acceptance procedure to create control documents and the
bonus penalty regime should specify consequences for failure to produce documentation, or failure to adhere to control documentation.
If the Contractor is to provide certain key equipment, the supplier or suppliers
should be identified in the TSC, or a list of prospective suppliers could be agreed
and set out in the that contract, allowing the Contractor to negotiate the best value
with listed suppliers. The PTA should have the right to use key equipment upon
expiry or earlier termination of the TSC, but whether the PTA should pay to acquire
ownership would depend upon the nature of the equipment and whether the Contractor was fully reimbursed for its cost under the payment mechanism in the TSC.

2.12 System Contracts
The reform process should have considered whether the Contractor should be required to enter into contracts (System Contracts) with third parties who supply
assets or services in connection with the Transport Services, such as rolling stock,
Below Rail Infrastructure, and the like. A key issue is any potential losses that the
Contractor may suffer if the terms of those agreements are breached, and whether
it would represent value for money if the Contractor priced for the risk of those
potential losses. Among issues to be considered is the level of financial security
required by counterparties to those agreements, bearing in mind that the Contractor will have few assets, and whether it would be cost-effective for the Contractor
to procure a performance bond to the requisite level.
System Contracts could be assigned or novated to the Contractor or entered into
anew by the Contractor. In addition, contracts could range from an agreement to
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cooperate, to a fully fledged agreement such as a track-access agreement for Below
rail Infrastructure, which may require the Contractor to agree, under the TSC, not
to substantially amend a Systems Contract, and not to amend if the amendment
would remain in effect after the end of the Services Period, without the consent of
the PTA. Further, when cost-effective to do so, the PTA may ask the Contractor for
an indemnity in respect of all claims, expenses, and losses that might flow from
any breach by the Contractor of obligations under the Systems Contracts.

2.13 Fees and Other Remuneration
The Contractor will require revenue commensurate with the scope of the services
it supplies, and the scope of the obligations it undertakes pursuant to the Transport
Services Contract and where relevant, under the System Contracts.
The TSC should define whether the Contractor keeps in its own right a substantial
part of the fare box and other generated income such as from advertising (because
the Contractor may have bid based on a PTA topping-up payment or subsidy) or
whether PTA will supply a revenue stream sufficient to cover Contractor costs and
profit (because the Contractor may have bid based on the amount of the Service
Payment).
If the Contractor relies little on the fare box for revenue, it can become out of touch
with passengers, so customer service standards should be securely linked to key
performance indicators and bonus penalty arrangements should be elaborated in
the TSC.
The Transport Services Agreement should include a provision for receivables to be
adjusted in case of inflation, and should include incentives for the Contractor to
seek efficiency increases in operations.

2.14 Bonds
As indicated in item 2.12 above, the Contractor will add the cost of any bond or
bonds to total costs, which it will then seek to recover from the PTA or out of fares
(if relevant). Using a bid bond in the context of a negotiated bid can be difficult.
The bond supports only bidder commitment to enter into a contract based upon
its bid. However, if there are negotiations, the original bid will be superseded by a
new negotiated bid, which, arguably, renders the bond unenforceable. To avoid
this, negotiations could be conducted with multiple bidders; they are asked to submit ‘best and final offers’ each supported by a bid bond. Another option is to hold
discussions during the prequalification or pre-bid stage and ask for bids with bid
bonds on the basis that the PTA will countersign the winning bid, which then becomes the Transport Services Contract. Either way, the bid bond should be extended to cover achievement of ‘Conditions Precedent’ to Transport Services Contract effectiveness.
Depending upon Service Period length, but assuming a relatively short time, and
considering the lack of Contractor assets, it may be prudent for the performance
bond to equal the life of the Service Period.
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2.15 Standards
The Contractor should assume responsibility for training all staff and for meeting
all accreditations that may be required, particularly among drivers and any other
staff responsible for the interface with control and signaling procedures.
The Contractor should provide details of its program and procedures for staff recruitment and training, and the continuous training of existing staff, for acceptance by the PTA and any relevant Safety Regulator.
The Contractor should also meet all safety requirements. Provisions will depend
upon the state of the host country’s safety legislation. If the Contractor must gain
approval for safety arrangements, e.g., safety case as a Track Access Holder or
Track Access Applicant, this should be addressed in the relevant Systems Contract,
or in the TSC to the extent that it is not covered by legislation.

2.16 Insurances
During the reform process, attention should be paid to insurance cover. Under the
TSC, it may be sensible to require the Contractor to take out insurances common
to any prudent business undertaking; some of these may be a legal requirement,
such as workers’ compensation. However, if insurance for Below Rail Infrastructure is being borne by an Infrastructure Provider, does it make sense for the Contractor to duplicate cover for the same asset? Advice should be obtained from a
competent insurance broker.
Other insurances are more important from the perspective of the PTA, particularly
if the PTA is paying for Contractor services. These include the following coverages:
 Contractor-occupied infrastructure ;
 Third-party liability;
 Business interruption cover is essential to a prudent Contractor to make up for
a loss of revenue that may be caused upon the occurrence of an insured peril.
However, if a third party insures an asset, business interruption cover, which is
usually a parasitic cover, might be carefully reconsidered because the Contractor would need an insurable interest in the asset in question.
The period and amount of specific covers should be stated and the PTA should be
a named insured.
The Contractor should be required to provide the PTA with an insurance broker’s
letter of confirmation that the broker will notify the PTA if, prior to renewal, there
is any indication that cover will not be renewed, or that renewal will entail onerous
conditions.
Current Insurance Certificates should be produced to the PTA; if the Contractor
fails to take out key insurances, the PTA should be able to take out the insurance
and recover the premia from the Contractor.
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During the reform process, the question of non availability of insurance requires
consideration. If insurance cover is unavailable in the market, or available only at
commercial premia, except through any act or neglect of the Contractor, the PTA
has several options.
 Should the PTA be able to allow the Transport Services Contract to continue at
the time of the non availability, to assume the risk itself for as long as cover is
unavailable? Or should the PTA terminate the TSC, treating the non availability
as a Force Majeure Event?
 The PTA must focus on what is at risk by allowing there to be no cover. There
is a straight forward risk of claims by third parties if there is third-party liability,
because the PTA will be seen to have deeper pockets than the Contractor. There
is a risk to the economy if there is major property damage and the Contractor
has no funds to put it right, thereby delaying passenger movement.
 There is also the reality that the Contractor has few assets and would have difficulty meeting any substantial non insured loss or damage.
There should be a requirement that the insurance policy shall include a cross liability clause such that the insurance shall apply to the PTA and the Contractor as
separate insured and waivers of rights of subrogation.
The Contractor should be required to apply or procure the application of the proceeds of any claims in a specified manner, which avoids the possibility that the
Contractor might take the money and ignore the Transport Services Contract, although the existence of a performance bond should be a deterrent.

2.17 Liability and Indemnities
The Contractor should assume all liability as regards the PTA in relation to the
operations under the Transport Services Contract (other than and to the extent
that the PTA or those for which it is responsible caused the loss or damage).
If there is damage to third parties, which would include passengers or their property, the Contractor should indemnify the PTA against claims by third parties,
other than and to the extent that the PTA or those for which it is responsible caused
the loss or damage. The Transport Services Contract should also specify how to
handle legal and other processes arising from such claims.

2.18 Environmental and Other Conditions
The PTA should remain liable for any pre-existing hazardous waste and, where
there is a requirement under the law to remove it, then the PTA should bear the
cost of remediation. All subsequent environmental pollution arising from any Contractor act, neglect, or default should be at the risk of the Contractor.
The law of the host country should preclude claims by third parties arising from
the usual noise and vibration emanating from the railway as a result of its usage in
accordance with Good Industry Practice. Whether the Contractor should be liable
for excessive noise and vibration, i.e., if Good Industry Practice was not applied
and the cause of the problem is that either or both the Below Rail Infrastructure
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and equipment has not been properly maintained depends upon the scope of the
Transport Services. If the Contractor is not responsible for either infrastructure or
rolling stock, it should have no liability and should be entitled to an indemnity.

2.19 Intervening Events
Intervening Events are events that impact upon the ability of one party to the
Transport Services Contract to perform its obligations or to receive the benefits
under the Transport Services Contract. There are many ways to identify and specify
the consequences of these Intervening Events. This Guide uses Changes in Service
and Force Majeure Events.
Changes in Service are designed to cater for events that arise and are at PTA risk,
that result in Contractor loss of income or increased costs, or both. Such events are
more appropriately dealt with through compensation than by being declared a PTA
Default because termination of the Transport Services Contract should be a last
resort in all circumstances. Although, if an event renders the parties’ contractual
relationship untenable, the PTA may choose to exercise its voluntary termination
rights. Increased costs or income loss can arise through the following circumstances:
 Timetable changes
 PTA breach of obligation, which includes a breach or delay occasioned by third
parties for which the PTA is responsible
 PTA request for Changes in Services
 Discriminatory or specific changes in law
 Railway sector or other specific events, e.g., a Special Event or occurrence of a
Disaster
 Changes in safety regime
 Changes in fares or discounts, if the Contractor receives reimbursement
through the fare box
 Changes in staff training standards
 Changes in disability access
 Contractor request for a Change in Service that enhances service delivery that
exceeds the level contemplated at tender, and to which the PTA agrees.
If the TSC includes provisions for bonuses and penalties, the Contractor’s liability
also should be relieved for the period of delay or disruption if and to the extent that
it arises from the Change in Service. As to whether the PTA should be entitled to a
foregone bonus is more problematical since it is difficult to demonstrate that a bonus would have been awarded had it not been for the Intervening Event. It may be
possible for the Contractor to show examples that indicate that the PTA timed the
Change in Service to save itself money.
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The Contractor should be obliged to use reasonable efforts to mitigate its losses
and costs, for example, by rescheduling its own maintenance timetable or by redeploying staff.

Force majeure events
These are events that prevent the Contractor from performing its obligations at any
time, for which the Contractor bears the financial risk of increased costs and reduced revenue, but for which it is given relief from TSC termination for failure to
meet its contractual obligations to the extent that the Force Majeure Event caused
that failure. However, it should be borne in mind that since the Contractor is likely
to earn revenue only from Transport Services; any prolonged uninsured loss is
likely to result in Contractor insolvency. The circumstances listed below may be
outside of Contractor control, but whether the Contractor can recoup lost income
will depend upon all circumstances surrounding the railway system, revenue, and
capacity, and the extent to which the full burden should fall on the Contractor.
Force Majeure Events may include the following:
 Fire, explosion, lightning, storm, tempest, flood, bursting or overflowing of water tanks, apparatus or pipes, ionizing radiation (to the extent it does not constitute a Force Majeure Event), earthquakes, riots and civil unrest;
 Any failure or shortage of power, fuel, or transport;
 Any blockade or embargo;
 Any of the following labor disruptions:


official or unofficial strike;



lockout;



work slowdown;



other dispute.

However the Transport Services Contract should specify that the expression ‘Force
Majeure’ should not extend to events that arise directly or indirectly as a result of
any willful default or willful act of the Contractor, or any of its contractors or their
sub-contractors.
Whether Force Majeure Events should extend to war, civil war, armed conflict or
terrorism; nuclear, chemical, or biological contamination (except if the contamination source or cause is the result of the Contractor’s actions), pressure waves
caused by devices travelling at supersonic speeds, or whether it should be dealt
with under Changes in Services, or give rise to termination depends upon the scope
of the Transport Services and the expected result at the time of preparing the reform.

Consequences
Where a careful analysis shows that the financial effects of delays and disruption
caused by Force Majeure Events should be borne by the Contractor, then no compensation should be paid by the PTA on the occurrence of such delay or disruption.
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The TSC should provide that when a Force Majeure Event has occurred and the
PTA has been informed, the parties should consult to discuss relevant issues, such
as the likely duration of the Force Majeure Event and the action to be taken to
mitigate its effects.
In some jurisdictions, the courts have the power to intervene and change contractual provisions to adjust the economic equilibrium, or because the Contractor is
meeting a public service obligation, to adjust the Contractor position back to what
it ought to have been had the event never occurred. Thus, in those jurisdictions,
where the TSC allocates risks in relation to a Force Majeure Event, the courts
might, nevertheless, overturn the TSC provisions.

2.20 Preservation of Railway Assets
The following are some commonly expected provisions.
The PTA will have high interest in assets maintenance throughout the Services Period. The Contractor’s maintenance requirements for managing physical assets
should be detailed in the TSC.
If the PTA reasonably believes that the Contractor is in breach of maintenance obligations under the TSC then the PTA should be permitted to carry out (or procure)
a survey of the relevant assets to evaluate asset condition and establish whether
the Contractor is maintaining the assets in accordance with contractual renewal
and maintenance obligations. Exercising the right to survey the assets may be restricted to no more than once during a specified number of months.
The PTA should provide the Contractor with notification an agreed minimum
number of days in advance of the date on which the PTA wishes to carry out the
survey. The PTA should consider any reasonable Contractor request to reschedule
the survey. When carrying out any survey, the PTA should use or procure the use
of reasonable efforts to minimize any disruption to Contractor activities. The PTA
should bear any costs associated with the survey, unless survey results reveal a
Contractor failure, in which case, the Contractor should bear survey costs, or in the
case of surveys on Hand Back be borne jointly. The Contractor should be required
provide the PTA, without charge, any reasonable assistance required during the
survey.
If the survey shows that the Contractor has failed to comply with maintenance obligations the following consequences could result:
 The regime for penalty points under the Transport Services Contract may come
into play.
 The PTA should be authorized to notify the Contractor of required standards
for assets condition to comply with TSC obligations.
 The PTA should specify a reasonable period within which the Contractor complete rectification and/or maintenance work.
The Contractor should be required to carry out rectification and/or maintenance
work within the specified period and at its own expense.
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If the survey is in relation to Hand Back, survey costs should be borne jointly or as
otherwise set out in the Transport Services Contract. If the Contractor so requires,
the survey should be carried out by an independent expert agreed between the parties. If parties are unable to agree, the Transport Services Contract should include
the name of a nominating body to appoint the expert. If the survey finds that additional maintenance work is required to comply with assets standards stipulated
under the Transport Services Contract, the PTA should deposit a portion of the
TSC periodic payments in an escrow account until the work is completed. The Contractor may be permitted to issue a bond rather than having deductions, but the
bond should be callable on demand.

2.21 Temporary Operation
If the Contractor fails to deliver a Transport Service, the PTA may temporarily require the right to procure operation of all or part of those services. The provision
should deal with the service of a notice of intent to take over operation, the responsibility for costs incurred in relation to operation, and the allocation of risk, particularly in relation to damage during operation, and the withdrawal of the PTA or its
nominee at the end of the emergency.

2.22 Bonus and Penalties
There are many mechanisms for bonus and penalty arrangements. One option may
be to allocate points for each key performance indicator and to vary the number of
points as a way to indicate the margin by which targets are met or missed, or in the
case of failure, the degree of failure.
Financial bonuses or penalties would be allocated against the points according to
a scale set out in a schedule.
Thresholds should be set for penalty points, either by points awarded during a
specified time period, or aggregated over a series of periods, when the thresholds
are reached, PTA should be entitled to increase the frequency of Contractor performance monitoring of the until the number of penalty points awarded in any period drops to a minimum.

2.23 Confidential Information
It is better to start with the concept of transparency and require the Concessionaire
to divulge any information necessary to keep the public informed of the status of
service improvements. The scope of such disclosure can be dealt with under item
2.25 [Reporting and records] The TSC should define ‘Confidential Information’.
Confidential information should extend from System Contracts to matters arising
under those contracts and under and in connection with matters arising under the
Transport Services Contract. The Transport Services Contract should specify circumstances under which confidential information should be released, and to
whom.
The parties should agree to keep information confidential except in respect of Permitted Release referred to below. The Contractor may be required to enter into
confidentiality undertakings with counterparties to the Systems Contracts.
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Permitted Release should include the following disclosure and/or uses.
 Disclosure is required or compelled by any law;
 Disclosure is necessary to conduct legal proceedings, including any dispute resolution process under the Transport Services Contract or a Systems Contract;
 Disclosure is required under any stock exchange listing requirement or rule;
 Disclosure is required in relation to Rail Safety;
 Disclosure is required for the recipient’s lawyers or accountants under a duty of
confidentiality;
 Disclosure is required for the recipient’s banker or other financial institution,
for the purpose of raising funds or maintaining compliance with credit arrangements, if such banker or financial institution has executed a legally enforceable
confidentiality deed in favor of the owner of the Confidential Information;
 Disclosure is required for facilitating train control directions where the disclosure of information is by the Contractor in the usual course of undertaking train
control;
 Disclosure is required by any person involved in clearing an incident or emergency
that is preventing the operation of Train Services on the Rail Infrastructure.

2.24 Staffing
If real reform of the railways is to be achieved then this is likely to require a comprehensive change to the terms and conditions for railway employees, and the
manner in which they carry out their duties, including the removal of restrictive
labor practices. It would be reasonable to include a provision in the Transport Services Contract promoting the use of local staff and to require the Contractor, in the
selection of local staff, to give preference to existing rail employees that are suitable, qualified, and available. If the Contractor can demonstrate that existing rail
employees are unsuitable or insufficiently qualified for specific positions, then the
Contractor should be free to recruit staff from another source.
Each transferring employee should enter into an employment contract with the
Contractor. Issues such as accrued pension rights and other employee benefits will
need to be addressed. However, maintaining conditions that are at least equal to
the terms and conditions enjoyed under the former rail employer prior to the commencement of the service period will depend upon what those terms were and the
extent to which it would be economically sensible or feasible to adopt them.

2.25 Reporting and Records
The PTA should set out its rights to information in the TSC. Prior to the commencement of the Service Period, the PTA and the Contractor should agree on the format
and scope for monthly and quarterly reports, and these should be set out in the
TSC. The reports should cover progress in the development and implementation
of measures to be taken by the Contractor to enhance performance and other key
metrics data; the quarterly reports might extend to Contractor quarterly management reports.
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The Contractor should carry on its business and affairs with due diligence and efficiency and in accordance with sound international financial and commercial
standards and practices and fully account for all aspects of its business as follows:
 The Contractor should prepare and submit to the PTA within three months of
the end of each fiscal year, a copy of the Contractor’s audited financial statements that have been submitted to the state tax authorities and drawn up by an
internationally recognized accounting/auditor firm registered in the host country in accordance with international accounting standards and host country
laws. The financial statements shall include the balance sheet, a profit and loss
account, a statement of cash flow, and any explanatory notes, including any
variations from international accounting standards that were undertaken to
comply with host country’s laws.
 In addition to financial statements, the annual reporting to the PTA might include the following information and metrics.


Passengers and passenger-km carried by service or activity;



Revenue and costs by service or activity;



Actual vs. planned maintenance and details of asset breakdowns that have
affected services;



Summary of events and causes of cancellations and late running, together
with complaints received and actions taken and summaries of user satisfaction surveys;



Summary of accidents and incidents, causation and consequences (serious
accidents should have been reported to the relevant Ministry as soon as
they occurred and would be an issue for the Safety Board);



Details of human resources programs including personnel employed and
training provided; and



Rolling stock utilization statistics.

The PTA, at its own expense, may appoint an independent auditor registered in the
Host Country to verify Contractor-provided statements and information. The Contractor shall provide all reasonable assistance to such auditor.
The TSC should specify any other reports that may be required and which records
should be retained. Of particular concern will be information flows to the Minister
in the event of a serious incident or accident or near miss.
Retention periods for records categories should be stated as what should and what
will be required at the time of termination or expiry of the TSC.
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2.26 Termination
Termination by PTA for contractor default
The TSC should list the events of default by the Contractor which, if they remain
unremedied or they cannot be remedied, would give rise to Termination. Of course,
there are Intervening Events creating circumstances under which the Contractor
is relieved of liability, so termination for default would not arise nor would it if the
default was caused by the act or neglect of the PTA. Examples of events of default
may include the following:
 Abandonment by the Contractor of the performance of obligations;
 Failure to comply with agreed levels of service under the Transport Services
Contract, resulting in an excessive number of Penalty Points;
 Failure to pay sums to the PTA as they fall due;
 Insolvency and other similar events;
 Acts of corruption. The Contractor should be given the opportunity to dismiss
personnel or contractors involved in corrupt practices if the Contractor’s management was unaware of the acts;
 Except as permitted by the TSC, the assignment or transfer of any of the Contractor’s rights or obligations in relation to the TSC;
 Any other material breach by the Contractor of any obligations under the TSC;

Termination by contractor for default of PTA
The TSC should also list the events that would constitute a PTA default, on a similar
basis to those relating to the Contractor. The list may include:
 Removal of consent required for the Contractor to perform under the Transport
Services Contract; and
 Any material breach by the PTA of any of its obligations under the TSC, after
notice from the Contractor, including reasonable details of the breach and demanding remedies thereof.

Termination for non default
The TSC should provide for Termination in the event of prolonged Force Majeure
or where the PTA wishes to terminate early for reasons in the public interest.

Termination procedure
The party seeking to terminate should serve a notice of Intention to Terminate and
set out the grounds, for example, an event of default, on which it is seeking to rely.
If the event of default can be remedied then the defaulting party should be given
an opportunity to do so, or to submit a program to remedy the default. If the failure
created penalty points, the regime for penalty points should apply.
Following the delivery of a notice of Intention to Terminate, the party that served
the notice should be permitted to serve a Termination Notice unless the Intention
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to Terminate was served as a result of an event of default and the default was subsequently remedied.

Effectiveness of a termination notice
The Transport Services Contract should state the minimum required time between
serving the notice of Intention to Terminate and the Date of Termination.

Other remedies
If a party exercises the right to terminate under the TSC, that party should not be
precluded from the right to exercise other remedies provided for under the Contract. However the TSC often includes an ‘exclusive remedies’ clause that limits the
rights of either party to remedies provided under the TSC, rather than generally at
law, and some consequential losses may be excluded.

Rights and obligations upon termination
The TSC needs to state that certain provisions remain in effect, such as Confidentiality, Dispute Resolution, and provisions relating to post-Termination financial
adjustment, such as payments due.
The Contractor should release control of the Railway Assets in accordance with a
Hand Back procedure. By and large, there should be no compensation for releasing
control if the Contractor has not funded the acquisition of those assets.
If Termination is due to Contractor Default, then the PTA should be able to recover
those losses permitted under the TSC and to call the Performance Bond.
On Force Majeure, each Party should bear its own losses.
On PTA default or voluntary termination, the Contractor should be entitled to receive demobilization costs and some compensation for revenue foregone.
On expiry of the Service Period, the Contractor should release control of the Railway Assets to the PTA, and at the option of the PTA, sell to the PTA other Contractor assets.

2.27 Hand Back
Within a stated period of the inspection carried out under item 2.20, or another
agreed time period, the parties should meet and agree on processes based on the
Hand Back procedure schedule to the TSC, which shall comprise the following
items:
 Works to be carried out to ensure that railway assets comply with the requirements on the Hand Back date;
 Whether any subsisting contracts are to be cancelled or assigned to the PTA;
 Inventory of items to be included in the scope of Railway Assets;
 All of the Contractor’s assets and details of whether they are to be removed or
transferred to the PTA;
 Employment, transfer, or redundancy of employees; and
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 Other details and procedures in respect of the scope of Hand Back procedure.
On the Hand Back date, in accordance with the Hand Back procedure, the Contractor should release or transfer to the PTA the following:
 All Contractor rights, title and interest in Railway Assets, free and clear of any
claims or encumbrances of whatever kind or nature;
 All rights to use, own, or have access to Railway Assets;
 All operation and maintenance manuals and other information as may reasonably be necessary, or as may be reasonably requested by the PTA to enable it or
its designee to continue operation of Railway Assets;
 Individual and collective employment agreements, medical and pension
schemes, and other labor relation obligations.
If, within a stated period of days of the Hand Back date, the Contractor fails to
comply with or complete any item of the Hand Back procedure then the following
will apply:
 Within a further stated period of days of the Hand Back date, the PTA should
be entitled to give notice detailing the Hand Back failure and require the Contractor to remedy the same within a reasonable specified time and the Contractor should at its own cost, remedy the Hand Back failures; and
 if the Contractor refuses or otherwise fails to remedy the Hand Back failure
within the time period specified then the PTA should be entitled to remedy the
Hand Back failure itself and to recover the costs and expenses from the Contractor, whether under the Performance Bond or otherwise.

2.28 Assignment
Restrictions on the contractor
The TSC should not allow the Contractor to assign, novate, or transfer its rights
under the Transport Services Contract nor to subcontract substantial parts of its
obligations to a single subcontractor.

Restrictions on the PTA
The TSC should not allow the PTA to assign or transfer its rights or obligations
under the TSC without Contractor consent except if the transfer takes place under
legislation, or is required to facilitate public sector reorganization. However, the
creditworthiness of the public sector party must not be adversely affected as a consequence.

2.29 Intellectual Property Rights
The PTA should grant or procure the grant to the Contractor of all necessary Intellectual Property Rights required by the Contractor to operate and maintain the
Railway Assets. Those rights should terminate with expiry or earlier termination
of the TSC.
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If the Contractor has developed or acquired software in connection with delivery
of Transport Services, the PTA may require licenses to use processes in respect of
those operational systems. If this is proprietary software, then following expiry or
earlier termination of the TSC, those processes may be required until a new contractor is appointed and has had an opportunity to introduce its own systems.

2.30 Payments
Provision should be made for payments and timing of payments such as when they
would otherwise be due on a public or banking holiday.
A failure to make payment by the due date should result in compensation. The
Contractor will be borrowing working capital; any interest payable should represent the Contractor’s costs for late payments. However, the rate of compensation
should not be such that it would provide an incentive for the Contractor to delay
paying the PTA because it is a cheaper alternative than borrowing, e.g., at overdraft
rates. Thus interest rates for late payments should be linked to the fluctuating cost
of funds.

2.31 Proper Law and Language
In most Host Countries it is accepted that the law controlling the Agreement will
be the law of the host country.
As to the language, the costs of international bidders and their Funders will be
substantially reduced if translations are not required; therefore English, French or
Spanish have advantages; typically, English is the most universal. However there
may be political or cultural reasons that this is unacceptable.

2.32 Dispute Resolution
In effect, there are three main methods of resolving disputes, expert determination, arbitration, and litigation; their use depends upon the law of the host country.
In some jurisdictions, no mechanism exists to recognize an expert determination
as final, binding, and enforceable. In other jurisdictions, courts will intervene in
arbitration, or when an award for enforcement is to be registered, courts will accept
a rehearing of issues.
Reasons to avoid using the courts to settle disputes include the caliber of the judiciary, corruption within the court system, delays in processes and hearings, and
the risk of multiple appeals.
International bidders’ views on dispute resolution will depend on whether the host
country is a signatory to the New York Convention on the Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards, or other regional conventions.
As a condition precedent to launching proceedings, it may be helpful to require
that the PTA’s senior administrator and the Contractor’s chief executive officer
meet and be allowed a short time to attempt to resolve the issue. This requirement
ensures that senior management understands the issues and the point of view of
their counterparts before embarking on an expensive dispute. The corollary is that
during the pre-reform process, PTA training should help administrators recognize
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that they must take decisions, not hide behind the pretext that decisions were
forced upon the PTA by a Disputes Resolution Procedure finding.

2.33 Boilerplate
The TSC will require several standard Service Periods addressing issues such as
the service of notices, whether the TSC represents the entire agreement between
the parties, or if there are a series of contracts, and a provision to preserve the TSC
if any provision is found to be illegal, and so forth.
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Annex 6

Model Board Charter

156

A. Introduction
I. Complementary to Law and Articles
These provisions are complementary to the requirements regarding the board and
board members contained in <<Country’s>> legislation and regulations, the articles of association of the company and the provisions governing the relationship
between the management and the board as contained in the charter of the management (which has been adopted by the board).

II. Charter on Website
This charter is posted on the company's website.

B. Chapter I: Composition of the Board; Positions; Committees
I. Board Profile, Size, Expertise and Independence
a.

Board Profile. The board, in consultation with the nomination committee,
shall prepare a profile of its size and composition, considering the nature of
the business of the company and its subsidiaries and the desired expertise and
background of the board members (the “Board Profile”).

b. Number of Members. After consultation with the nomination committee, the
board determines the number of board members. The board shall have a minimum of ___ and a maximum of ___ members.
c.

156
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General Composition. The board shall use its best efforts to ensure that the
board composition is such that:
i.

Its members can act critically and independently of one another;

ii.

Each board member can assess the broad outline of the company’s
overall policy;

iii.

Each board member has sufficient expertise to perform his or her role
as a board member within the Board Profile;

iv.

The board matches the Board Profile;

From IFC Guidelines for Directors on Strengthening Corporate Governance, November 2006.
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v.

At least one board member is a financial expert, meaning s/he has expertise in financial administration and accounting for companies similar to the company in size and sophistication; and

vi.

No less than one-third of the board members are independent as defined in Section B.I.d. below.

d. Independence. An independent director is a director who:
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i.

Is not, and has not been employed by the company or any of its related
parties at any time during the past five years;

ii.

Is not, and has not been affiliated with a company that acts as an advisor or consultant to the company or its related parties, nor is not and
has not himself acted in such capacity at any time during the past five
years;

iii.

Is not, and has not been affiliated with any significant customer or
supplier of the company or its related parties (i.e. a company that
makes payments to, or receives payments from the company for property or services in an amount which, in any single fiscal year, exceeds
the greater of [monetary figure] [percentage] of such other company’s
consolidated gross revenues) at any time during the past five years;

iv.

Does not currently have, nor has s/he had any personal service contracts with the company, its related parties or its senior management
at any time during the past five years;

v.

Is not affiliated with any non-profit organization that receives significant funding from the company or its related parties;

vi.

Does not receive, and has not received any additional remuneration
from the company apart from a director’s remuneration, nor participates in the company’s share option or performance-related payment
plans,, nor is a participant of the company’s pension plan;

vii.

His/her director’s remuneration does not constitute a significant portion of his or her annual income;

viii.

Is not employed as an executive officer of another company where any
of the company's executives serve on that company's board;

ix.

Is not a member of the immediate family of any individual who is, or
has been at any time during the past five years, employed by the company or its related parties as an executive officer;

x.

Is not, nor has been at any time during the past five years, affiliated
with or employed by a present or former auditor of the company or
auditor of any related party;

xi.

Is not a controlling person of the company (or member of a group of
individuals and/or entities that collectively exercise effective control
over the company) or such person’s brother, sister, parent, grandparent, child, cousin, aunt, uncle, nephew or niece, or a spouse, widow,
in-law, heir, legatee and successor of any of the foregoing, (or any trust
or similar arrangement of which any such persons or a combination
thereof are the sole beneficiaries) or the executor, administrator or
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personal representative of any person described in this paragraph who
is deceased or legally incompetent; and
xii.

Has not served on the board for more than ten years.

II. (Re)Appointment; Terms of Office; Resignation
a.

Election by Shareholders. The general assembly elects members of the board.

b. Substance of Nominations and Recommendations. A nomination or recommendation to the general shareholders meeting for a candidate for the board
shall state (i) the candidate's age, (ii) his or her profession, (iii) the amount and
nature of any shares s/he holds in the company, (iv) any convictions for any
crimes involving dishonesty, fraud or breach of trust, (v) the positions s/he
holds or has held in the past [number] years (including memberships on any
board of directors or management boards/executive committees), nominating
shareholder [if applicable], and (vi) any other information relevant to assess
his or her suitability as a member of the board. The recommendation or nomination for appointment or reappointment shall state the reasons for the nomination or recommendation. Any nomination or recommendation by the board
for appointment or reappointment of a board member must be in accordance
with Section B of this charter, including the Board Profile.
c.

Reappointment. Before recommending a member of the board for reappointment, the board must carefully consider his or her past performance on the
board.

d. Staggered Retirement. Board members shall retire periodically according to a
rotation plan (to be drawn up by the board) to avoid many board members
retiring at the same time. The board may amend the rotation plan. The rotation
plan is available on written demand to the company.

III. Chairman and Vice-Chairman
a.

Election. The board shall elect a chairman and a vice-chairman from among
its members. The vice-chairman replaces, and assumes the powers and duties
of, the chairman when the chairman is absent.

b. Duties. The chairman of the board is primarily responsible for the activities of
the board and its committees. S/he shall act as the spokesman for the board
and is the principal contact for the chief executive officer (CEO). The CEO and
the chairman of the board shall meet regularly. The chairman of the board presides over the general assembly.
c.
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Responsibilities. The chairman ensures that:
i.

Board members, when appointed, participate in an induction program
and, as needed, additional education or training programs;

ii.

The board members receive all information necessary for them to perform their duties;

iii.

The board has sufficient time for consultation and decision-making;

iv.

The Committees function properly;
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v.

The performance of the board members is evaluated at least once
every two years;

vi.

The board elects a Vice-chairman; and

vii.

The board has proper contact with the executive committee.

d. In addition, the chairman is primarily responsible for:
i.

Ensuring the board satisfies its duties;

ii.

Determining the agenda of board meetings, chairing such meetings
and ensuring that minutes are kept of such meetings;

iii.

Consulting with external advisors appointed by the board;

iv.

Addressing problems related to the performance of individual board
members; and

v.

Addressing internal disputes and conflicts of interest concerning individual board members and the possible resignation of such members
as a result.

VI. Company Secretary
a.

Company Secretary. The company secretary assists the board.

b. General Access. All board members may go to the company secretary for advice
or to use his or her services.
e.

Responsibilities. The company secretary sees to it that the board follows correct procedures and that the board complies with its obligations under law and
the company’s articles of association. The company secretary shall assist the
chairman of the board in organizing the board’s activities (including providing
information, preparing an agenda, reporting of meetings, evaluations and
training programs). The company secretary is the secretary of the board.

V. Committees
a.

Establishment of Committees. The board may appoint committees from
among its members to perform specific tasks. The board shall determine the
members of any committee. The board shall establish an audit committee, a
remuneration committee and a nomination committee. The functions of the
last two may be combined into a single committee.

b. Board Responsibility for Committee Action. The board remains collectively responsible for the decisions and actions taken by any committee. A committee
may only perform the tasks delegated to it by the board and may not exceed
the authority or powers of the board as a whole. Decisions that, by law, must
be taken by the board may not be delegated to a committee.
c.
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Committee Reporting. Each committee must promptly inform the board of the
actions it has taken and major developments of which it becomes aware. Each
board member has unrestricted access to all committee meetings and records.
The board shall, as set forth in the charter of the committee concerned, receive
a report from the committee describing the committee’s actions and findings.
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d. Committee Charters. The board shall establish (and may amend) charters for
each Committee. The charters shall indicate the role and responsibilities of the
Committee, its composition and how it should perform its duties. The charter
of a Committee shall require that the Committee has no less than two members
(or, if the Committee is composed of three or fewer members, one member)
who are independent, as defined in Section B.I.d. of this charter.
e.

Website Disclosure. The charters and the composition of the Committees shall
be posted on the company's website.

C. Chapter II: Duties and Powers
I. General Duties and Powers
a.

General Responsibilities. The board oversees the general business of the company. The entire board is responsible for such supervision and oversight.

b. The Board Acts in the Interest of the Company. The board shall act in the best
interests of the company and its business, taking into consideration the interests of the company's shareholders and other stakeholders. Board members
shall perform their duties independent of any particular interest in the company. Members should not support one interest without regard to the other
interests involved.
c.

Quality of Performance. The board is responsible for the quality of its own performance.

d. Action in Concert. As much as they can, within their individual responsibilities
as members of the board, members shall act and speak in concert with respect
to important affairs and matters of principle.
e.

Provision on Information. The chairman and the CEO shall see to it that the
management, in a timely manner, provides the board and its committees with
the information they need to properly function.

f.

Responsibility for Securing Information. The board and its individual members each has responsibility for obtaining all information from the management and the internal and external auditors needed to carry out their duties.
If the board thinks it is necessary, it may obtain information from officers and
external advisers of the company. The company shall aid the board in obtaining such information. The board may require certain officers and external advisers to attend, but never to vote at its meetings.

g.

Access to Records. Each member of the board has access to the books and records of the company, if useful to perform his or her duties. Unless the charter
of a committee states otherwise, board members shall consult with the chairman of the board and the company secretary before exercising their rights under this provision.

h. Use of Experts. The board may hire experts to assist or advise them. The cost
of such experts shall be agreed to by the board and shall be paid by the company. A board member may rely upon the advice of a relevant expert so long
as the member has no reason to question the expert’s report or conclusion.

The World Bank
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II. Duties Regarding the Supervision of Management
a.

Nature of Supervision. In supervising the management, the board shall consider: (i) achievement of the company's objectives; (ii) the strategy and risks
in the company’s activities; (iii) the structure and operation of the internal risk
management, and audit and control systems; (iv) the financial reporting process; (v) compliance with law and regulations; and (vi) any other matters the
law requires the board to consider.

b. Financial Reporting. The board supervises the company’s financial reporting
in accordance with Section C.V. below.
c.

Annual Risk Review. At least once a year, the board shall discuss the company’s
strategy and business risks, the management’s assessment of the internal risk
management and control systems, and any significant changes to such systems.

d. Resolutions Subject to Approval. The following resolutions are subject to the
approval of the board:
i.

Determining and amending the operational and financial strategic objectives of the company;

ii.

Determining and amending key performance indicators in support of
the strategic objectives (including, for example, any financial ratios);

iii.

The resolutions listed in Annex 1 of the charter; and

iv.

Any other matters that the _______ [name of country] laws or regulations or the company’s articles of association requires the board to
approve.

III. Duties Regarding the Members and the Performance
of the Board
a.

Duties Regarding Board. The duties of the board (in consultation with the appropriate board committees) in relation to the members of the board include:
i.

The nomination of members of the board (the appointment is made
by the general assembly) and proposals to the general assembly for the
compensation of members of the board;

ii.

The determination of the number of board members, the appointment
of a chairman and vice-chairman of the board, the establishment of
committees and defining their role, the evaluation of the board, its individual members and its committees (including an evaluation of the
of the Board Profile and the induction, education and training program); [the approval of other positions of board members to the extent
required under Section E.V. of this charter]; and

iii.

Addressing any conflicts of interest issues between the company and
members of the board.

b. Board Self-Assessment At least once a year, the board shall discuss its own
activities and those of its individual members, the effectiveness of such activities, and the composition and competence of the board.
The World Bank
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IV. Certain Other Duties of the Board
a.

Duties Generally. The other duties of the board include:
i.

Duties regarding the external auditor as described in Section C.VI. of
this board charter and the charter of the audit committee;

ii.

Other duties imposed by law, the company’s articles of association,
this charter and the charter of a committee.

b. Annual Report and Accounts. The board shall draw up a report describing its
activities in the financial year, and containing the statements and information
required by law and the company’s articles of association.

V. Supervision of Financial Reporting
a.

General Supervision Responsibilities. The board, in consultation with the audit committee, supervises compliance with written procedures for the preparation and publication of the annual report and accounts, the quarterly (if any)
and semi-annual financial reports and any other financial information. The
board, through the audit committee, also supervises the internal control and
audit mechanisms for external financial reporting

b. Discussion of Financial Reports. The audit committee shall regularly, and in
any event as soon as possible, provide the board with reports on the annual
report and accounts, and the quarterly (if any) and semi-annual financial reports, which will then be discussed at a meeting of the board. The annual report and accounts for the year just ended shall be discussed in a meeting with
the board within four months of the year end. The semi-annual and quarterly
(if any) financial reports of the company for the respective period just ended
shall be discussed in a meeting with the board within two months of the end of
the period.
c.

External Auditor. The board shall ensure that the external auditor attends the
meeting of the board at which the report of the external auditor with respect
to the audit of the annual accounts is discussed, and at which the board decides
whether or not to approve the annual accounts. The external auditor shall receive any financial information underlying the quarterly (if any) and/or semiannual financial reports, and other interim financial reports, and shall be given
the opportunity to respond to all information.

d. Audit Committee is Principal Contact with External Auditor. The board’s principal contact with the external auditor is through the chairman of the audit
committee. If any irregularities in the financial reports are discovered, the first
discussion regarding such irregularities should be between the audit committee and the external auditor.
e.
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Recommendations by External Auditor. The board shall carefully consider
and, if accepted, put into effect any recommendations made by the external
auditor. This will include recommendations by the external auditor on the
company’s internal controls, as expressed in the ‘management letter’.
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VI. Duties Regarding Nomination and Assessment of External Auditor
a.

Appointment of External Auditor. The external auditor shall be appointed by
the general assembly. The board nominates a candidate for this appointment
to the general assembly based on an open, transparent and competitive selection process, and may recommend replacement of the external auditor. The
audit committee shall advise the board on such matters.

b. Compensation of External Auditor. The compensation of the external auditor,
and instructions to the external auditor to provide non-audit services, shall be
closely reviewed and approved by the board on the recommendation of the audit committee, thus ensuring for the auditor’s independence.
c.

Reports to the Board. The audit committee shall report their dealings with the
external auditor to the board on an annual basis, including their assessment of
the external auditor's independence (for example, the desirability of rotating
the responsible partners of the external auditor and the desirability of the external auditor providing both auditing and non-audit services to the company).
The board shall take this into account when deciding its nomination to the
general assembly for the appointment of an external auditor.

d. Assessment. At least once every three years, the audit committee shall conduct
a thorough assessment of the functioning of the external auditor in the various
entities and capacities in which the external auditor acts. The main conclusions
of this assessment shall be communicated to the general assembly so it may
assess the nomination for the appointment of the external auditor.
e.

Conflicts of Interest. Conflicts of interest and potential conflicts of interest between the external auditor and the company shall be resolved in accordance
with the policy laid down in Annex 2 or, to the extent not dealt with in this
Annex, as determined by the board on the recommendation of the audit committee. Board members must inform the chairman of the audit committee of
any matters they know of that may compromise the independence of the external auditor or that may result in a conflict of interest between the external
auditor and the company.

f.

Representation by External Auditor. When appointed, the external auditor
shall state it is aware of (i) the company's policy set out in Section C.VI.e. and
Annex 2; and (ii) other matters provided for in this charter and the charter of
the audit committee and that s/he agrees to abide by and promote such policies.

VII.
a.
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Compensation of Management Board Members

Annual Remuneration Report. The remuneration committee shall annually
prepare a remuneration report setting out the compensation policies and activities of the past year and an overview of the compensation policy and
planned activities for the next financial year and subsequent years. The remuneration report will differentiate between executive and non-executive remuneration.
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b. Approval by the General Assembly Meeting. [The remuneration policy planned
for the next financial year and subsequent years as specified in the remuneration report shall be submitted to the general assembly for its approval. Every
change to the compensation policy shall also be submitted to the general assembly for its approval.] Schemes whereby executive directors and other senior managers are remunerated in the form of shares or rights to subscribe for
shares, and major changes to such schemes, shall be submitted to the general
assembly for its approval.
c.

Remuneration Committee. The board shall determine the compensation of the
executive and non-executive board members on a proposal by the remuneration committee and within the terms of the remuneration policy adopted by
the general assembly.

d. Extraordinary Compensation. If a board member or former board member is
paid special compensation during any financial year, an explanation of this
compensation shall be included in the remuneration report. The remuneration
report shall detail and explain any compensation paid or promised as severance pay to a board member.

VIII. Relations with Shareholders
a.

Equal and Simultaneous Information. Where appropriate, the board shall provide all shareholders and other parties in the financial markets with equal and
simultaneous information about matters that may influence the share price.

b. General Meeting; Record Date; Venue. The board shall determine the date and
place of any general assembly meeting and a record date for the exercise of the
voting and any other rights attached to the company’s securities at such meeting. Unless there is an overriding company interest to act otherwise, the board
shall use its best efforts to provide shareholders with all information necessary
or requested for the shareholders to properly act at the general assembly meeting. If the board believes the company does have an overriding interest, it must
state why it so believes.
c.

Compliance with Law. The board shall ensure all laws are complied with, regarding the rights of the general assembly and of individual shareholders.

d. Attendance by Boards. The chairman shall ensure that (unless there are important reasons) all the members of the board shall attend the general assembly meetings.
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e.

Chairman of General Meetings. The general assembly meetings are presided
over by the chairman of the board or, in his or her absence, the vice-chairman
of the board. The board may designate someone else to preside over the assembly meeting.

f.

Disclosure of Resolutions. A resolution of the general assembly may be publicly disclosed only through a statement from the chairman of the board or the
company secretary.

g.

Changes to Corporate Governance. Any substantial change to the corporate
governance structure of the company shall be submitted to the general assembly for discussion under a separate agenda item.
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h. Attendance by external auditor. The board shall ensure that the responsible
partner (or certifying auditor) of the external auditor attends the general assembly and is available to address the meeting. The external auditor may be
questioned by the general assembly in relation to the audit of the company’s
financial statements.

D. Chapter III: Board Meetings; Decision Making
I. Frequency, Notice, Agenda and Venue of Meetings
a.

Frequency. The board shall meet as often as necessary, but not less that ____
[five] times a year. If possible, meetings shall be scheduled annually in advance
according to an annual board calendar. The board shall meet earlier than
scheduled if deemed necessary by the chairman of the board or two other
members of the board.

b. Notice and Agenda.

c.

i.

Meetings of the board are called by the chairman. Save in urgent cases,
as determined by the chairman, the agenda for a meeting shall be sent
to all board members at least five calendar days before the meeting.
For each item on the agenda, an explanation in writing shall be provided and related documentation will be attached. The chairman shall
consult with the CEO prior to convening the meeting on the content of
the agenda. Each board member and the CEO has the right to request
that an item be placed on the agenda for a board meeting; provided
that the item is notified to the chairman at least ten days prior to the
meeting.

ii.

Board members who have taken part in a meeting may not object
against resolutions adopted at the meeting on grounds of an invalid
notice.

Venue. Board meetings are generally held at the offices of the company but
may also take place elsewhere. In addition, meetings of the board may be held
by conference call, video conference or by any other means of communication,
provided all participants can communicate with each other simultaneously.

II. Attendance of and Admittance to Meetings
a.

Attendance by CEO. The CEO, even where s/he is not a member of the board,
shall attend board meetings unless the board instructs him not to attend. If
requested by the board, other executives shall also attend meetings of the
board in whole or in part.

b. Proxies. A board member may be represented at board meetings by another
board member holding a proxy in writing. The existence of such authorization
must be proved satisfactorily to the chairman of the meeting.
c.

Undue Absence. If a board member is frequently absent from board meetings,
s/he shall be required to explain such absences to the chairman.

d. Attendance by Non-Members. The admission to a meeting of persons other
than board members, the CEO, the company secretary and (if invited) other
The World Bank
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executives shall be decided by majority vote of the board members present at
the meeting.

III. Chairman of the Meeting; Reports
a.

Chairman. Board meetings are presided over by the chairman of the board or,
in his or her absence, the vice-chairman. If both are absent, one of the other
board members, designated by majority vote of the board members present at
the meeting, shall preside.

b. Report. The company secretary (or any other person designated for such purpose by the chairman of the meeting) shall prepare a report of the meeting.
The report shall describe the decision-making process at the meeting. The report shall be adopted by the board at the next meeting.

IV. Decision-Making within the Board
a.

Preference for Unanimity. The board members shall try to unanimously adopt
resolutions. However, board members are encouraged to voice dissenting
opinions and record these in the minutes when unanimity cannot be reached.

b. Individual Vote. Each board member has the right to cast one vote.
c.

Majority Vote; Quorum. Where unanimity cannot be reached and the law, the
company’s articles of association or this charter do not prescribe a larger majority, all resolutions of the board are adopted by a majority of the votes cast.
In the event of a tie, the chairman of the board has the deciding vote. At a
meeting, the board may only pass resolutions if the majority of the board members are present or represented.

d. Adoption at Meeting. Resolutions of the board are adopted at a board meeting.
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e.

Written Consent. Board resolutions may also be adopted in writing, provided
the proposal concerned is submitted to all board members and none of them
objects to this form of adoption. Adoption of resolutions in writing shall be
effected by statements in writing from all the board members. A statement
from a board member who wishes to abstain from voting on a particular resolution which is adopted in writing must reflect the fact that s/he does not object
to this form of adoption.

f.

Emergency Procedures. The board may deviate from the provisions of Sections
D.IV.c. (last sentence), D.IV.d. and D.IV.e. if this is deemed necessary by the
chairman of the board, considering the urgent nature and other circumstances
of the case, provided that all board members are allowed the opportunity to
participate in the decision-making process. The chairman of the board and the
company secretary shall then prepare a report on a resolution so adopted,
which shall be added to the documents for the next meeting of the board.

g.

Minutes. Minutes must be drawn up for every board meeting and for every
resolution adopted outside a meeting. The minutes are to be signed by the
chairman of the meeting and then added to the company’s records. Each member of the board shall receive a copy of the minutes. Each member of the board
may demand a note explaining how s/he voted or that a formal declaration by
him be included in the minutes. Urgent resolutions may be drawn up and
adopted immediately in the relevant meeting.
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h. Certification of Resolutions. A resolution adopted by the board may be publicly
disclosed only through a statement from the chairman of the board and/or the
company secretary.

E. Chapter IV: Other Provisions
I. Conflicts of Interest of Board Members
a.

Duty to Disclose. A board member shall immediately report to the chairman of
the board any conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest and shall provide all relevant information, including information concerning his or her
spouse, registered partner or other life companion, foster child and relatives
by blood or marriage up to the second degree. The board member concerned
shall not take part in the assessment by the board of whether a conflict of interest exists.

b. Related Party Transactions. A potential conflict of interest exists if the company intends to enter into a transaction with a related party, and the company
shall develop a policy on how to ensure that the rights of shareholders are protected during such transactions. A related party includes the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

c.

The board members of the Company, its parent company, affiliated or
sister companies and associates.
A parent company and any subsidiary or affiliated company that is not
wholly owned.
The CEO or General Manager, and key officers, including anyone who
directly reports to the Board or the CEO.
Any significant shareholder having the ability to control, or exercise a
significant influence on, the outcome of resolutions voted on by shareholders or directors of the Company, its parent company, affiliated or
associated companies.
The father, mother, sons, daughters, husband, or wife of any of the
natural persons listed in Clauses (a, b and c).
Any business, and the directors, CEO and key officers of any business,
in which the natural persons listed in paragraphs (a) to (e) own jointly
or severally at least [percent] of the voting rights.
Any person whose judgment or decisions could be influenced as a consequence of an arrangement or relationship between or involving
themselves and any of the persons in paragraphs (a) to (f).

Abstention by Conflicted Party. A board member shall not take part in any discussion or decision-making regarding any subject or transaction in which s/he
has a conflict of interest with the company.

d. Requirements to Approve Conflicts of Interest. All transactions in which there
are conflicts of interest with board members shall be agreed on terms that are
customary for arm's-length transactions in the company’s business. Decisions
to enter into transactions in which there are conflicts of interest with board
members require the approval of the board.
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II. Compensation of Board Members
a.

Approval by General Assembly Meeting. The compensation of the board members is determined by the general assembly. The board shall submit proposals
on its compensation to the general assembly.

b. Reimbursement of Costs. Apart from their compensation, board members
shall be reimbursed for all reasonable costs incurred in connection with their
attendance of meetings. The reasonableness of such costs shall be approved by
the chairman of the board (costs incurred by the chairman of the board shall
be approved by the vice-chairman). Any other expenses shall be reimbursed
only if incurred with the prior consent of the chairman or the company secretary on his or her behalf (or if it concerns the chairman, the vice-chairman or
the company secretary on his or her behalf).
c.

Loans and Guarantees. The company and its subsidiaries do not grant personal
loans, guarantees or the like to board members, save as part of its usual business operations. The company does not repay or forgive loans owed by board
members.

III. Induction Program, Ongoing Training and Education
a.

Induction Program. Upon his or her election, each board member shall participate in an induction program that covers the company’s strategy, general financial and legal affairs, financial reporting by the company, any specific aspects unique to the company and its business activities, and the responsibilities of a board member.

b. Annual Review of Training. The board shall conduct an annual review to identify areas where the board members require further training or education.
c.

Costs of Company. The costs of the induction course and any training or education shall be paid for by the company.

IV. Other Positions
a.

No Excess Memberships. Members of the board shall limit their other positions so as to ensure they can perform their duties as members of the board.
Outside directorships are capped at __ board seats.

b. Notice of Outside Positions. Board members must inform the chairman of the
board and the company secretary of their other positions which may be of importance to the company or the performance of their duties before accepting
such positions. If the chairman determines that there is a risk of a conflict of
interest, the matter shall be discussed by the board in accordance with Section
E.I. of this charter. The company secretary shall keep a list of the outside positions held by each board member.

V. Holding and Trading Securities [NOTE: Sections E.V.b.
through E.V.d. apply only to public companies.]
a.
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Long-Term Investment. Any shareholding in the company by board members
is for the purpose of long-term investment.
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b. Trades in Company Securities. Board members are bound by the
__________ [name of company] corporate governance code and/or ethics
code regarding transactions in company securities, which is posted on the
company's website.
c.

Trades in Other Securities. With respect to the ownership of and transactions
in securities other than regulated by the __________ [name of company]
corporate governance code and/or ethics code, board members must at all
times comply with law.

d. Reports on Change in Ownership. A board member shall notify the company
secretary promptly of all changes in his or her holding of securities related to
listed companies. However, such report need not be made if s/he has invested
exclusively in listed investment funds or has transferred the discretionary
management of his or her securities portfolio to an independent third party by
means of a written agreement. If the member transferred discretionary management of the securities portfolio to an independent third party, the name
and office address of the third party must be reported and a copy of the agreement with such third party must be submitted.

VI. Confidentiality
a.

Duty to Keep Information Confidential. Unless required to do so by law, no
board member shall, during his or her membership on the board or afterwards,
disclose any information of a confidential nature regarding the business of the
company and/or any companies in which it holds a stake, that came to his or
her knowledge in the capacity of his or her work for the company and which
s/he knows or should know to be of a confidential nature. A board member
may disclose such information to fellow board members as well as to staff
members of the company and companies in which the company holds a stake
who, in view of their activities for the company and companies in which the
company holds a stake, should be informed of the information. A board member shall not use such confidential information for his or her personal benefit.

b. Return of Confidential Information. At the end of each board member’s term
of office, s/he shall return all confidential documents in his or her possession
to the company or guarantee their disposal in a manner that ensures confidentiality is preserved.
c.
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Notice of Disclosure. If a board member intends to disclose to third parties
information which s/he has become aware of in his or her duties and which
may be confidential, s/he must inform the chairman of his or her intent and
the identity of the person who is to receive the information with sufficient notice for the chairman to assess the situation and advise the board member. This
section applies to both official and personal statements and to any person attending board meetings which in terms of their content and form are clearly
only intended for the board.
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Miscellaneous

Acceptance by Board Members. Anyone who is appointed as a board member
must, upon assuming office, declare in writing to the company that s/he accepts and agrees to comply with the provisions of this charter. A corresponding
reference to this extent is included in a director’s appointment letter.

b. Occasional Non-Compliance. If permitted by law, the board may occasionally
decide (by unanimous decision) at its sole discretion not to comply with the
provisions of this charter.
c.

Amendment. This charter may be amended by the board at its sole discretion
without prior notification.

d. Interpretation. In case of uncertainty or difference of opinion on how a provision of this charter should be interpreted, the opinion of the chairman of the
board shall be decisive.
e.

Partial Invalidity. If one or more provisions of this charter are (or become) invalid, this shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions. The board
may replace the invalid provisions by provisions which are valid and the effect
of which, given the contents and purpose of this charter is, to the greatest extent possible, similar to that of the invalid provisions.

F. Annex 1: List of Approvals Required by Board
The approval of the board is required for:
I.

All material transactions between the company and natural or legal persons who hold at least [percent] of the shares in the company;

II.

A resolution on the operational and financial aims of the company, the
strategy designed to achieve the aims, and any parameters to be used in
relation to the strategy;

III.

All material transactions in which there are conflicts of interest with board
members;

IV.

The appointment and removal of the company secretary;

V.

The remuneration policy for senior management in general and CEO in
particular.

VI.

The annual capital investment budget, all acquisitions and disposals of
business activities whose sales exceed _____ [insert currency and
amount] in the year prior to the acquisitions or disposal,

VII.
VIII.

The World Bank

All financial statements before publication, and
All other acts that require the approval by law, the company’s articles of
association, or this charter.
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G. Annex 2: Policy Regarding Independent External Auditor
The policy set out below was adopted by the board on _____ [date], on a proposal
of the audit committee.

I. Policy
The company and its subsidiaries shall use the services of the external auditor only
to the extent this does not prejudice the independence of the external auditor.

II. Terms of Reference
The external auditor must be independent. These regulations are based on the
principles that: (i) the external auditor must be independent from the client audited, both in mind as in appearance; and (ii) an external auditor is someone who
is able, in the light of all relevant facts and circumstances, to form an objective and
impartial opinion on all matters that fall within the scope of his or her assignment.
Under the ________________ [insert reference to local law] an external auditor is not allowed to perform a statutory audit if s/he has financial, commercial,
employment or other ties with the client that in the opinion of a reasonable and
properly informed third party expert compromise the auditor's independence.
The company may require from the external auditor that s/he maintains the right
balance between effectiveness and efficiency, e.g. audit costs, risk management,
independence and reliability. The audit committee sees to it that the external auditor complies with the relevant provisions of the ________________ [insert
reference to local law] and the above terms of reference, and may request more
detailed explanations and written confirmations from the external auditor that
these provisions are followed.
In addition to the audit work, the external auditor of the company may also carry
out non-audit work, to the extent allowed under applicable legislation and regulations and the internal procedures of the company. The non-audit work shall not
jeopardize the independence of the external auditor. In no event shall the individuals performing the audit work engage in any non-audit work.
All audit and non-audit work (including fees and conditions) carried out by the
external auditor for the company must be approved in advance by the board on a
proposal of the audit committee. The board may, within the framework set by the
board, delegate this duty to the audit committee that in turn, in exceptional circumstances only, may delegate this power to its chairman, on the understanding
that a decision by the chairman of the audit committee to give his or her approval
will be presented to the full audit committee at its next meeting.

III. Work
a. Audit Work
Audit work is the audit of the annual financial reports of the company, the assessment of interim financial reports that are disclosed, services that are traditionally
The World Bank
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provided by the external auditor and that are related to filings and obligations under legislation or regulations, and services that only the external auditor can reasonably provide. The external auditor does not need to go through a tender process
for each individual engagement.
b. Non-Audit Work
For non-audit work of the external auditor other than (i) services that can only be
provided by the external auditor, (ii) services that are an extension of the work
performed as part of the audit of the company or rely on work performed as a part
of the audit such that the quality and timeliness of the services can most effectively
be provided by the external auditor or (iii) services that enhance the effectiveness
of the external auditor’s examination of the company’s financial statements, the
board shall on the proposal of the audit committee set one or more financial
thresholds. For non-audit work by the external auditor that is expected to exceed
these thresholds, a very strong rationale must be presented to support the selection
of the external auditor and alternative service providers should be considered.
For further explanation whether certain activities should be considered audit work
or non-audit work and whether certain non-audit activities fall under any of the
categories listed above, the head of the internal audit department should be contacted who, when in doubt, will consult the chairman of the audit committee.

IV. Rotation of Partners Responsible for Audit Work
In order to prevent the external auditor and the company becoming too close, the
number of years a person may be part of the audit team of the external auditor, is
capped.
Partners of the audit team of the company who are charged with essential audit
tasks must be replaced at most every three year(s) after the start of their involvement. The partners of the audit team of the company charged with essential tasks
who have been replaced are not allowed to work on a new assignment for the company until at least three years have expired from the date of their replacement.
The audit committee shall also supervise the risks of dependency of other members
of the audit team of the company who are involved with the audit for a significant
period. The audit committee shall consult the responsible partner of the external
auditor regularly on safeguards set up by the external auditor to assess the risk of
dependency and to reduce it to an acceptable minimum level.

V. Appointment of the External Auditor
The external auditor shall be appointed in accordance with Section C.VI. of the
charter of the board. If the decision is taken to call in the services of another external auditor, the tender process approved by the audit committee shall be followed.

VI. Staff Transfer Restrictions
The company and the external auditor shall agree on a policy regarding the restriction of staff transfers from the company and its group to the organization of
the external auditor and vice versa, taking into account all relevant legislation and
The World Bank
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regulations. This policy is subject to the approval of the board. In no event, however, shall the company hire an audit partner or other senior member of the audit
staff of the external auditor if such person audited, conducted a review of or prepared the company’s financial statements during the previous one year, in particular as the company’s CFO.
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Model Ethics Code

157

Preamble
The purpose of this code of ethics is to:


Demonstrate the company’s commitment to the highest standards of ethical
behavior;



Encourage proper ethical conduct and sanction misconduct within the company; and



Develop an ethical culture based on such standards and conduct, led by the
company’s shareholders, directors and management, and followed by all employees.

By adopting and, following this code of ethics, together with the other guidance in
this Manual, the company confirms its desire to demonstrably lead and promote
good ethical behavior and corporate governance. In order to foster the confidence
of its shareholders, employees, investors and the general public, this code of ethics
goes beyond the legal and regulatory framework prevalent in Romania today, and
embraces both national and internationally recognized principles and practices.
The company’s governing bodies and employees understand this code of ethics as
their obligation and set forth to ensure that its spirit and provisions are respected
and acted upon throughout the company [and its subsidiaries and dependent companies] and its business partners.
This code of ethics is reviewed and updated on an annual basis and published internally in booklet form and via the company’s intranet site, as well as on the company’s internet site.

A. The Company’s Values
In all internal and external relationships, the company demonstrates its commitment to [insert company’s values158]:
 __________________;


157
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__________________; and

From IFC Guidelines for Directors on Strengthening Corporate Governance, November 2006.
158 Company values often focus on delivering quality products and services; leadership
(in terms of innovation, and research and development); promoting shareholder value;
protecting the environment; satisfying customer satisfaction; acting with honesty, integrity and respect for people; etc.
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__________________.

B. The Company’s Ethical Principles
The company is committed to act ethically in all aspects of its business.
The company’s ethical standards are based on the following principles:


Honesty;



Integrity;



Fairness; and



Transparency.

Similarly, the company expects the same in its relationships with all those with
whom it does business.
The company’s ethical standards focus on the following areas: employees, customers, relations with its business partners, government, society and the wider community159. These ethical standards shall also apply to all business areas [for all subsidiaries and dependent companies both within and outside of Romania].
All of the company’s ethical standards are based on:


Respecting the rule of law, Romania laws and regulations, and showing respect
for human rights;



Managing the company’s financial and operational performance to maximize
the long-term value for its shareholders;



Conducting business with integrity and fairness, renouncing bribery and corruption or similar unacceptable business practices, and not giving or accepting
gifts and entertainment unless they fall under business custom, are immaterial
and infrequent;



Creating mutual advantage in all the company’s relationships to build and foster trust; and



Demonstrating respect for the community the company operates in, as well as
for the natural environment.

The company’s business plan will include specific, measurable targets for improving ethical behavior.

159
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The Company’s areas of focus will depend largely on the industry and its business
sector. Thus, a company in the banking sector may wish to focus on issues different than
those of a company in the oil sector (e.g. financial control, insider trading and/or
money laundering vs. environmental protection). Areas of focus can be structured
around topics and/or relationships. Topics include health, safety and environmental
concerns; bribery and corruption; legality; conflicts of interest; human rights; gifts and
entertainment; control and finance; etc. Relationships can include relations with employees; customers; business partners; suppliers; joint-venture partners; etc.
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C. Ethical Standards for the Company’s Relationship with
its Stakeholders
I. Employees and Officers
The company values its employees as the keystone to success. The company is thus
committed to treating all employees with dignity, trust and respect, and to building
a long-term relationship based on Romania labor law and the respect of human
rights. The company will not employ child labor.
The company fosters teamwork, believing that diversity in talent, perspectives and
opinions stimulate new and creative business opportunities and innovation. Similarly, the company renounces all forms of bureaucracy and excessive hierarchical
structures that impede operational efficiency.
It is the company’s policy to provide for and regularly improve upon a healthy, safe
and secure working environment for its employees.
Conflicts of interests can, or appear to, compromise the judgment or objectivity of
the company’s employees and officers. Appropriate guidelines and disclosure
thereof have been developed to this extent.
The company is an equal opportunity employer. Its recruitment, promotion and
compensation policy is based on merit and free of discrimination. Clear and transparent policies to this extent have been developed and put into practice.
Any kind of discrimination or harassment at the workplace will not be tolerated
and contrary behavior properly investigated and dealt with through the company’s
ethics officer [and/or the human relations manager].
Employees are recognized and rewarded for their performance, based on performance objectives, and constructive and regular feedback through face-to-face
meetings. Rewards are given both at the team and individual level. The company
has in place a training program, accessible to all employees, which encourages individuals to formulate personal development plans and provides for coaching,
mentoring and formal skill-enhancing trainings.
The company sanctions the illegal use of confidential and insider information by
all officers and employees, and has developed a detailed procedure to effectively
deal with this matter.
A regular consultation process between the company’s employees and managers
has been put in place to effectively deal with employment conditions and other
issues that affect the employees work environment.
These principles do not limit the right of the company to enforce discipline or to
terminate workers in accordance with Romania legislation.

The World Bank
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II. Customers
Customer satisfaction is tantamount to the company. Safe and quality products
and services, fair pricing and appropriate after-sales service shall define the company’s relations with its customers.
The company always seeks to deliver what it promises.

III. Relations with its Business Partners
The company believes that a long-term relationship with its business partners
(suppliers, contractors, participants in joint ventures and _____________)
founded on respect, trust, honesty and fairness is vital to its success.
The company will put forth its best effort to only cooperate with those business
partners that share the company’s ethical standards.
The company will respect the sanctity of contracts and business relations.


Contractual negotiations shall be conducted on the basis of mutual advantage.



Business relations shall be based on high performance standards, delivering in
a timely and qualitative manner, prompt settling of bills and _________.



In case of a commercial dispute, the company will strive to negotiate and compromise in good faith in order to reach an amicable solution.

The company is committed to complying fully with the Romania law on antimoney laundering and only conducts business with reputable suppliers, business
customers and other partners who are involved in legitimate business activities
and whose funds are derived from legitimate sources.

IV. Government
The company will pay all taxes that are owed and due, fully and in a timely manner.
The company abides by all federal and local regulations, including voluntary codes
and guidelines, in both spirit as well as letter.
The company has also legally obtained all licenses required to do business.
The company seeks to build and manage a sound relationship with governmental
authorities on an arm’s length basis. No attempts to improperly influence governmental decisions shall be made, and the company will not offer, pay, solicit or accept bribes in any form or shape, either directly or indirectly, in its dealings with
the government, administration or courts. Transparent procedures regarding
transactions engaged in by the company with any government agency or official,
or in dealings with any company owned or controlled by a government agency or
official, shall be established to this end.
The company will never make political contributions whether in cash or in kind.
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V. Society, environment and the wider community
The company views itself as an integral part of the community in which it operates
and is committed to a sound relationship built on respect, trust, honesty and fairness.
The company is committed to creating jobs and developing local talent when this
is economically sustainable.
The preservation of the environment is of the utmost importance to the company.
The company thus strives to minimize any disruption to the environment arising
from its activities by reducing waste, emissions and discharges, and by using energy efficiently. All operations and activities will be carried-out according to the
highest standards of care and in-line with internationally recognized principles.
Company employees are encouraged to engage and commit part of their time to
help the local community through a variety of charities and foundations, educational organizations and similar institutions.
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are a key element to any society and the
company seeks to build constructive relationships with such organizations in
building a better society and environment--in an economically sustainable matter.
The company promise to engage and consider the specific developmental needs of
communities in which it operates, through a process of regular and open dialogue.

D. Implementation
I. Means to Obtain Advice
Many business decisions involve ethical dilemmas and require complex judgments
to make the right choice. In cases of uncertainty, all officers and employees are
expected to act responsibly and raise the ethical dilemma with their managers.
Should this not lead to a satisfactory solution, the ethical issue is to be raised with
a designated officer to obtain clarification. All officers and employees have the
right to make confidential reports directly to the designated officer who in turn
shall decide whether to report the matter to the audit committee to recommend
appropriate action against any director or employee who acts in a manner inconsistent with this code of ethics.

II. Processes and Responsibility
Each individual is responsible for his or her ethical behavior. The company has
implemented a procedure for all officers and employees to regularly state that they
understand and apply the provisions of this code of ethics. Adherence to this Code
is further made obligatory as it is referenced in all employee contracts and linked
to disciplinary procedures. A copy of this code of ethics is given to every employee
on his or her first working day.
Department heads are accountable to the CEO and/or executives for implementing
this code of ethics within their departments, ensuring that all officers and employees understand it, and for providing assurance on compliance. The CEO and/or
executives are in turn accountable to the board.
The World Bank
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The principles and provisions in this code of ethics have been integrated into the
company’s system of internal control. Rigorous and objective processes to measure
performance, identify gaps and implement measures to address ethical gaps are
regularly reviewed and modified.
Willful or careless breach or neglect of this code of ethics will be treated as a serious
disciplinary matter and can lead to the termination of employment.
The board’s audit committee periodically reviews and updates compliance with
these principles, and formulates proposals for the board’s approval.

III. Training Program
The company offers an introductory ethics-training course once per year for all
new officers and employees. This course offers practical examples of this code of
ethics in action.
Periodic and specialized training courses are further offered to the company’s officers and employees, as well as to the company’s other stakeholders such as suppliers and other business partners, as part of the company’s continuous professional education program.

The World Bank
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Model Terms of Reference for an Executive Committee
160

1. Purpose
The purpose of the Committee is to assist the Chief Executive in the performance
of their duties, including:


The development and implementation of strategy, operational plans, policies,
procedures and budgets;



The monitoring of operating and financial performance;



The assessment and control of risk;



The prioritization and allocation of resources;



Monitoring competitive forces in each area of operation.

2. Membership
The Committee shall be made up of the Chief Executive, Deputy Chief Executive,
Finance Director, all other executive (main board) directors, the heads of each
business division, human resources, risk, IT, strategy, operations, group legal, and
the company secretary. Others may be invited by the Chief Executive (or in their
absence, the Deputy Chief Executive) to attend all or part of any meeting.

3. Chair
The Chief Executive shall act as Chair of the Committee. In their absence, the [Deputy Chief Executive] [Finance Director] shall act as Chair.

4. Secretary
The company secretary or their nominee shall act as the secretary of the Committee.

5. Quorum
The quorum necessary for the transaction of business shall be [3] members of
whom at least one must be either the Chief Executive or [Deputy Chief Executive]/[Finance Director]. A duly convened meeting of the Committee at which a
quorum is present shall be competent to exercise all or any of the authorities, powers and discretions vested in, or exercisable, by the Committee.
160
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This model was adapted from the model terms of reference provided in Guidance
Note 0409902 of the ICSA Chartered Secretaries.
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6. Frequency of Meetings
The Committee shall meet [monthly on the first Monday of each month] [fortnightly on a Tuesday] [every Monday].

7. Notice of Meetings
Meetings of the Committee, other than those regularly scheduled as above, shall
be summoned by the secretary of the Committee at the request of the Chief Executive. Unless otherwise agreed, notice of each meeting confirming the venue, time
and date together with an agenda of items to be discussed and supporting papers,
shall be forwarded to each member of the Committee and any other person required to attend, no later than [2] working days before the date of the meeting.

8. Conduct of Meetings
Except as outlined above, meetings of the Committee shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Company’s Articles of Association governing the
proceedings of directors.

9. Minutes of Meetings
The secretary shall minute the proceedings and resolutions of all meetings of the
Committee, including recording the names of those present and in attendance.
Minutes of Committee meetings shall be circulated promptly to all members of the
Committee and, once agreed, to all members of the board.

10.
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Duties



Recommending objectives and strategy for the group in the development of its
business, having regard to the interests of its shareholders, customers, employees and other stakeholders;



Agreeing policy guidelines for business divisions based on approved group
strategy;



The successful execution of strategy; The presentation of the group’s budgets
and five year plan to the board and, following their adoption, the achievement
of the budgets and plans; Developing and reviewing business division objectives and budgets to ensure that they fall within the agreed group targets; Ensuring appropriate levels of authority are delegated to senior management
throughout the group; Reviewing the organizational structure of the group and
making recommendations for change; Ensuring the control, co-ordination and
monitoring within the group of risk and internal controls; Ensuring compliance with relevant legislation and regulations; Safeguarding the integrity of
management information and financial reporting systems; Identifying and executing new business opportunities outside the current core activities, including geographic diversification; Examining all trade investments, divestments
and major capital expenditure proposals and the recommendation to the
group board of those which, in a group context, are material either by nature
or cost;



Approving all strategic or material alliances and partnership agreements; Optimizing the allocation and adequacy of the group’s resources; Ensuring the
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provision of adequate management development and succession and recommendation and implementation of appropriate remuneration structures
within business divisions; Developing and implementing group policies, including:

11.

o

Codes of ethics and business practice

o

Share dealing code

o

Risk management policies

o

Treasury policies

o

Health and safety policy

o

Communications policy (including procedures for the release of price
sensitive information)

o

Investor relations policy

o

Corporate social responsibility policy (including environmental, employee communications and employee disability)

o

Charitable donations policy; and

o

Ensuring the active liaison, co-ordination and co-operation between
business divisions.

Reporting Responsibilities

The Chief Executive shall report formally to the board, at each board meeting, on
the proceedings of the Committee since the previous board meeting.
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Definition of Independence

161

The board should identify in the annual report each nonexecutive director it considers to be independent. The board should determine whether the director is independent in character and judgment and whether there are relationships or circumstances which are likely to affect, or could appear to affect, the director’s judgment. The board should state its reasons if it determines that a director is independent notwithstanding the existence of relationships or circumstances which
may appear relevant to its determination, including if the director:


Has been an employee of the company or group within the last five years;



Has, or has had within the last three years, a material business relationship
with the company either directly, or as a partner, shareholder, director or senior employee of a body that has such a relationship with the company;



Has received or receives additional remuneration from the company apart
from a director’s fee, participates in the company’s share option or a performance-related pay scheme, or is a member of the company’s pension scheme;



Has close family ties with any of the company’s advisers, directors or senior
employees;



Holds cross-directorships or has significant links with other directors through
involvement in other companies or bodies;



Represents a significant shareholder; or



Has served on the board for more than nine years from the date of their first
election.

All of the above criteria, barring that related to representing significant shareholdings, are relevant in the public sector context (with some adaptation).

161
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Adapted from Unlocking Your Board’s Full Potential: Board Evaluation Questionnaire, UK National Audit Office, ICAEW Non-executive board members Group, Mazars.
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Guidelines on Related Party Transactions
162

A. Introduction
It is ______________’s [enter company name] (hereinafter “the Company”)
practice that related party transactions are conducted at arm’s length with any consideration paid or received by the Company or any of its subsidiaries in connection
with any such transaction being on terms no less favorable than terms available to
any unconnected third party under the same or similar circumstances. The purpose of these guidelines are to set out the procedures by which the Company or any
of its subsidiaries may enter into a related party transaction.

B. Application of this Policy
This policy applies to the Company’s directors and senior managers. Related party
transactions constitute a conflict of interest. These Guidelines are not intended to
conflict with any applicable laws or regulations and if any such conflict occurs the
requirements of the law or regulation shall prevail.

C. Review and Approval Procedures
Directors shall disclose to the board, through the company secretary, details of all
their other directorships and any shareholdings owned by them or members of
their family. Any changes to these notifications must be communicated promptly
to the board of directors through the company secretary.
It is the responsibility of each director and senior manager to promptly notify the
board, through the company secretary, of any proposed related party transaction
as soon as they become aware of it. It is the responsibility of a director or senior
manager who is involved in a proposed related party transaction to inform the
board, through the company secretary, and obtain approval prior to entering into
the transaction.
Conflicted board members shall not participate in discussions on transactions in
which they are a conflicted party and abstain from voting on such issues.
The board shall decide whether or not to approve the related party transaction involving a director in the absence of that director.

162
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From IFC Guidelines for Directors on Strengthening Corporate Governance, November
2006.
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D. Identification of Related Party Transactions
For purposes of this policy, a “related party transaction” is a transaction between
the Company or any of its subsidiaries and any “related party”.
“Related Party” includes the following:
a.

The board members of the Company, its parent company, affiliated or sister
companies and associates.

b. A parent company and any subsidiary or affiliated company that is not wholly
owned.
c.

The CEO or General Manager, and key officers, including anyone who directly
reports to the board or the CEO.

d. Any shareholder having the ability to control, or exercise a significant influence on the outcome of resolutions voted on by shareholders or directors of
the Company, its parent company, affiliated or associated companies.
e.

A person’s parent, grandparent, child, brother, sister, aunt, uncle, cousin,
nephew, niece, spouse, widow or in-law of any the persons listed in paragraphs
(a) to (e).

f.

Any business, and the directors, CEO and key officers of any business, in which
the natural persons listed in paragraphs (a) to (e) exercise a significant influence on the outcome of resolutions voted on by shareholders or directors of
the Company.

g.

Any person whose judgment or decisions could be influenced as a consequence
of an arrangement or relationship between or involving themselves and any of
the persons in paragraphs (a) to (f).

E. Disclosure
The Company shall report to its shareholders in its annual report and accounts on
all related party transactions to the extent required by applicable laws or regulations. If the law so requires, the prior approval of shareholders will be sought for
any proposed related party transaction.

F. Policy Review
The audit committee shall review and assess the adequacy of this policy at least
annually and recommend for approval by the board any changes it considers are
needed.
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Model Statement of Corporate Intent
1. Introduction
[Insert name of the Company] is a State Owned Enterprise that was formed in [Insert year]. The Company has since developed a strategic plan (Turnaround Plan)
with the objective to build, over 10 years, a business able to meet its long run investment requirements, following an initial investment period from the State. This
prioritized investment plan includes upgrading the network, rolling stock, plant,
equipment, facilities and systems. The plan will be delivered by improving reliability, timeliness and providing more flexible services underpinned by the implementation of an organization-wide customer focused culture. This will attract more
freight and enable yield growth.
The 2011 financial year was the first full year of implementing the Turnaround Plan
(TAP). Like many businesses, the last 12 to 18 months have been remarkably challenging with a flat economy following the global financial crisis. Overall these have
had a negative impact on our performance; however, we have been encouraged by
many aspects of the past year including substantial support from our customers
resulting in excellent growth in our domestic and import/export freight markets.
We have also made strong progress on our asset investment plans. Further insights
into key performance outcomes for the 2011 financial year are included in section
5 of this statement.

2. The Rail Business
The Company operates as a single entity with multiple business units. Key elements of the business are:
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Freight provides rail freight services and locomotives for passenger services.
This includes:
o

The movement of bulk freight such as export coal, milk, steel, meat,
horticultural products and forestry;

o

The movement of containerized freight for import and export and domestic full container load customers

o

Metro Maintenance, which provides locomotive engineers and maintains rolling stock

Ferry operates the ferry passenger and freight services. This includes: three
“roll-on, roll-off” ferries carrying rail freight, commercial vehicles, passenger
vehicles and foot passengers
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Passenger provides urban passenger services in and long distance passenger
rail services. This includes:
o

Long distance passenger services as well as special charter services

o

Urban passenger

Mechanical which includes:
o

Workshops for heavy engineering maintenance and specialized manufacturing

o

Maintenance and service repairs to rolling stock (locomotives, wagons, EMUs, DMUs and carriages)

Network
o

Maintains the rail network and controls the operation of trains on the
network

3. Nature and Scope of the Business
The business activities of The Company over the next three years will be:


To own and operate a national rail network



To provide for the transport of bulk and consolidated freight



To provide ferry services for rail, commercial freight, and passenger services
and their vehicles



To provide rail passenger services in metropolitan areas and long distance services for both domestic and tourist markets



To manage and develop property holdings for rail operations and appropriate
third party land use



To develop rail and ferry services and intellectual property in expanded markets



To undertake or participate in business activities which add value for customers and leverage the capabilities of The Company.

4. Corporate Responsibility Commitment

The World Bank



To deliver to our customers what we have promised; we will listen to them and
involve them in our solutions and innovations



To be a good employer, treating our people fairly and with respect, and valuing
their diversity. We are committed to creating a workplace that makes people
want to join, stay and work to their full potential. Our commitment to the
safety and well-being of our people is a priority



To work with our suppliers to develop long term partnerships based on best
practice procurement methods which reflect mutually agreeable codes of conduct
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To recognize the environmental, social and economic needs of the communities we work in and endeavor to be a good neighbor. We will involve relevant
communities in initiatives we implement



To help protect the environment by better understanding, managing and
measuring our environmental impacts and minimizing the carbon intensity of
our services. We will do this by commissioning new, more fuel efficient locomotives, increasing our focus on fuel saving behavior and opportunities to improve efficiency.
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